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Volume 90 Number 7 • October 30, 1 997 
Election '97: 
University Heights 
mayor, council and 
school board seats on 
Tuesday's ballot 
Tom O'Konowltz 
Editor-in-Chief 
The election polls will 
open on Tuesday at 6:30a.m. 
in University Heights. The 
seats for mayor, three council 
positions and three school 
board positions will be on the 
ballot. 
hosted a Meet the Candidates 
Night last Tuesday in order 
to educate students and the 
community about candi-
dates and their stances on 
issues. 
The Village People? John Carroll University 
students have expressed con-
cern about city policies at re-
cent City Council meetings. 
Roughly 1,000 of them will 
have the opportunity to 
make decisions about the 
city's future by"YOte, Tuesday 
until 8 p.m. 
The mayoral and council 
incumbents spoke to stu-
dents and answered ques-
tions at Tuesday's Student 
Union meeting. 
See page three for com-
plete election cov~rage of the 
three races. 
No, these are John Carroll students with their parents and siblings, dancing the night 
away at Saturday's Sock Hop. Other Parents' Weekend activities included parent 
classes and a family mass. 
otHschltt 
jCU'sStudent Life depart-
ment will provide transpor-
tation to voting stations on 
Tuesday. Vans will leave the 
Belvoir lot every half hour 
from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
opponents for mayoral seat 
Mayor Beryl Rothschild, 
who has held that position 
for 20 years, is challenged by 
Frank Borally,llland Stanley 
Reich. 
Three council incum-
bents, Adele Zucker, Phillip 
Ertel, and David Mitchell, are 
challenged by Lisa Cobb, 
Michael Murray, and james 
Rukosky. 
One school board incum-
bent, Eric Silverman, and 
nine other candidates will 
vie for three seats on the 
Cleveland Heights- Univer-
sity Heights School Board. 
The candidates are: Pete 
Bernardo, Joan Natko,Alben 
Oberst, Edgar Reeves, Will-
iam Davis, Barbara Hodgkiss, 
Rance Mack, and R. Allen 
Wilkinson. 
John Carroll University 
Denise Glaros 
News Editor 
Name: Beryl E. Rothschild 
Age:68 
Hometown: Cleveland 
Ckcupation: University Heights 
mayor 
Political Experience: lO years 
on UH City Council; 20 years as 
UH mayor 
Vision for UH 'To remain the 
stable, neighborly, caring city that 
it is, and to continue to have people 
living here.' 
Goals if elected: Continue reju-
venation of the neighborhood 
shopping centers, with the next 
targets being the Cedar I Taylor 
and Cedar I Green roads; further 
develop the tolerance program 
called 'Series of Discoveries,' which 
seeks to mesh ethnic and racial 
diversity within the city; and to 
keep a lid on taxes. 
View of relationship between 
llli and John Carroll University: 
'We've always enjoyed a good rela-
tionship with the university,' 
Rothschild said. She cited student 
involvement and the diversity se-
ries, their work at City Hall, and 
most recently, the mediation 
board. This board, comprised of 
twoJCU students and two UH resi-
dents, works to reconcile minor 
differences between disputing par-
ties in the city. Evolving over the 
past few years are two main issues 
that have brought the city and the 
university to a head: off-campus 
housing and parking. 'We have to 
settle these problems, but we're not 
going to please everyone- you just 
can't,' Rothschild said. 'City gov-
ernment is not an easy process.' 
Stance onjCU students voting 
in local elections: 'Everyone is en-
titled to vote, but it makes more 
sense for people to vote in their 
hometown where they know the 
issues,' Rothschild said. 'lf you 
want to vote here, so be it- it'sa free 
country.' 
However, she 
said 'to keep 
an open 
mind andre-
view every-
thing as you 
would in Beryl Rothschild 
your hometown. Don't be mis-
guided,' Rothschild said. 
Why you are the most quali-
fied person for the position: 'I've 
gained a lot of knowledge over 
the years,' Rothschild said, point-
ing to her initiation of many new 
programs in the city. 'I've always 
taken the city forward.' 
Name: Frank]. Borally,III 
Age: 28 
Hometown: Lyndhurst 
Occupation: director of opera-
tions for Borally's Catering in 
Richmond Heights 
Political~ence: None 
Vision for UH: 'To have john 
Gay Chronicles taken from distribution site 
Ed Klein 
Staff Reporter 
Issues of the Gay People's Chronicle of Higher Education publi-
cation have been taken from their distribution location in the 
Student Union office and thrown away over the past several weeks. 
This publication disposal was discovered by senior Jeff Becherer, 
Student Union director of internal affairs, when he entered the 
Student Union office on the weekend of October 11 and noticed that 
the newspapers were missing. 
Looking in the recycling bin, Becherer found a week's supply of 
the publication. 
Prior to this year, the Gay People's Chronicle ofHigher Education 
was available in the Residence Life Office for a semester, and before 
that, it was located in the atrium of the DJ Lombardo Student 
Center. 
The publication's move to the Student Union office came 
because "it was consistently thrown away," and also, "this is the 
student's office," Becherer said. 
The Gay People's Chronicle ofHigher Education is provided 
to the University free of charge, Becherer added. 
Rev. Richard P. Salmi, Sj., vice-president for student affairs 
said, "I don't know if people should take it upon themselves to 
throw it away.' Though he did note that the publication con-
tained "offensive ads.' 
While Becherer offered no remedy for the situation, he said 
see CHRONICLE; page 2 
Frank Borally, Ill 
Carroll, City Hall, and the school sys-
tem work together for a better Univer-
sity Heights,' Borally said. 
Goals if elected: Open up city hall 
so that citizens feel welcome to voice 
their opinions whenever they choose; 
watch the path of the tax dollars sent 
to the CH-UH school system; integrate 
JCU students into the school system, 
through such things as student teach-
ing; help out in the housing depart-
ment, acting as an advisor rather than 
a political figure when problems arise. 
View of relationship between llli 
andjohnCarroll University: 'There-
lationship has been kind of rough,' 
BoraH y said. 'Being a Carroll graduate, 
'1 feel I have a good feel for it,' he said. 
'Carroll's got room to grow and get big-
ger and City Hall can help,' Borally 
said. 
Stance on JCU students voting in 
local elections: 'lt's nice to see students 
take part in a city which they live in,' 
Borally said. 
Why you are the most qualified 
person for the position: 'My vision in 
operating and management skills sets 
me apart -I have good business sense,' 
Borally said, having earned it with his 
roughly 10 years of experience in the 
catering business. 
Name: Stanley Reich 
Age: 51 
Hometown: University Heights 
see MAYOR, page 3 
2 
News ~r1efs 
f.ar tbeft an:empted on campus 
An attempted car theft m the Rodman Hall drive was re· 
paned by J?hn Ca_rroll Universitysecurity on Oct. 22,accordmg 
to Umversuy He1ghts Police Department records. Door lock 
damage was ev~dent on the 1997 Chrysler Sebring, the report 
stated. The veh1de 1s registered to jonathan C. I vee, vtce presi-
dent for business at john Carroll 
Com~lttee to evaluate parking 
The Student Umon has resolved to form a commiuee to 
invutigatethecurrentpaddngprobtemoncampus. Thegoalof 
the committee is to uncover facts, surveys and statistics from 
the 1996-97 Parking Committee. The committee hopes to in-
clude four john Carroll administrators, one University Heights 
City Council member and one member of the Board of Trustees. 
A solution to parking problems that would satiSfy all parties is 
aimed at September 1998. 
Enldish professors read their work' 
Therewilrbe a fiction and poetry reading at 4 p.m. today in 
the Jardme Room. The reading will feature john Carroll 
University'sown English professors, SteVe Lattimore and George 
Bilgen. Lattimore is a Wallace Stegner fellow at Stanford Uni· 
versityandauthorof Cim.mnavlgatf.Qn. Bilgerelstheauthorof 
The Going. and lUI poem attitled '"Healing" ~ awarded the 
bestAmericanpoetryprlzeinl992. Thereadinglsfree,lncludes 
refreshments, and is fllowed by a book sale. 
Newsbriefs were compiled by Clare Taft, Ass!. News Editm: 
Do you have a 
NEWSBRIEF? 
Drop off your submissions to the Carroll News 
office by Monday nights. 
:For You. .9L6out You. fJ3y You. 
I~E-ELECT 
ERIC SILVERMAN 
CLEVELAND HEIGHTS -
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS 
ScHOOL BoARD 
Dear John Carroll Student, 
Too often candidate take college students for 
granted due to their age. I do not, as I am a 28 year old 
elected official, and I am well aware that too often 
one is judged first by their age and second by what 
they have to say. 
I come to you for your support. Before you vote on 
November 4th, a k questions about the candidates' 
backgrounds and their motives for running. What 
have they done to improve the schools, and what to 
they intend to do . 
I am a second generation Height · High graduate, a 
1991 graduate of Miami University (Ohio) , and a 
member of the School Board since 1993. 
Thank you for your time, and I hope I can count on 
your support next Tuesday. 
ON NovEMBER 4TH 
I XI SILVERMAN I 
Eric Silverman 
I XIHODGKISS I ~~·. ~~ 
I YESI ISSUE 721 ~ .. ~~,~~ 
It's a RENEWAL, i~4~~ 
NOT A TAX ~'i ... ~ 
INCREASE! 1t\'\: 
The Committee to Elect Eric Silvennan • Reed Poderis, Chair 
2623 Edgerton Road • UniVerslly He1ght • Ohio • 44118 
Phone 397-8959 • Fax 932-6164 
E_Silvennan @ tiger.chuh.cleveland-heighl s.k 12.oh.us 
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Jesuits move into new residence 
Aaron Baker 
Staff Reporter 
Construction delays w1th the 
new jesuit residence house on 
Miramar Boulevard bumped the 
mtd-July completion date to mid-
October. On Oct. 17, nine john 
Ca rroll Universi ty jesuits were fi-
nally able to move into thei r new 
home. 
The new residence house was 
officiall ynamed "Schell House"on 
Tuesday, said Rev. john]. Shea, SJ., 
president of john Carroll, in honor 
of Rev. joseph Schell, SJ. 
Four more jesuits will move 
into the two-story home next se-
mester. Schell is equipped with 14 
bedrooms with private bathrooms, 
a chapel, kitchen, laundry room, 
hving room, dining room, parlor, 
and meeting rooms. "Sc hell 
House" will serve as a jesuit cen-
ter forthecampus with mailboxes, 
copiers and various office sup-
plies. 
Before last Fnday, thesej esuits 
were forced to fi nd other housing 
arrangements toward the end of 
August since the new residence 
house was not completed on rime 
and because Rodman Hall, their 
previous living quarters, was be-
ing used as an up perclass dormi-
tory for the acade mic year. 
Some of the problems causing 
the delay of the new residence's 
completion included a deferred 
ground-breaking, the city not ap-
proving certain house specifica-
tions such as roof height, late de-
livery of materia ls and severa l 
weather delays, said Rev. Peter J. 
Fennessy, SJ., rector of the jesuit 
comm unity. 
Beca use of these factors, the tar-
get finish dateof mid-july became 
unrealistic for rhegeneralcontrac-
tors,SeuffertConstruction Co, Inc., 
to have the new residence com-
pleted, Fennessy said. 
"These were nothing more than 
typical cons tr uc tion delays," 
Fennessy said. 
'After three years of working, 
l'm happy it 's done and l'm happy 
it turned out well ," Fennessy said. 
Sounds of Cleveland at JCU 
Kristen Schneldler 
The Carroll News 
On Monday night, students and 
the rest of thejohn Carroll Un iver-
sity community will have the op-
portunity to enjoy the sounds of 
the world-renowned Cleveland 
Orchest ra, without even having to 
set foot off-camp us. 
The Coventry Cha mber Play-
ers, a group of musicians from the 
Cleveland Orchestra, will be per-
forming at 8 p.m. on Monday, Nov. 
3 in Sr. Francis Chapel. The con-
cert is free and open to the public. 
Harvey Wolfe, the group's 
founding member said "we{heand 
other Cleveland Orchestra musi-
cians]approachedCampusMinis-
try atjohnCarrolllastspringabout 
doin k\s perft>T nee because-
though we give concerts regularly 
in the Cleveland area,JCU hasn't 
had a concert like this for quite 
some time." 
"We're certainly very excited 
about the upcoming perfor-
mance," said Cynthia Caporella, 
coordinator of music liturgy for 
Campus Ministry. "We hope that 
this is the start of a long-standing 
relationship with the Coventry 
Chamber Players." 
The Coventry Chamber Play-
ers, establ ished in 1981, currently 
consists of six members. The 
group is very young and diverse, 
with one of the members being a 
former Army paratrooper who 
plays the viola. Another member 
has performed for the Queen of 
Denmark on several occasions 
Wolfe said. ' 
The group has performed at the 
Cleveland Museum of Art, ver-
ance Hall, several hospitals, and 
other colleges and universities 
throughout Ohio, Wolfe added. 
Happy Halloween 
Candy is good . . . 
but the Carroll News is better. 
For Mondaynight's concen , the 
music will include the works of 
Schubert, Mozart and Brahms. 
"In honor of the lOOth anniver-
sa ry of Brahms' death, we will be 
playing one of his greatest works, 
'The Quintet for Clarinet and 
Strings'," Wolfe said. • 
Wolfe added that he is very ex-
cited about bringing a perfor-
manceof this kind to John Carroll . 
The group performs forfree,just to 
be able to bring this music to the 
students, Wolfe said. 
"It will be informal," Wolfe said. 
"We want to play for our own plea-
sure and for the pleasure of those 
listening, much as we would play 
in our own living room. 
'1 really want students to come 
to this. They can come as they are. 
lt will be a verya udience-fr iendly 
performance," Wolfe said. 
CHRONICLE 
continued from page 1 
he hoped that the i ndividual(s) 
responsible for the va ndalizing 
would end their "ignorance." 
"It's outrageous that people 
would want to maintain their ho-
mogenous views," said john 
Carroll sophomore Kristina Egan. 
The Gay People's Chronicle of 
Higher Education remains avail-
able to any member of the univer-
sity and community in the Stu-
dent Union Office. 
W edne~day tt/5 From a-s p.m. 
Flyer announcement/canvassins datCI 
Meet at t~e Student Union OUice 
Sunday 11/2 from f-4 p.m. 
University Heig~tl door-to-door (ood collectionl 
Meet at t~e Student Union office 
W cckly mutins•···every W cJnuday ••• B p.m •••• Studcnt Union Office 
Ouc1tion1f Call Kate Robin~on at a97-2665 or Pat Scanlan at 397-5U2 
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Six vie for three 
Council seats 
Clare Taft 
Assistant News Editor 
ln the University Heights City Counci l race, three 
incumbents, Ph illi p Ertel, David Mitchell and Adele 
Zucker are attempting to mainta in th eir council seats 
aga inst the slate called Neighbors for Educat ion and 
Community Progress, whose candidates are Lisa Cobb 
Michael Mur ray and james Rukosky. The race cen ter~ 
on the differences between the inc umbe nts and chal-
lengers. 
The Neighbors. for Education and Communi ty 
Progress group, whICh IS also endorsing a rna yora 1 can-
dida teand three school board ca ndidates, isrunninga 
grassroots ca mpaign In this cam paign, the Neighbors 
havedi vided University Heights into precincts, using a 
door to door method of campaigning to talk to resi-
dents and receive voter input in each prec inct. The 
main goal of the Neighbors is to have a coalition be-
tween the city's admini strative government, as well as 
residents, schools and businesses. The candidates are 
seeking to change and improve University Heights by 
improving schools, attracting new businesses and at-
racking poor property maintenance. The Neighbors 
want the same type of coalition to exist bet ween the 
city and john Carrol l. 
"Times are changing," Murray said. "We should not 
be maintaining the same status." 
Cobb, a Neighbors city council candidate, is a 15-
year resident of University Heigh ts. She is a home-
maker and part-time Spanish teacher with three chi 1-
dren. She has previous leadership experience as a mem-
ber of a pre-school co-op board which included con-
fli ct management work. Cobb is a 1977 graduateo£Tbe 
University of Detroit. 
Michael Murray, a John Carroll graduate and 22-
year resident of University Heights, is running on the 
Neighbors' platform for ci ry council. 
"City council should be an ally of John Carroll , not 
an enemy," he said. "The city is dictating what john 
Carroll should do, and to have Carroll solve its own 
problems. ThecityandJohnCarrollshould be a team." 
ELECTION 
Mayoral 
Election 
continued from page 1 
Occupation: Sun Press news-
paper carrier, forme rl y profes-
sional horseman 
Political experience: lone 
VisionforUH: 'llike to see fair 
treatme nt for everyone,' Reich 
sa1d. 
Goals if elected: A new gro-
cery store at the corner of Cedar 
and Taylor roads; reduced daily 
charges at the local swimming 
pool ($5 to $2); street and city 
equipment upkeep; revamp john 
Carroll's parking situation; new 
policies on how law enforcement 
treats residents. 
View of relationship between 
UH and john Carroll University: 
'l'd like toseetherelationship bet-
ter, but l would have to see what 
kind s of problems there were,' 
Reich said. 
Stance onjCU students voting 
in local elections: 'The kids live 
here right?' Reich said. 'They have 
the right to vote then - this is their 
home away from home.' 
Why you are most qualified 
forthepolstion: 'I'm honesr,'Reich 
said. 
Photoa by Jim Kolar 
COVERAGE 3 
jim Rukosky is the third council candidate from the 
Neighbors' group Rukosky is a third generation Uni-
Versity Heighrs1es~M:"""ft1Mi~lllli"""!ftll18!1"1ml-· -tl"'i••• 
ership experience including positions in several Lrish 
community organizations. Rukosky said he feels that 
it is his, and all people's, civic responsibility to be in-
volved in politics and their own government. Rukosky 
echoed his running mate , Murray, whel} he said, "john 
Carroll is the crowning jewel of University Heights, 
and unfortunately the city does not treat it that way." 
"The students should not be caught in the middle of 
problems between the city and the school," Rukosky 
said. "Open communication is the key to solving the 
problems faced." 
The incumbentsare boasting a platform of progress 
and prosper iry in University Heights during their past 
terms. The incumbents look to establish a cooperation 
between John Carroll and the city to solve problems, 
including parking. 
"I think University Heights is unique and made 
great by john Carroll, lending nice qualities to the city, 
said Councilman Phillip Ertel, appointed to the posi-
tion this spring. "Thecityalsoadds to John Carroll, and 
this partnership must continue." 
Ertel is a third generation University Heights resi-
dent. A san active member of the community Ertel was 
co-chairman of the citizen group which spearheaded 
the building of University Heights' new pool, as well as 
being a member of Gesu's building committee, and a 
community volunteer. 
Ertel recognized that the parking situation around 
John Carroll's campus is a concern that must be ad-
dressed. "I would work closely with students and resi-
dents to work with the university to solve their prob-
lem of parking," Ertel said at Tuesday's Student Union 
meeting. 
Zucker, is a 14-year councilwoman and 38-year 
University Heights resident. 
Speaking to students at john Carroll on Tuesday, 
Zucker said that she, too would like to resolve the 
parking situation involving john Carroll, trying "too 
keep everyone happy." . 
Zucker also said that she would like to keep U ni ver-
sity Heights as an exciting city with "good. strong, 
honest government." -
Zucker's fellow incumbent, David Mitchell, is an 
eight-year veteran of the University HeightsCityCoun-
cil. Mitchell has previous experience as a member of 
the Chamber of Commerce and Community Congress. 
4Uni versity Heights] is a great place to live," Mitchell 
said. "I believe I've made substantial contributions 
during my eight years on Council." 
Zucker said rharshe,Erteland Mitchell"bringtothe 
community a willingness to work together as a ream." 
One incumbent, nine challengers, three seats 
Denise Glaros 
News Editor 
All 10 candidates running for the 
Cleveland Heights-University Heights 
School Board agree that the quality of 
education in the school district needs to 
be improved. They also agree that the 
community needs to become more ac-
tively involved in the school for positive 
change to otcur. 
Bur what they do not agree on is who 
among them are the more qualified can-
didates to hold a position on the board 
and effect the needed changes. 
Registered voters can decide for them-
selves on Nov. 4 who is best suited to 
meet the needs of the schools, as three 
seats on the CH-UH School Board have 
opened up this election year. 
Running for these three sears in the 
1997 elections are the incumbent, Eric 
Silverman, and challengers,Joan Natko, 
Alben K Oberst, Peter R. Bernardo, Wil-
liam P. Davis, Edgar Reeves, R. Allen 
Wilkinson, Keith Gisser, Barbara 
Hodgkiss and Rance Mack. 
Silverman, a manufacturer's repre-
sentative, said he is running [or another 
4-year-term on the board because he 
wants to focus on such issuesasrebuild-
ingrheimageof theCH-UHCitySchool 
District, improving proficiency test 
scores, implementing two community 
computer centers and improving rela-
tions between the cities and the schools. 
While Silverman said there are no 
short-term answers to these long-term 
problems, he said that "we are an out-
standingschool system, but because we 
are !mainly a] minority school system, 
we are viewed negatively." 
Natko, who has a private family 
counseling practice, said that her inter-
personal skills would be an asset to the 
board. If elected, she said she wants to 
create an aU-day kindergarten that is 
free and available to all the children in 
the district. Implementing better 
methods to help students pass the pro-
ficiency rests is also one of her goals. 
"Most kids can be taught the skills they 
need, maybe not at the same pace, bur 
they need to be challenged," Natkosaid. 
Oberst, retired from his most re-
cent job chasing welfare fraud for the 
county, said that the schools "should 
be cutting overhead and getting more 
teaching into the classroom." His ob-
jectives in office would be to eliminate 
"all the paperwork" teachers do with 
regard to administrative-mandated 
duties, and to look at if proficiency 
testing is really an accurate determi-
nate of a student's abilities. Oberst is 
running under the election slate of "We 
the People." formerly known as PAT. 
("Please Account for our Taxes"). 
Bernardo, the director of develop-
ment services at john Carroll Univer-
sity, said he wants to run for a board 
seat in order to turn the declining pro-
ficiency test scores at Cleveland 
Heights High school around, and im-
prove the public relations of all the 
schools, which he said is oftentimes 
"racist" because the system has a large 
minority population. 
Bernardo also said he wants class 
curriculum directed at challenging 
students at their own level, and he 
wants to form a coalition between stu-
dents and the community to address 
these problems. "We're not going to 
change this tomorrow, but we can 
make it in small increments," Bernardo 
said. 
Davis, an insurance agent, has no 
political experience but said he wanted 
to join the school board race because of 
the declining support of the schools 
and the poor graduation rate at the 
high school. "What happens to our 
commun it ywhen votersdecidetostop 
supporting a school system that:S not 
getting the job done?," Davis asked in his 
campaign literature. 
Reeves, a reading reacher with 
Warrensville Heights Public Schools, 
said he decided to run for the school 
board in order torepresentstudemsand 
help prepare them for the future because 
"In a changing environment, we need 
strong leadership and a concentrated 
focus for our school children." he said in 
his campaign literature. 
Bernardo, Davis and Reeves are all 
running on the same ticket for "Neigh-
bors for Education and Community 
Progress, which is a University Heights 
based group organized in March 1997 to 
change what is going on in city council 
and the school board. 
Another candidate in the CH-UH 
School Board race is Wilkinson, a re-
search scientist at NASA. His experi-
ence includes Heights High PTSA Trea· 
surer, school improvement committees, 
proficiency test proctor, and liaison be-
tween NASA and the high school for 
science programs. Some of his goals, if 
elected to office, are to increase teacher 
morale for better reacher I student rela-
tionships. 
Gisser, a herpetology educator who 
brings live animals to classrooms, said 
he wants to increasecommunication be-
tween the community and the schools. 
He also wams to see that when school 
funding issues arise, the community is 
not penalized due to the equity efforts. 
Hodgkiss, a homemaker and com m u-
niryvolunteer(PTSA president at Cleve-
land Heights High School), said that as a 
parent with 12 yearso£ experience in the 
school system,she understandsstudents. 
Some of her goals include to support 
teachers with initiatives, to market the 
school system more,and to increase stu-
dent achievement. 
Mack, the final school board candi-
date, was unavailable for comment. 
2 
News f>riefs 
Car theft attempted on campus 
An attempted car theft m the Rodman Hall drive was re· 
ported byjohnCarroll University security on Oct 22.according 
to Umversny Heights Police Department records. Door lock 
damage was evident on the 1997 Chrysler Sebring, the report 
stated. The vehicle is registered to jonathan C. I vee. vice presi-
dent for business atjohn Carroll. 
Com~fttee to evaluate parking 
The Student Umon has resolved to form a committee to 
investigate the~urrent pad<ingproblemon campus. The goal of 
the committee IS to uncover facts. surveys and statistics from 
the 1996-97 Parking Committee. The committee hopes to in-
clude four John Carroll administrators, one University Heights 
City Council mem her and one member of the Board of Trustees. 
A solution to parking problems that would satisfy all parties is 
aimed at September 1998. 
Enlilish professors read their work' 
There.wi!Ybea fiction and poetry reading at 4 p.m. today in 
the jardme Room. The reading will feature John Carroll 
University's awn English professors, SteVe Lattimore and George 
Bilgere. Lattimore laa Wallace Stegner fellow at Stanford Uni· 
versityand authorol' ChtumrunrigatlQn. Bilge~lstheauthorof 
Tht Going. and his poem entitled '"Healing• was awarded the 
besrAmericanpoetryprt.zeinl992. Thereadinglsfree,includes 
refreshments, and is fllowed by a book sale. 
News briefs were compiled by Clare Taft, A sst News Editor. 
Do you have a 
NEWSBRIEF? 
Drop off your submissions to the Carroll News 
office by Monday nights. 
:For :You. ~6out :You. 13y :You. 
HE-ELECT 
ERIC SILVERMAN 
CLEVELAND HEIGHTS -
UNNERSITY HEIGHTS 
ScHooL BoARD 
Dear John Carroll Student, 
Too often candidates take college tudents for 
granted due to their age. I do not, as I am a 28 year old 
elected official , and I am well aware that too often 
one i judged first by their age and second by what 
they have to say. 
I come to you for your support. Before you vote on 
November 4th, ask questions about the candidates' 
backgrounds and their motives for running. What 
have they done to improve the schools, and what to 
they intend to do . 
I am a second generation Heights High graduate, a 
1991 graduate of Miami University (Ohio), and a 
member of the School Board since 1991. 
Thank you for your time, and I hope I can count on 
your support next Tuesday. 
ON NOVEMBER 4TH 
I XI SILVERMAN I 
Eric Silverman 
I XI HODGKISS I ..... ~·. ~.; s.'' v ~ "'~-
1 YES! ISSUE 721 ~<ft.~~,~;-
It's a RENEWAL, ~~1.\)~ 
NOT A TAX :\..l_.~ 
INCREASE! ~t\'-
The Committee to Elect Eric Silvennan • Reed Poderis, Chair 
2623 Edgerton Road • Umversity Heights • Oh10 • 44118 
Phone 397-8959 • Fax 932-6164 
E_Si lvcnnan@ tiger.chuh.clevcland-heJ ghts.k 12 .oh.us 
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Jesuits move into new residence 
Aaron Baker 
Staff Reporter 
Construcnon delays with the 
new jesuit residence house on 
Miramar Boulevard bumped the 
m1d·july completion date to mid-
October. On Oct 17, nine john 
Carroll University jesuits were fi-
nally able to move into their new 
home. 
The new residence house was 
officially named "Schell House"on 
Tuesday, said Rev.johnj. Shea, SJ., 
president of job n Carroll, in honor 
of Rev. joseph Schell, SJ 
Four more jesuits will move 
into the two-story home next se-
mester. Schell is equipped with 14 
bed rooms with private bath rooms, 
a chapel, kitchen, laundry room. 
living room, dining room, parlor, 
and meeting rooms. "Schell 
House" will serve as a jesuit cen-
terforthecampuswith mailboxes, 
copiers and various office sup-
plies. 
Before last Friday, these jesuits 
were forced 10 find other housing 
arrangements toward the end of 
August since the new residence 
house was not completed on time 
and because Rodman Hall, their 
previous living quarters, was be-
ing used as an upperclass dormi-
tory for the academic year. 
Some of the problems causing 
the delay of the new residence's 
completion included a deferred 
ground-breaking, the city not ap-
proving certain house specifica-
tions such as roof height, late de-
livery of materials and several 
weather delays, said Rev. Peter j. 
Fennessy, SJ, rector of the jesuit 
community. 
Because of these factors, the tar-
get finish date of mid-july became 
unrealist ic for the generalcontrac-
tors,Seuffen Construction Co, Inc., 
to have the new residence com-
pleted, Fennessy said. 
"These were nothing more than 
typical co nst ruction delays." 
Fennessy sa id . 
"After three years of working, 
I'm happy it's done and I'm happy 
it turned out well," Fennessy said. 
Sounds of Cleveland at JCU 
Kristen Schneldler 
The Carro II News 
On Monday night, students and 
the rest of thejohn Carroll Univer-
sity community will have the op-
portunity to enjoy the sounds of 
the world-renowned Cleveland 
Orchestra, without even having to 
set foot off-campus. 
The Coventry Chamber Play-
ers, a group of musicians from the 
Cleveland Orchestra, will be per-
forming at 8 p.m. on Monday, Nov. 
3 in St. Francis Chapel. The con-
cert is free and open to the public. 
Harvey Wolfe, the group's 
foundingmembersaid "welhe and 
other Cleveland Orchestra m usi-
cianslapproached Campus Minis-
tryatjohnCarrolllast spring about 
dpitt uds perfor nee beca\!Se' 
though we give concerts regularly 
in the Cleveland area, JCU hasn't 
had a concert like th is for quite 
some time ." 
"We're certainly very excited 
about the upcoming perfor-
mance ," said Cynthia Caporella, 
coordinator of music liturgy for 
Campus Ministry. "We hope tha t 
this is the start of a long-standing 
rela tionship with the Coventry 
Chamber Players." 
The Coventry Chamber Play-
ers, established in 1981, currently 
consists of six members. The 
group is very young and diverse, 
with one of the members being a 
former Army paratrooper who 
plays the viola. Another member 
has performed for the Queen of 
Denmark on several occasions 
Wolfesaid. ' 
Thegrouphasperformedarthe 
Cleveland Museum of Art, Sever-
ance Hall, several hospitals, and 
other colleges and universities 
throughout Ohio, Wolfe added. 
Happy Halloween 
Candy is good ... 
but the Carroll News is better. 
For Monday night's concert, the 
music will include the works of 
Sch ubert, Mozart and Brahms. 
"In honor of the lOOth anniver-
sary of Brahms' death, we will be 
pia ying one of his greatest works, 
'The Quintet for Clarinet and 
Strings'," Wolfe said. • 
Wolfe added that he is very ex-
cited about bringing a perfor-
mance of this kind to john Carroll. 
The group performs for f ree,jusr to 
be able to bring this music to the 
students, Wolfe said. 
"It will be informal," Wolfe said. 
"We want to play for our own plea-
sure and for the pleasure of those 
listening, much as we would play 
in our own living room. 
'I really want students to come 
to this. They an come as they are. 
It will be a very audience-friendly 
performance," Wolfe said. 
CHRONICLE 
continued from page 1 
he hoped that the indi vidual(s) 
responsible for the vandalizing 
would end their "ignorance." 
"it 's outrageous that people 
would want to maintain their ho-
mogenous views," said john 
Carroll sophomore Kristina Egan. 
The Gay People's Chronicle of 
Higher Education remains avail-
able toanymemberof the univer-
sity and community in the Stu-
dent Union Office. 
W cdnuday 11/5 From a-5 p.m. 
Flyer announcement/canvassins dates 
Meet at t~c Student Union Office 
Sunday 11/2 from t-+ p.m. 
Univerlity Hcis~ts door-to-door (ood collections 
Meet at t~e Student Union office 
W ""ly mcctings ••• cvcry W ednaday ••• S p.m •••• Studcnt Union Office 
Ouutionsf Call Kate Robinson at 'd97-2605 or Pat Scanlan at 397-5H2 
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Six vie for three 
Council seats 
Clare Taft 
Assist ant News Editor 
In the University Heigh ts City Council race, three 
incumbents, Phillip Ertel, David Mitchell and Adele 
Zucker are anempt ing 10 mainta in their council seats 
against the slate called Neighbors for Education and 
Comm unity Progress, whose candidates are Lisa Cobb 
Michael Murray and james Rukosk y. The race center~ 
on the differences between the incumbents and chal-
lengers. 
The Neighbors for Education and Community 
Progress group, wh1ch ts also endorsinga mayoral can-
didate and three school board candidates. is running a 
grassroots campaign. In this campaign, the eighbors 
have divided University Heights into precincts, using a 
door 10 door method of campaign ing to talk to resi-
dents and receive voter input in each precinct. The 
main goal of the Neighbors is to have a coalition be-
tween the city's administrative government, as well as 
residents, sc hools and businesses. The candidates are 
seeking to change and improve Universi ty Heights by 
improving schools, attracting new businesses and at-
racking poor property maintenance. The Neighbors 
want the same type of coalition to exist between the 
city and John Carrol l. 
"Times are changing," Murray sa id . "We should not 
be main taining the same status." 
Cobb, a Neighbors city council candidate, is a 15-
year resident of University Heights. She is a home-
maker and pan-rime Spanish teacher with three chil-
dren. She has previousleadershipexperience asa mem-
ber of a pre-school co-op board which included con-
flict management work. Cobb is a 1977 graduateofThe 
University of Detroit. 
Michael Murray, a john Carroll graduate and 22-
year resident of University Heights, is running on the 
Neighbors' platform for city council. 
"City council should be an ally of John Carroll , not 
an enemy," he said. "The city is dictating what john 
Carroll should do, and to have Carroll solve its own 
problems. The city and john Carroll should be a team." 
Jim Rukosky is the third council candidate from the 
ELECTION COVERAGE 
Mayoral 
Election 
------
continued from page 1 
Occupation: Sun Press news-
paper carrier, formerly profes-
sional horseman 
Political experience None 
VisionforUH: 'lliketoseefair 
treatment for everyone,' Reich 
said. 
Goals if elected: A new gro-
cery store at the corner of Cedar 
and Taylor roads; reduced daily 
charges at the local swimming 
pool ($5 to $2); street and city 
equipment upkeep; revamp John 
Carroll's parking situa tion; new 
polic1es on how law enforcement 
treats residents. 
View of relationship between 
UH and john Carroll University: 
'I'd like to see the relationship bet-
ter, but l would have to see what 
kinds of problems there were,' 
Reich said. 
Stance onJCU students voting 
in local elections: 'The kids live 
here right?' Reich said. 'They have 
the righ t to vote then- this is their 
home away from home.· 
Why you are most qualified 
forthepoistion: "I'm honest,' Reich 
said. 
Photos by Jim Kolar 
3 
Neighbors' is a third gene ration Uni-
Versi ty Hei,iJ,ts:Teslt!mM~'*''Inli,_.lf'II!!JI!I!Pteld-·· -1~1111.-t ~~~~~~~~ ...... ~ !iiM~Ii"ii 
ership experience including positions in several Irish 
community organizations. Rukosky said he feels that 
it is his, and all people's, civic responsibility to be in-
volved in poli ti cs and their own government. Rukosky 
echoed his running mate, Murray, whef! he said, "john 
Carroll is the crowning jewel of University Heights, 
and unfortunately the city does not treat it that way." 
"The students should not be caught in the middle of 
problems between the city and the school," Rukosky 
said. "Open communication is the key to solving the 
problems faced." 
The incumbents are boasting a platform of progress 
and prosperity in University Heights during their past 
terms. The incumbents look to establish a cooperation 
between John Carroll and the city to solve problems, 
including parking. 
"I think University Heights is unique and made 
great by John Carroll , lending nice qualities to the city, 
said Councilman Phillip Ertel, appointed to the posi-
tion this spring. "The city also adds to john Carroll, and 
this partnership must continue." 
Ertel is a third generation University Heights resi-
dent. As an active member of the community Ertel was 
co-chairman of the citizen group which spearheaded 
the building of University Heights' new poo~as well as 
being a member of Gesu's building committee, and a 
community volunteer. 
Ertel recognized that the parking situation around 
john Carroll's campus is a concern that must be ad-
dressed. "I would work closely with students and resi-
dents to work with the university to solve their prob-
lem of parking," Ertel said at Tuesday's Student Union 
meeting. 
Zucker, is a 14-year councilwoman and 38-year 
University Heights resident. 
Speaking to students at John Carroll on Tuesday, 
Zucker said that she, too would like to resolve the 
parking situation involving john Carroll, trying "too 
keep everyone happy." 
Zucker a !so said that she would like to keep Univer-
sity Heights as an exciting city with "good. strong, 
honest government" · 
Zucker's fellow incumbent, David Mitchell , is an 
eight-year veteran of the University HeightsCityCoun-
cil. Mitchell has previous experience as a member of 
theChamberofCommerceandCommunityCongress. 
4University Heightslisa great place to live," Mitchell 
said. "I believe I've made substantial contributions 
dur ing my eight years on Council." 
Zucker said thar she,Erteland Mitchell "bring rorhe 
community a willingness to work together as a team." 
One incumbent, nine challengers, three seats 
Denise Glaros 
News Editor 
All 10 candidates running for the 
Cleveland Heights-University Heights 
School Board agree that the quality of 
education in the school district needs to 
be improved. They also agree that the 
community needs to become more ac-
tively involved in the school for positive 
change to otcur. 
But what they do not agree on is who 
among them are the more qualified can-
didates to hold a position on the board 
and effect the needed changes. 
Registered voterscandecide for them-
selves on Nov. 4 who is best suited to 
meet the needs of the schools, as three 
seats on the CH-UH School Board have 
opened up this election year. 
Running for these three seats in the 
1997 elections are the incumbent, Eric 
Silverman, and challengers,Joan Na tko, 
AlbertK.Oberst, PeterR.Bernardo, Wil-
liam P. Davis, Edgar Reeves, R. Allen 
Wilkinson , Keith Gisser, Barbara 
Hodgkiss and Rance Mack. 
Silverman, a manufacturer's repre-
sentative, said he is running for another 
4-year-rerm on the board because he 
wants tofocuson such issues as rebuild-
ing the image of the CH-UH City School 
District, improving proficiency test 
scores, implementing two community 
computer centers and improving rela-
tions between the cities and the schools. 
While Silverman said there are no 
short· term answers to these long-term 
problems, he said that "we are an out-
standing school system, but because we 
are [mainly a] minority school system, 
we are viewed negatively." 
Natko, who has a private family 
counseling practice, said that her inter-
personal skills would be an asset to the 
board. If elected, she said she wants to 
create an all-day kindergarten that is 
free and available to all the children in 
the di strict. Implementing better 
methods to help students pass the pro-
ficiency tests is also one of her goals. 
"Mostkidscan be taugh ttheskillsthey 
need, maybe not at the same pace, but 
they need to bechallenged,"Natkosaid. 
Oberst , retired from his most re-
cent job chasing welfare fraud for the 
county, said that the schools "should 
be cutting overhead and getting more 
teaching into the classroom." His ob-
jectives in office would be to eliminate 
"all the paperwork" teachers do with 
regard to administrative-mandated 
duties, and to look at if proficiency 
testing is really an accurate determi-
nate of a student's abilities. Oberst is 
running under the election slate of "We 
the People," formerly known as P.A.T. 
("Please Account for our Taxes"). 
Bernardo, the director of develop-
ment services at john Carroll Univer-
sity, said he wants to run for a board 
seat in order to turn the declining pro-
ficiency test scores at Cleveland 
Heights High school around, and im-
prove the public relations of all the 
schools, which he said is oftentimes 
"racist" because the system has a large 
minority JX>pulation. 
Bernardo also said he wants class 
curriculum directed at challenging 
students at their own level, and he 
wants to form a coalition between stu-
dents and the community to address 
these problems. "We're not going to 
change this tomorrow, but we can 
make it in small increments," Bernardo 
said. 
Davis, an insurance agent, has no 
political experience but said he wanted 
to join the school board race because of 
the declining support of the schools 
and the poor graduation rate at the 
high school "What happens to our 
communitywhen voters decide to stop 
supporting a school system that's not 
getting the job done?," Davis asked in his 
campaign literature. 
Reeves, a reading teacher with 
Warrensville Heights Public Schools, 
said he decided ro run for the school 
board in order to represent students and 
help prepare them for the future because 
"In a changing environment, we need 
strong leadership and a concentrated 
focus for our school chlldren," he said in 
his campaign literature. 
Bernardo, Davis and Reeves are all 
running on the same ticker for "Neigh-
bors for Education and Community 
Progress, which is a University Heights 
based group organized in March 1997 to 
change what is going on in city council 
and the school board. 
Another candidate in the CH-UH 
School Board race is Wilkinson, a re-
search scientist at NASA. His experi-
ence includes Heights High PTSA Trea· 
surer, school improvement committees, 
proficiency test proctor, and liaison be-
tween NASA and the high school for 
science programs. Some of his goals, if 
elected to office, are to increase teacher 
morale for better teacher I student rela-
tionships. 
Gisser, a herpetology educator who 
brings live animals to classrooms, said 
he wants to increase communication be-
tween the community and the schools. 
He also wants to see that when school 
funding issues arise, the community is 
not penalized due to the equity efforts. 
Hodgkiss, a homemaker and comm u-
nity volunreer(PTSA president at Cleve-
land Heights High School),said that as a 
parent with 12 years of experience in the 
schoolsystem,sheunderstandsstudents. 
Some of her goals include to support 
teachers with initiatives. to market the 
school system more, and to increase stu-
dent achievement. 
Mack, the final school board candi-
date, was unavailable for comment. 
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Man sentenced in murder of teen 
MichaelCarrnon,25,accusedof the murder, rape and kidnapping 
of Kathenne BoyklllS, 17, plead guilty and was sentenced to life in 
prison without the possibility of parole. Less than three months 
after ~on was through serving a sentence for sexual battery, 
Boyktns was reported missing. Detectives found her body in 
<?rmon's house, and he was arrested immediately. Boykins, who 
hved blocks away from Carmon in the same East Cleveland 
neighborhood, wrote to him regularly while he served his sentence. 
Dow jones hits record low 
The Dow Jones Industrial average plunged 554.26 points before 
trading on Wall Street ceased on Monday. The drop, caused by 
turmoil in Asian markets basset off stockselloffsaround around 
the world. The decline in the Dow IS constdered to be the largest 
pomt losssmceOctoberof 1987, though it isonlythe twelfth worst 
dropintermsof percentage. The New York Stock Exchange halted 
tradmg several times last week to encourage stock brokers who 
wereeagertoselloff theuponfoliostowaitforthernarketstabilize. 
New York man spreads HIV virus 
Nushawn Wtlltarns,20, rna y ha ved irectlyorindirectl yinf ectedas 
many as 70 people with the AIDS virus, according to New York 
health officials. Williams allegedly traded drugs for sex with 
teenagers. whom he approached near school yards and parks. 
Al~h?ugh he discovered his diagnosis in September of 1996, yet 
W1lhams contmued to engage in unprotected sexual acts until 
January of this year.lnadditiontocharging Williarnswithstatutory 
ra~ ~ a 13 year-old girl, the New York Ciry attorney general's 
off tce IS seekmg to charge Williams with reckless endangerment 
and first-degree assault 
M.azijuana may.serve as pain medicat;ion 
ManJuarul mtght offer mtllions of chronic pain sufferers relief 
wuhout the debilitating side effects of optat.es, according to 
n . "' 1 yo c 1gan an rown nrvf'rslty roug amma 
swd1es, th scientists e>UJmmed the effect that THC, the active 
mgredient in marijuana, had on the pathway from the site of an 
1~ury to the brain. The studies revealed that in~cting cannabis 
d1rectly mw the area of injury may prevent additional pain and 
lessen already occuring pain. J. Michael Walker of Brown 
University said, 1Cannabinoids)stop the pain before it ever enters 
the spinal cord.' 
World Briefs werecomptkd by Sara£ Buss, Assistant World News 
Ed a tor, with the aid of wire sou rca. 
Thinking About 
Law School? 
If you or someone you know is 
considering a law school education 
now or a few years from now, then plan 
to attend the Cleveland Metropolitan 
law School Fair. More than 30 law 
schools, along with LSAT test 
preparation representatives, will be 
able to answer your questions. You 
will also be able to attend seminars 
and receive catalogs, applications and 
financial aid information. It's one-stop 
shopping! This event is free and open 
to the public. 
Event: Cleveland Metro Law School Fair 
Date: Saturday, Nov.1, 1997 
rme: 11 am to 3 pm 
Place: John Carroll University Student Center 
Located on Belvoir Road 
University Heights, Ohio 44118 
RSVP: Not Necessary. We'll see you there! 
Financial support provided by the Law School Adm1ssion Council 
Chinese President faces protest in U.S. 
Kristen Sclvleldler 
The Carroll News 
Chinese President Jiang Zemin 
arrived in Honolulu last Sunday, 
beginning the first visit to the 
United States by a Chinese leader 
in more than a dozen years 
U.S.SecretaryofState Madeleine 
Albright said that Jiang will see 
how Americans are responding to 
China's human nghts record, both 
from protest outside and tough talk 
inside the White House. 
"Everywhere he goes in the 
United States, President Jiang 
Zemin is going to meet with pro-
testers. He's going to see and hear 
American voices on this. I can't 
think of anything better than that," 
Sen. john Kerry CO-Mass.) said on 
CNN's "Late Edition." 
Albright said that while human 
rights are one part of the increas-
ingly important relationship be-
tween China and the US., "We will 
never have a completely normal 
relarionshi p with them until they 
have a better human rights policy.· 
On many counts, the U.S. says 
that it does not agree with China's 
human rights record , which for-
bids freedom of religion, freedom 
of speech, and freed om to criticize 
the government. China maintains 
a one-child per family policy, en-
forceable by law through forced 
abortion and/or sterilization. 
The Chinese government has 
also been accused of suppressing 
the culture of Tibet, a country the 
Chinese invaded in 1959, forcing 
their political and religious leader, 
the Dalat Lama, and his followers 
into exile in India. ' 
Alrad.'71 · Sa.rrlvalbasbeen 
met With pr01es1 rn one instance, 
nine protesters were arrested in 
Washington earlier in the week, for 
refusing to leave a restricted side-
walk in front of the White House. 
The protesters were staging a 
prayer vigil to bring attention to 
China's religious persecution and 
abortion policies. Albright added 
that while human rights are just 
one part of the increasingly im-
portant relauonship between 
China and the U.S., "We will never 
have a completely normal relation -
ship with them until they have a 
better human rights policy.• 
Some analysts feel, however, that 
Jiang's visit is raising hopes of a 
reconciliation between the twogeo-
political giants that wtll end the 
eight years of difficult relations 
that have been the norm since 
China's 1989 crackdown on pro-
democracy demonstrators in 
Tiananmen Square. 
In a recent interview with Time 
magazine, Jiang declared, "At 
present, Sino-American relations 
have a favorable opportunity for 
f unher improvement." 
Upon his arrival in Honolulu 
President Jiang rwerated that, ·i 
believe that through the joint ef-
forts of China and the U.S., my 
visit will deepen our mutual un-
derstanding, broaden our com-
mon ground and promote friend-
ship and cooperation between 
our two countries, and that 
China-U.S. relations will enter a 
new stage of development." 
Jiang is scheduled to meet 
with PresidentClinwn this week 
to discuss trade, weapons prolif-
eration, Taiwan, drug trafficking 
and the environment as well as 
human rights. 
Cleveland hosts Tibetian art 
Kristen Schneldler 
The Carroll News 
The culture of the Tibetan 
people may be suppressed in Ti-
bet, but Tibet'scult ure is a I i ve and 
well in the art of the United States 
And Cleveland is getting a front 
row seat to this cultural repre-
sentation in the current exhibit 
on display at the Cleveland Mu-
seum of Art,entitled "When Silk 
Was Gold." 
The exhibit highlights silks 
created from the 8th century to 
the 15th century, many of which 
were preserved in Tibet by Bud-
dhist monks. According to 
Joellen DeOreo, the Coordinator 
of Adult Programs in the Educa-
tion Department at the museum, 
"This is an exceedingly rare exhi-
bition. Most of the works and 
fabrics on display have never been 
shown before." 
Asidef rom the silk textiles, a 
mai.nfeatureohhis hibitisthe 
consr rucuon of the Kalacakra 
sand mandala by three Buddhist 
monks. This display consists of 
three Tibetan Buddhist monks 
making the sand mandala, which 
is a ritual meditation device in 
two-dimensional blueprini:form. 
The mandala is seven feet in di-
ameter, and is composed of tiny 
grains of colored sand, where the 
only "glue" used is gravity. 
According to Paul Nietupski, 
a Assistant Professor of Religious 
Studies at John Carroll Univer-
sity, a mandala is a map of the 
universe and a map of the hu-
man consciousness recon-
structed according to Buddhist 
principles. Massoud 
Said pour, the Coordinator of 
Performing Arts for the mu-
seum,said that there is a defi-
nite relationship between the 
mandala and the textiles ex-
hibit , "weare trying to create 
an atmosphere in which the 
visitors w the museum can 
see how the art forms used to 
be created ." 
"The creation of the 
mandala is bringing the tex-
tile exhibit alive with de-
tailed expla nations of the 
symbolism. It's not just a 
beautiful art image. It's a liv-
ing tradition ... The sands of 
the mandala are becoming 
religious expressions," ac-
cording to Nietupski. 
Nietupski, who will be 
speakmg in several of the lec-
tures that are part of the tex-
tile exhibit at the museum 
on Nov. 7, 14 and 21, added 
that from the recent release 
of movies such as "Seven 
Years in Tibet," "Red Corner" 
and "K undun,"tothe exhibit 
at the Cleveland Museum of 
Art , the U.S. is becoming 
more aware of theculture(or 
suppression of it) in Tibet 
and China itself,and the Chi-
nese government's involve-
ment in this suppression. 
Saidpour said, "What the 
Tibetans seem to be trying to 
bring to attention in our 
country in a very peaceful, 
artistic way, is the fact that 
1 hey do feel very suppressed 
by theCh inese government." 
VOTE VOTE VOTE 
Tuesday November 4th 
Vans leave the Belvoir 
Lot every half hour from 
8 am until 7 pm 
Ride the van and enter to 
WIN CASH 
(1- $50 and 2- $25 prizes 
1 
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What mayoral election !? 
Sara E. Buss 1989, the last time Cleveland 
elected a mayor. 
about their elected officials and 
do hold them accountable for the 
decisions they make. 
OU Halloween 
Assistant World News Editor 
Now that Tribe fever has had a 
chancetocooldown,Clevelanders 
are left with six short days to con-
sider an issue that effects them 
more than a World Series Title: 
the 1997 mayoral election. 
Cotrunentarv 
• 
Yes, believe it or not, there is an 
election coming up. If it weren't 
for the occasional advertisement 
for incumbent Mike White plas-
tered on city buses, how many 
people would beawareof theelec-
tion? "Ohio's largest newspaper," 
The Plain Dealer, certainly isn't 
tell ing the public much of any-
thing related to the mayoral race. 
Is this because the media 
thinks we, the people, don't care 
about participating in the demo-
cratic process, or is it because The 
Plain Dealer thinks it's easier to 
sell newspapers to the average 
Clevelander with front page photo 
spreads of David Justice, Sandy 
Alomar or the city's newest won-
der,Jaret Wright? 
This is not meant in any way to 
take away from the Indians' suc-
cess this year. Sports teams are a 
unitingfactorincities,and people 
are brought together in both vic-
tory and defeat. Clevelanders 
should be reminded in the paper 
and on television when theirteam 
is victorious, but common sense 
dictates that people also care and 
want to be informed about issues 
such as education, employment 
and safety. Or at least they did in 
Looking back on The Plain 
De a fer's coverage of the 1989 race, 
which pitted then City Council 
President George Forbes against 
State Senator Mike White, numer-
ous articles can be found (some 
even on the f rant page!), discuss-
ing the candidates' prom ises,along 
with intellegent analysis of 
whether or not these promis~s 
could actually become reality 
given constraints of time, budget 
and candidate commitment. 
So far this year, reports on the 
election have focused on Mtke 
White's desire to continue the 
wonderful work he started in his 
first term. What that wonderful 
work is, the voter is not told. 
While his opponent, Helen 
Smith, councilwoman from Ward 
14, is portrayed as a reactivecandi-
date,commentingonlyon White's 
faults as mayor as opposed to of-
fering her own solutions to the 
city's problems. 
If The Plain Dealer would have 
done a little research through their 
own files, they might have discov-
ered some interesting facts about 
the 1989 mayoral race, especially 
in light of the upcoming election. 
For instance, every ward that 
·White won in the '89 final elec-
tion, challenger Smith won in this 
year's primary. 
Have Clevelanders just had a 
coincidental change of heart, or 
does this complete flip-flop in 
voter confidence point to a basic 
distrust in the current city hall 
administration? Given this data, 
it appears Clevelanders do care 
As for why John Carroll stu-
dents should care about the elec-
tion, consider this if you plan on 
remaining in the Cleveland area 
after graduation. 
Business majors: Will there be 
changes in property taxes, income 
taxes or zoning laws? 
Education majors: Will school 
boards be elected, or appointed by 
the mayor? Will school buildings 
be repaired, or will they continue 
to crumble? 
Psychology and Sociology rna-
jors: Will programs benefiting at 
risk children and teenagers, the 
homeless and the elderly be cut? 
Will these programs be placed in 
the hands of corporate leaders 
who are able, but not always will-
ing, to fund them? 
Communications and English 
majors: Will writers and newsan-
chorscontinue to be steered away 
from news issues and analysis? 
Art History majors: Will fund-
ing for the arts be further slashed? 
Science majors: Will research 
an.d grant money dry up? 
Political Science majors: Will 
anyone be left to report, read or 
analyzeyournewideasaboutgov-
ernment or city planning? 
The list goes on, butt he bottom 
line is that the outcome of the 
mayoral race, even if students are 
unable to vote in the Cleveland 
election, will affect their chance 
of getting, and more importantly 
keeping, a job. 
Otherwise, that yearly $18,000 
investment doesn't pay off. 
Erin O'Donnell 
Staff Reporter 
What do 30,000 people 
and Halloween have in 
common? Theansweristhe 
town of Athens. Ohio and 
Ohio University. 
Athens will once agam 
host what is popularly 
known as the btggest Hal-
loween party in the coun-
try. Beginning tomorrow, 
Oct. 31 and ending late Sat 
urday, Nov. I, Court Street, a 
main street in the city of 
Athens, near OU's campus, 
will be the scene of food, 
fun and costumes. 
Ohio University sopho-
moreJen Hunt said of Hal-
loween 1996, "It was incred-
ible, second to Mardi Gras!" 
Due to the large number 
of people, the Athens Police 
Department is takingall the 
necessary precautions to 
prevent underage drinking 
and disorderly conduct. 
"Noone will be allowed 
todrinkon the streets in up-
town Athens," said 
jonathan Holmberg. chair-
person of the Clean and Safe 
Committee. Anyone ar-
rested in Athens should 
plan on spending at least 
one night in jail Some may 
not even be released until 
Monday, said Holmberg. 
Because the party is 
sanctioned by the city of 
Athens, the state will bring 
in security from five or six 
different police departments 
from surroundmg counties. 
Linda Walls, secretary of 
the Police Chief in Athens, 
confirmed the use of officers 
on horses, bikes and on foot. 
K -9 officers will be brought 
in to provide extra security. 
Walls \\'Ould neither con-
firm nor deny the rumor that 
the FBI will be in Athens to 
arrest underage dnnkers. 
Last year, according to 
Walls, there were 211 arrests 
on Saturday and 184 of those 
people spent the night in jail. 
"Most of the students (ar-
rested) were out of town stu-
dents," said Walls. 
On Saturday, SIX bands 
will play from 3 p.m. until 
midnight at the end of Court 
Street, and vendors will be 
selling everything from food 
tot shins, said Holmberg. 
However, none of the ven-
dors will be serving alcohol 
Those wishing to purchase 
alcoholic beverages should 
plan on going to the bars 
along Court Street or to any 
of the numerous parties on 
OU:Scampus. 
Holmberg warned those 
who are visiting OU or Ath-
ens to park in the fairgrounds 
parking lm. The cost is $5 [or 
the whole weekend, and cars 
will not be towed from the 
fairgrounds. Holmberg cau· 
tioned against trying to park 
on campus becat.I5C cars will 
be towed. 
lAST CHANCE TO ATTEND SENIOR ORIENTATIONS TillS SEMESTER 
When: Mon., November 17th & Tues., November 18th (4:30PM to 5:30PM) 
Where: SCIENCE BLDG. 168 
When: Wed., December 3rd (EDUCATION MAJORS - STUDENT TEAClllNG -SPRING) 
4:30PM to 5:30PM 
Where: ADMINISTRATION BLDG. 226 
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2563 SOUTH BELVOIR BLVD. (the house next to the tennis courts) ' . 
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Man sentenced in murder of teen 
Michael Carmon, 25, accused of them urder, rape and kidnapping 
of Kathe~ne Boykins, 17, plead guilty and was sentenced to life in 
pnson Without the possibility of parole. Less than three months 
after ~rmon was through serving a sentence for sexual battery, 
Boykms. was reported missing. Detectives found her body in 
'?-rmons house, and he was arrested 1m mediately. Boykins, who 
hved blocks away from Carmon in the same East Cleveland 
neighborhood, wrote to him regularlywhileheserved his sentence. 
Dow ]ones hits record low 
The Dow Jones lndusrrial average plunged 554.26 points before 
trading on Wall Street ceased on Monday. The drop, caused by 
rurmo1lm Asran markets has set off stock sell offsaround around 
th~ world. _The decline in the Dow is considered to be the largest 
pomt losssmceOctober of 1987, though it is only the twelfth worst 
dropinterrnsof percentage. The New York Stock Exchange halted 
tradmg several times last week to encourage stock brokers who 
wereeagertoselloUtheirponfoliostowaitforthemarketstabiUze. 
New York man~ HIV virus 
Nushawn Wtlltams,20,ma y havedirectlyorindirectly infected as 
many as 70 people with the AIDS virus, according to New York 
health officials. Williams allegedly traded drugs for sex with 
teenagers, wh~m he approached near school yards and parks. 
Although he dcscovered his diagnosis in September of 1996, yet 
Wtllrams conunued to engage in unprotected sexual acts until 
Januaryo£ thisyear.lnadditiontocharging Williamswithstatutory 
ra~ ~a 13 year-old girl, the New York City attorney general's 
office 1s seekmg to charge Williams with reckless endangerment 
and first-degree assault 
Mari~ may serve as pain medication 
ManJuana mtght offer miHions of chronic pain sufferers relief 
wnhout the debilitaung s1de effects of opiates, according to 
n _ t:r~ yo rc 1 an an rown mve ry roug amma 
Sl udtes, the screnusts examrned the effect that THC. the active 
in!P'edient in marijuana, had on the pathway from the site of an 
InJury to_ the brain. The studies revealed chat injecting cannabis 
drrectly mto 1he area of injury may prevenr additional pain and 
lessen already occuring pain. J. Michael Walker of Brown 
Umversity said.1Cannabinoidslstop the pain before it ever enters 
the spinal cord.' 
World Briefs were compiled bySaraE.Buss,Assistant World News 
Editor, with the aid of wire sources. 
Thinking About 
Law School? 
If you or someone you know is 
considering a law school education 
now or a few years from now, then plan 
to attend the Cleveland Metropolitan 
Law School Fair. More than 30 law 
schools, along with LSAT test 
preparation representatives, will be 
able to answer your questions. You 
will also be able to attend seminars 
and receive catalogs, applications and 
financial aid infonnation. It's one-stop 
shopping! This event is free and open 
to the public. 
Event: Cleveland Metro Law School Fair 
Date: Saturday, Nov.1,1997 
nne: 11 am. to 3 p.m. 
Place: John Carroll University Student Center 
Located on Belvoir Road 
University Heights, Ohio 44118 
RSVP: Not Necessary. We'll see you there! 
Financial support provided by the Law School Admission Council 
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Chinese President faces protest in U.S. 
Kristen Schneldler 
The Carroll News 
Chinese President Jiang Zemin 
arrived in Honolulu last Sunday, 
beginning the first visit to the 
United States by a Chinese leader 
in more than a dozen years. 
U.S. Secretary of State Madeleine 
Albright said that Jiang will see 
how Americans are responding to 
China's human rights record, both 
from protest outside and tough talk 
inside the White House. 
"Everywhere he goes in the 
United States, President Jiang 
Zemin IS going to meet with pro· 
testers. He's going to see and hear 
American voices on this. I can't 
think of anything better than that," 
Sen. John Kerry (D-Mass.) said on 
CNN's "Late Edition." 
Albrightsaid that while human 
rights are one part of the increas-
ingly important relationship be-
tween China and the U.S., "We will 
never have a completely normal 
relationship with them until they 
have a better human rights policy." 
On many counts, the U.S. says 
that it does not agree with China's 
human rights record, which for-
bids freed om of religion, freedom 
of speech, and freedom ro criticize 
the government. China maintains 
a one-child per family policy, en-
forceable by law through forced 
abortion and/or sterilization. 
The Chinese government has 
also been accused of suppressing 
the culture of Tibet, a country the 
Chinese invaded in 1959, forcing 
their political and religious leader, 
the Dalai Lama, and his followers 
into exile in India. ' 
A.~ · Krivalhasbeen 
mer wi rh proresr In one ins tance, 
nine protesters were arrested in 
Washington earlier in the week, for 
refusing to leave a restricted side-
walk in front of the White House. 
The protesters were staging a 
prayer vigil to bring attention to 
China's religious persecution and 
abortion policies. Albright added 
that while human rights are just 
one pan of the increasingly im-
portant relationship between 
China and the U.S.. "We will never 
have a completely normal relation-
ship with them until they have a 
better human rights policy." 
Some analysts feel however, that 
Jiang's visit is raising hopes of a 
reconciliation between the twogeo-
political giants that will end the 
eight years of difficult relations 
that have been the norm since 
China's 1989 crackdown on pro-
democracy demonstrators in 
Tiananmen Square 
Ina recent interview with Time 
magaztne, Jiang declared, "At 
present, Sino-American relations 
have a favorable opportunity for 
further tmprovement." 
Upon his arrival in Honolulu 
President Jiang reiterated that, "l 
believe that through the JOint ef-
forts of China and the U.S., my 
visit will deepen our mutual un-
derstanding, broaden our com-
mon ground and promotefriend-
ship and cooperation between 
our two countries, and that 
China-U.S. relations will enter a 
new stage of development." 
Jiang is scheduled to meet 
with PresidemCii nton this week 
to discuss trade, weapons prolif-
eration, Taiwan, drug trafficking 
and the environment as well as 
human rights. 
Cleveland hosts Tibe1ian art 
Kristen Schneldler 
The Carro ll News 
The culture of the Tibetan 
people may be suppressed inTi-
ber, but Tibet'sculture is a live and 
well in the art of the United States. 
And Cleveland is getting a front 
row seat to this cultural repre-
sentation in the current exhibit 
on display at the Cleveland Mu-
seum of Art, entitled "When Silk 
Was Gold." 
The exhibit highlights silks 
created from the 8th century to 
the 15th century, many of which 
were preserved in Tibet by Bud-
dhist monks. According to 
joe !len DeOreo, the Coordinator 
of Adult Programs in the Educa-
tion Department at the museum, 
"This is anexceedingl y rareexhi-
bition. Most of the works and 
fabrics on display have never been 
shown before." 
Aside from the silk textiles, a 
maio feature of this exhibit is the 
constructton of the Kalacak ra 
sand mandala by three Buddhist 
monks. This display consists of 
three Tibetan Buddhist monks 
makingthesandmandala,which 
is a ritual meditation device in 
two-dimensional blueprintform. 
The mandala is seven feet in di-
ameter, and is composed of tiny 
grains of colored sand, where the 
only "glue" used is gravity. 
According to Paul Nietupski, 
a Assistant Professor of Religious 
Studies at John Carroll Univer-
sity, a mandala is a map of the 
universe and a map of the hu-
man consciousness recon -
structed according to Buddhist 
principles. Massoud 
Said pour, the Coordinator of 
Performing Arts for the mu-
seum, said that there isadefi· 
nite relationship between the 
mandala and the textiles ex-
hibit, "we are trying to create 
an atmosphere rn which the 
visitors to the museum can 
see how the art forms used to 
be created." 
"The creation of the 
mandala is bringing the tex-
tile exhibit alive with de-
tailed explanations of the 
symbolism. It's not just a 
beautifulart image. It's a liv-
ing tradition ... The sands of 
the mandala are becoming 
religious expressions." ac-
cording to Nietupski. 
Nietupski, who will be 
speaking in several of the lec-
tures that are pan of the tex-
tile exhibit at the museum 
on Nov. 7, 14 and 21, added 
that from the recent release 
of movies such as "Seven 
Years in Tibet," "Red Corner" 
and "Kundun,"to the exhibit 
at the Cleveland Museum of 
Art, the U.S. is becoming 
more aware of the culture Cor 
suppression of it) in Tibet 
and China itself,and the Chi-
nese government's involve-
ment in this suppression. 
Said pour said, "What the 
Tibetans seem to be trying to 
bring to attention in our 
country in a very peaceful, 
artistic way, is the fact that 
they do feel very suppressed 
by the Chinese government." 
VOTE VOTE VOTE 
Tuesday November 4th 
Vans leave the Belvoir 
Lot every half hour from 
8 am until 7 pm 
Ride the van and enter to 
WIN CASH 
(1- $50 and 2- $25 prizes 
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What mayoral election ?? 
Sara E. Buss 1989, the last time Cleveland 
elected a mayor. 
OU Halloween 
Assistant World News Editor 
Now that Tribe fever has had a 
chancetocooldown,Clevelanders 
are left with six short days to con-
sider an issue that effects them 
more than a World Series Title; 
the 1997 mayoral election. 
Conunentary 
• 
Yes, believe it or not, there is an 
election coming up. lf it weren't 
ror the occasional advertisement 
for incumbent Mike White plas-
tered on city buses, how many 
people would be aware of the elec-
tion? "Ohio's largest newspaper," 
The Plain Dealer, certainly isn't 
telling the public much of any-
thing related to the mayoral race. 
Is this because the media 
thinks we, the people, don't care 
about participating in the demo-
cratic process, or is it because The 
Plain Dealer thinks it's easier to 
sell newspapers to the average 
Clevelander with front page photo 
spreads of David Justice, Sandy 
Alomar or the city's newest won-
der,Jaret Wright? 
This is not meant in any way to 
take away from the Indians' suc-
cess this year. Sports teams are a 
uniting factorincities,and people 
are brought together in both vic-
tory and defeat. Clevelanders 
should be reminded in the paper 
and on television when their team 
is victorious. but common sense 
dictates that people also care and 
want to be informed about issues 
such as education, employment 
and safety. Or at least they did in 
Looking back on The Plain 
Dealer's coverage of the 1989 race, 
which pitted then City Council 
President George Forbes against 
State Senator Mike White, numer-
ous articles can be found (some 
even on the f tont page!), discuss-
ing thecandidates'promises.along 
with intellegent analysis of 
whether or not these promises 
could actually become reality 
given constraints of time, budget 
and candidate commitment. 
So far this year, reports on the 
election have focused on Mike 
White's desire to continue the 
wonderful work he started in his 
first term. What that wonderful 
work is, the voter is not told. 
While his opponent, Helen 
Smith, councilwoman from Ward 
14, is portrayed as a reacti vecandi-
date,commentingonlyon White's 
faults as mayor as opposed to of-
fering her own solutions to the 
city's problems. 
lf The Plain Dealer would have 
done a little research through their 
own files, they might have discov-
ered some interesting facts about 
the 1989 mayoral race, especially 
in light of the upcoming election. 
For instance, every ward that 
White won in the '89 final elec-
tion, challenger Smith won in this 
year's primary. 
Have Clevelanders just had a 
coincidental change of heart, or 
does this complete flip-flop in 
voter confidence point to a basic 
distrust in the current city hall 
administration? Given this data, 
it appears Clevelanders do care 
Erin O'Donnell 
Staff Reporter 
What do 30,000 people 
and Halloween have in 
common? Theansweristhe 
town of Athens, Ohio and 
Ohio University. 
A1hens will once again 
host what is popularly 
known as the biggest Hal-
loween party in the coun-
try. Beginning tomorrow, 
Oct. 31 and ending late Sat-
urday, Nov.l,Court Street, a 
main street in the city of 
Athens. near OU's campus, 
will be the scene of food , 
fun and costumes. 
Ohio University sopho· 
morejen Hunt said of Hal-
loween 1996, "It was incred-
ible, second to Mardi Gras!" 
Due to the large number 
of people. the Athens Pol ice 
Departmentistakingall the 
necessary precautions to 
prevent underage drinking 
and disorderly conduct. 
"No one will be allowed 
todrinkon the streets in up-
town Athens." said 
jonathan Holmberg, chair-
personoftheCleanandSafe 
Committee. Anyone ar-
rested in Athens should 
plan on spending at least 
one night in jail. Some may 
not even be released until 
Monday, said Holmberg. 
Because the party is 
sanctioned by the city of 
At hens, the state will bring 
in security from five or six 
different police departments 
from surrounding counties. 
Linda Walls, secretary of 
the Police Chief in Athens 
confirmed the use of officer; 
on horses, bikes and on foot. 
K-9 officers will be brought 
in to provide extra secunty. 
Walls would neither con-
firm nor deny the rumor that 
the FBI will be in Athens to 
arrest underage drinkers. 
Last year, according to 
Walls, there were 2ll arrests 
on Saturday and 184 of those 
people spent the night in jail. 
"Most of the students {ar-
rested] were out of town stu-
dents," said Walls. 
On Saturday, six bands 
will play from J p.m. until 
midnight at the end of Court 
Street, and vendors will be 
selling everything from food 
tot-shirts, said Holmberg. 
However, none of the ven-
dors will be serving alcohol. 
Those wishing to purchase 
alcoholic beverages should 
plan on going to the bars 
along Court Street or to any 
of the numerous parties on 
OU's campus. 
Holmberg warned those 
who are visiting OU or Ath-
ens to park 10 the fairgrounds 
parkinglot.1hecostls$5£or 
the whole weekend, and cars 
will not be towed from the 
fairgrounds. Holmberg cau 
tioned against trying to park 
on campus because cars will 
be towed. 
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Cara Santoro 
Year: jun1or 
Majors: CommuniCations and 
English 
Zodiac sign: Leo 
Favorite Cleveland Indians 
player: Jarel Wright He's new, 
he's close to my age, and of course, 
he's a very good-looking boy. 
If you were alone on a desert 
island, who would you choose 
to be with?: Tom Cru1se. Need I 
say m_ore? 
Favorite cereal brand cartoon 
character: Tony the Tiger, because 
I love Frosted Flakes. 
If you could sing In any band, 
which would you choose?: The 
Sp1ce Girls, because they're pretty 
funky 
Favorite cookie flavor: 
Chocolate chip 
lmprove one thin& at je;U· 
arl<mg. I'm sick of o JJowing people 
to the1r cars and then having them 
tell me that not 
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JCU grad bit by the acting bug 
Lisa M. Foster 
Staff Reporter 
How many of us, when we 
were young, asp1red to be a fa-
mous actor or actress? To be 
recogmzed and to be famous? 
But how many of us actually 
pursued that goa I? Not rna ny. 
Yet, there are those with the per-
severance and drive to stnve 
for that chi ldhood dream. 
One such ind ivid ual is Brian 
M. Love, a 1996 John Carroll 
University graduate. Love has 
gone on to pursue his dream 
and passion for acnng 
Originally from Lora 1n, 
Love transferred to jCU after 
hls freshman year The former 
res1dent assistant graduated 
with a major in communica-
tions and a mmor in English. 
While at Ca rroll, Love per-
formed in The Day They Shot 
]oh n Lennon.JCU's 1994 fall se-
mester play. 
Love said that he pursued 
acttng str ictly on a personal 
basis at first. He said that mu-
sic and the arts were part of his 
family background throughout 
his childhood , and continues 
to be so. 
anthem on Father's Day, 1995. 
The performance was tn from of 
a sold-out Jacobs Field crowd 
and the cameras of a national 
audience on ESPN. 
When ltcomestoacting,Love 
said most of the weight falls on 
the actor h1mself to provide that 
elusive part of the character that 
makes it unique w the respec-
tive actor 
Love sees himself as more a 
dramatic actor rather than one 
of a comed ic nature, and he en-
joys thesi nging and dane 1 ng part 
of acting also. 
Many actors have an idea of 
wha1 would be the ultimate role 
to play, something that encom-
passes who and what they areas 
an actor and in everyday life. 
"My ideal role to play would 
be Willie in Miss Evers' Boys," he 
said. "The role is very dramatic 
and I think I could bring a lot to 
it, different views and feeling.' 
'Music is a part of me,' Love 
said. 'It makes up my entire 
being. If you ask anyone that 
knows me, they would agree." 
Although Love had family 
Love is also currently work-
ing in the communications de-
panment of Meldrum & 
Fewsmith , a Cleveland adver-
tising agency, as an assistant ac-
count exec utive. As for the f u-
ture, Love isn't sure if he wants 
to make "the big move" to New 
York City yet. 
Road to freedom: Jim, performed by JCU grad Brian Love, 
escapes slavery with the help of Huck Finn (John Gregor, 
left) during Cain Park's production of Big River--The 
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. 
"I want to get more experi-
ence under my belt," he said. 
"Cleveland is a good market for 
theater. It has a great reputation and people 
look to Cleveland for talent, and plus, I love 
the city!" 
support and a personal interest in music 
and acting, he had never rea lly considered 
pursuing a career in the field. 
"I've been involved with thea ter since 
high school," Love said. "But I never thought 
about it as a career. Then opportunities just 
pr Jbt;r~~eel .... 
ove was cast as J im in the production of 
Big River, am usical version of Mark Twain's 
Huckleberry Finn, that was held at Cain 
Park last summer and hasseveralother roles 
and performances awaiting him. They in-
clude Ain't 
Misbchavin' at 
the Beck Cen-
ter in Lake-
wood, an un-
derstudy part 
fo r All Night Strut at the Hanna Theater, 
and, if that isn't enough, he will also be 
participating in the Grea t Lake '98 Out-
reach Tour. The Outreach Tour will be held 
February th rough March of 1998. 
Love prefers the stage aspect of acting as 
~ &Q tclevisi.ou. and Hollywoacl. ~ 
sa id that on stage things are f reshert han on 
a movie set or on the site of a s itcom. 
"There's always something new in per-
forming every single night ,' Love said. 
"There's a new audience, new faces and a 
new point of view. lt allows you to see the 
script, setting and characters is a different 
light every night, and that's what !love." 
A big audience is noth ing new lO Love. 
W hile interning with the Cleveland Indi -
ans his junior year, he sang the national 
The option to make the move is in his 
near but not immed ia te future. Like any 
young actor, Love said that his biggest fear 
if he did move to New York City would be 
financial stabilit y. But h is ult imate goal 
would be fun and happiness. 
'Right now, I'm having fun with what 
I'm doing,' he said. 
So, if there's any aspiring young talent 
out there waiting for their big break, they 
have a motivated, enthusiastic role model 
to look up to. One who hasn'tmade the step 
yet, but if he decides to, has the drive, si n-
cerityand passion for acting that will make 
him a true success. 
Cleveland State University 
MBA Open Houses 
Come to one of o~ open ho\ISC:Is to learn aboul tbo numy ways you cao earn a fWiy AC:¢l"eCfit~ 
MBA ~8ft!e from Clevel&(\d Srat¢. R.etceive information on tbo MBA Jn ~lh ure 
administration and other maaten depoe programs in accounzing. computer and infonnation 
science. labor rei.Uons and human rc:sourocs. Finaoclal aid information wiU be available. 
For those in the medical field, those without 
• ~A. Dep-ee Pro......,a: a medical background, or Registered Nurses, 
'l1le Bolton School of Nursing offers 
programs in any clinical specialty, and the follow1ng 
degree areas: 
tBSN 
tRNtoBSN 
tRNtoMSN 
tMSN 
t MSN Completion for Advanced 
Practice Nurses 
tND 
t Ph.D. 
Dean's Reception, 
Saturday, November 8, 1-4pm 
CWRU-
The Bolton School of Nursing 
10900 Euclid Avenue, 
Cleveland, OH 44106·4904 
All interestr!d candidates 
are welcome. 
l(_g(!.71 
Student & Alumni 
Services 
(2'16) J68-2529 or 
t-IIOC).IgS-2540, ext. 2529 
vi~1t our web page· 
http://fptl.c-..eclul 
e-mail: 
adlnlsslonsttfp.cwru.echl 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY 
• 
• 
. 
Full-time Of Plllt-\imc 
One-year. Acccler;tte<f MBA 
Ott Campus Programs 
Day,Ev~,orVVeekend 
ExCC~.~tive MBA 
AU built upoa aa inuovadve MBA ~rriculam featariag: 
Full integration ofbusinea disciplines 
Emphasis on stobal busU\css ~
M~c:ment of innovation and technology 
Development of personal buainesa skills 
Clcvelalld'a best value ia craduate buiDeu edac:adoo 
Clevelaad Stato UaivcraJty'" 54,662/yar 
Cue Western R.eaerve Univenltr $20,100/yeat 
John Carroll University• $12,720/year 
a.Idwin-Walla« Collc&e 59,600/yeu 
'"AACS8 Accreditee! 
Attend an Open House 
Wednesday, November .s. 199?", S to 7 p.m. 
Holiday lan WcstlaK,I·90 & Crocker R.o.c! 
FOil' CGOJ-. laforuaatioa, CODtact: 
Ond..wc Business Proauams 
JamesJ.~ 
W~y. Novembot-l2, 1997, S to 7 p.m. 
Holiday IIIII 8each'WOOCI, RL 271 &: Chajrin Blvd. 
Wods r1•y, November 19, 1997, 3:30 to 7 p.m. 
CJeyelandSrare Un.tverslty- UnlV«Sity Cenkr 361 
College of Busiaeu .Administtarion 
. Tdcpbon.e: (216) 687-692S . 
FAX; (216) 687-Q88 
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S7An R•POn•a 
Boo! 
Scared you, huh? 
That 's wh at Halloween is all 
about: ghosts, goblins, scary stories 
and horror movies. It's a time to 
collect all the candy you possibly 
can in four hours and then trade It 
wi th your friends. It is also a great 
c ha nee for kids everywhere to make 
ch ildhood memories with th eir 
fr iends and family. 
Halloween brings many stories 
to people's minds, and Carroll"kids" 
told us a few of their personal tales 
of Halloweens past. 
CARt Jo,.nu. 
SI!!.IOR 
"My brother and I went tr ick-or-
treating when I was ten , and we 
dressed up as a ghost and a cowboy. 
After we filled up our first bag with 
candy we wanted more, so we went 
home and devised a plan . 
We changed into dU: er m o -
tumes. He was a baseball player and 
I was a witch. We went around and 
filled two more bags with candy. 
After that we went home, and our 
parents would only let us have one 
piece of candy before bed. The next 
day we went to school and we 
couldn 't wait to get home. We 
rushed off the bus and burst through 
the door only to find that our two 
golden retrievers had eaten every 
si ng le piece of candy. !locked my 
candy up every year after that." 
Mt«JY 8AT'YWI!J 
SOPaOMOAI!! 
"In the eighth grade, my school 
had a costume contest. Everyone 
went out and bought new and ex-
pensive costumes. The night of the 
contest I came as a very overdevel-
oped woman in a simple dress. l 
ended up getting the firs t prize." 
TtM llowuv, 
SJ.IOI\ 
"W hen I was seven years old my 
mom bought me a Robin Hood cos-
tume she really wanted me to wear . 
The problem was I already had a 
Yodacostumethat I wanted to wear. 
I reallydidn't want to upset my mom 
so 1 decided to wear both costumes. 
It all worked out because I went 
m ck-or-treating twice and lgottwo 
bags of candy." 
JtLLIA• VALI!!Rttts. 
J!AI!SIMA• 
"When l was a freshman in high 
school there was a blizzard in Cin-
cinnati and all of my friends still 
wanted togo out. We decided to put 
on lors of clothes and pretend we 
were Eskimos. People thought it was 
really funny and sti II gave us candy." 
Jo .. ScawtD'h 
U•toR 
"In h1gh school my friend and I 
went camping with our girlfriends 
at Presque Isle. There was a cemetery 
across r he street from the camp-
ground so we decided we would play 
a little trick on them. We all walked 
overt here, and it was very dark. Sud-
denly, we sc reamed and ran away 
from the g1rls. We thought they 
would freak out. They were a lot 
more brave than we thought We 
foundoursel ves in the dark all alone, 
and we started hearing strange 
noises. Wecouldn'tfind thegi rlsany-
where, and then when we least ex-
pected it they jumped out from be-
hind a grave and grabbed us. We 
screamed so loud, the dead bodies in 
the graveyard probably turned over." 
MAUAA lAna. 
SOPIOMORI! 
"When I was ten my dog stole all 
of my candy and h1d jt around the 
house. My familywas finding wrap-
pers under our pillows and in closets 
for a long time after Halloween." 
MI!LtssA 1\uaeti!Ro, 
tt . 
"When I was four years old my 
dad decided to take my brother and 1 
trick-or- treating because my mom 
was passing out the candy at our 
house. Wegotdressed up and my dad 
onlytookustothreehouses. Wecried 
all night long and my dad felt so bad. 
Need less to say he never took us trick-
or-treating again." 
J~rvu• CoMI!!R• 
.ttt•toA 
"Last year I decided to dress up as 
an Inn Between employee. I worked 
for Marriott catering and I just asked 
my boss to let me borrow the cos-
tume for the night." 
llou.vPAAAMAMDJoA•Ju•~ 
JtUIIORS 
"Freshman year in high school it 
was our last time trick-or-treating. 
None of our friends could think of a 
costume idea, so all ten of us went out 
andboughtWaldomasksand red and 
white striped shirts. The ironic thing 
was that one of ourgirlf riends looked 
just like Waldo. She didn't have to go 
and buy a mask!" 
STI!!VJ! UP.vc:z. 
.ru•toR 
"When I was eight, some of my 
friends decided todressindrag. One 
of my friends was running and he 
tripped over a line that was holding a 
tree up. He flipped over, landed on 
his face, and an ambulance had to be 
called. Everyone started gathering 
around and wondering who the I it tie 
girl was that got hurt. He was really 
embarrassed when he woke up at the 
hospital." 
These stories of Halloweens past 
will stick in people's minds for a long 
t ime. Just because we are in college 
doesn't mean the fun has to end. There 
are still costume parties to attend, 
candy corn tonibbleon,and pumkins 
V ' W4!. \ ·~··~ 
the Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown. 
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Year: jun1or 
Majors: Commun1cat1ons and 
Engl1sh 
Zodiac sign: Leo 
Favorite Cleveland Indians 
player: jaret Wnght. He's new, 
he's close to my age, and of course, 
he's a very good-looking boy. 
If you were alone on a desert 
island, who would you choose 
to be with?: Tom Cruise. Need I 
say more? 
Favorite cereal brand cartoon 
character. Tony the T1ger, because 
I love Frosted Flakes. 
If you could sing in any band, 
which would you choose?: The 
Sp1ce Girls, because they're pretty 
funky. 
Favorite cookie flavor: 
Chocolate chip 
lmliN'O'it• one daina at JCU: 
a ing. I'm SICK or or OWing people 
to their cars and then having them 
tell me that they're not leaving. 
IMorrnattOI"t ('Ort'lpllt:d b)' Ann.l D1Fraoc:o; 
l'lloto br 1M Senoy. 
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JCU grad bit by the acting bug 
Lisa M. Foster 
Staff Reporter 
How many of us, when we 
were young, aspt red to be a fa-
mous actor or actress? To be 
recognized and to be famous? 
But bow many of us actual! y 
pursued that goal? Not many. 
Yet, there are 1 bose wnh the per· 
severance and dnve to strive 
for that chtldhood dream. 
One such mdi vidual is Brian 
M. Love, a 1996 john Carroll 
Un1versity graduate. Love has 
gone on to pursue his dream 
and passion for acting. 
Onginally from Lorain, 
Love transferred to JCU after 
his freshman year. The former 
res1dent assistant graduated 
wtth a major in communica-
tions and a minor in English. 
While at Carroll, Love per-
formed in The Day They Shot 
john Lennon,JCU'si994 fall se-
mester play 
Love said that be pursued 
acting strictly on a persona I 
basis at first. He said that mu-
sic and the arts were part of his 
family background throughout 
his childhood, and continues 
to be so. 
anthem on Father's Day, 1995. 
The performance was in front of 
a sold-out jacobs Field crowd 
and the cameras of a na tiona] 
audience on ESPN 
When it comes toacting,Love 
said most of the weight falls on 
the actor himself to provide that 
elusive part of the character that 
makes it unique to the respec-
tive actor. 
Love sees himself as more a 
dramatic actor rather than one 
of a comedic nature, and he en-
joysthesmginganddancingpart 
of acting also. 
Many actors have an idea of 
what would be the ultimate role 
to play, something that encom-
passes who and what they are as 
an actor and in everyday life. 
"My ideal role to play would 
be Willie in Miss Evers' Boys,' he 
said. "The role is very dramatiC 
and I think I could bnnga lot to 
it, different views and feeling." 
'Musicisapartofme,' Love 
said. 'It makes up my entire 
being. If you ask anyone that 
knows me, they would agree." 
Although Love had family 
Love is also current! y work-
ing in the communications de-
partment of Meldrum & 
Fewsmith, a Cleveland adver-
tising agency, as an assistant ac-
count executive. As for the fu-
ture, Love isn't sure if he wants 
to make "the big move" to New 
York City yet. 
Road to freedom: Jim, performed by JCU grad Brian Love, 
escapes slavery with the help of Huck Finn (John Gregor, 
left) during Cain Park's production of Big River--The 
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. 
"1 want to get more experi-
ence under my belt ." he sa id. 
"Cleveland is a good market for 
theater. It has a great reputation and people 
look to Cleveland for talent, and plus, I love 
the city!" 
support and a personal interest in music 
and acting, he had never really considered 
pursuing a career in the field. 
"I've been involved with theater since 
high school,"Lovesaid. "But I never thought 
about it as a career. Thenopportunitiesjust 
presentc4 thell\&Clva: 
Love wascasr as jim in the production of 
Big River, a musical version of Mark Twain's 
Huckleberry Finn, that was held at Cain 
Park last summer and hassevera 1 other roles 
and performances awaiting him. They in-
clude Ain 't 
Misbehavin'at 
the Beck Cen-
ter in Lake-
wood, an un-
derstudy part 
for All Night Stru t at the Hanna Theater, 
and, if that isn't enough, he will also be 
participating in the Great Lake '98 Out-
reach Tour. The Outreach Tour will be held 
February through March of 1998. 
Love prefers the stage aspect of acting as 
~ to television and Hollywood. He 
said rhaton stage th ingsare fresher than on 
a movie set or on the site of a sitcom. 
"There's always something new in per-
forming every single night,' Love said. 
"There's a new audience, new faces and a 
new point of view. It allows you to see the 
script, setting and characters is a different 
light every night, and that's what I love." 
A big audience is nothing new to Love. 
While interning with the Cleveland Indi-
ans his junior year, he sang the national 
The option to make the move is in his 
near but not immediate future. Like any 
young actor, Love said that his biggest fear 
if he did move to New York City would be 
financial stability. Bur his ultimate goal 
would be fun and happiness. 
'Right now, I'm having fun with what 
I'm doing,' he said. 
So, if there's any aspiring young talent 
out there waiting for their big break, they 
have a motivated, enthusiastic role model 
to look up to. One who hasn't made the step 
yet, but if he decides to, has the drive, sin-
cerity and passion for act ing that will make 
him a true success. 
Cleveland State University 
MBA Open Houses 
Come to one or our open houses to leem abou& tho mllly ways you caD earn a fW!y ~ited 
MBA ~8l"ee from Clevela.od State. Receive intonnation on tho MBA in health ~ 
admioistrlltion and other masters depoee programs in 8CCOW\ting, computet' and infonnation 
science. labor relations ancl hum.n rc:sourccs. Financial aid infonnation wiU be available. 
For those in the medical field, those without 
• M:BA Decree Pro...-ma: a medical background, or Registered Nurses. 
'l1le Bolton School of Nursing offers 
programs in any clinical specialty, and the follow1ng 
degree areas: 
tBSN 
tRNtoBSN 
tRNtoMSN 
tMSN 
t MSN Completion for Advanced 
Practice Nurses 
tND 
t Ph.D. 
Dean's Reception, 
Saturday, November 8, 1·4pm 
CWRU-
The Bolton School of Nursing 
t0900 Euclid Avenue, 
Cleveland, OH 44106·4904 
All intere~ candidates 
are welcome. 
,f.g[!7! 
Student & Alumni 
Services 
(Z16l J68.25l9 or 
1~2540. ext.2529 
visit our web page: 
http:llfpll.cwru.eclul 
e-mail: 
adn 'r h•Ofpb.cwru.edu 
CASE WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY 
Full-time or Part-time: 
One-year, Acceler.ste<f MBA 
Off Campus f>l'ograms 
Day, Evenine, or Weekend 
Executive MBA 
• All b~Ut upoa aa inoovadve MBA aarricu!am fatariag; 
Full integration of business disciplines 
Emphasis on global busUicss ~lice$ 
M~cment of innovation and technology 
Development of personal business skills 
• Clev~land'a best val .. c ia craduate b ... in ... edac:attoa 
Clevelaad Stale Uaive>r$1ly'" 54,662/ydr 
Cue Western Reserve Unlvenlty• $20,1 00/year 
John Carroll University• $12, 720/year 
S.tdwin-Wallace Collc:ee 59,600/year 
• AACS8 Accredited . 
Attend an Open House 
Wednesday. NovemberS, I C}C)/, ~ to 7 p.m. 
Holiday [on Wc:stlakc, 1·90 &: Crocker Roa4 
Wednesday, Nowmber 12, IC}97, S to 7 p.m. 
Holiday lllfl Beachwood, Rt.. 271 & Chaarin Blvd. 
Wedn day, November 19. 1997, 3:30 to 7 p.m. 
<:JeyelandSa.ue Unlverslly- Uruversity Center 361 
J!o~ •ol"t iaforuaatioa, coatact: 
o..luatc Busiacss ProiJ1IDIS 
James J. 'Nance 
College or Business AdnUII.iStra~ion 
. Tdcphooe: (216) 687-692S . 
FAX: (216) 687-6888 
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So1A"" f\JtPOII'rllll 
Boo' 
Scared you, huh? 
That's what Halloween is all 
about: ghosts, goblins, scary stories 
and horror movies. It's a time to 
collect all the candy you possibly 
can in four hours and then trade it 
with your friends. It is also a great 
chance for kids everywhere to make 
childhood memories with their 
friends and family. 
Halloween brings many stories 
to people's minds, and Carroll "kids" 
told us a few of their personal tales 
of Halloweens past. 
CARl c ()'rQIII\, 
SJfNI()I\ 
"My brother and 1 went trick-or-
treating when l was ten, and we 
dressed up as a ghost and a cowboy 
After we filled up our first bag with 
candy we wanted more, so we went 
home and devised a plan. 
We changed into d1£ erenl os-
tumes. He was a baseball player and 
1 was a witch. We wem around and 
filled two more bags with candy. 
After that we went home, and our 
parents would only let us have one 
piece of candy before bed. The next 
day we went to school and we 
couldn 't wait to get home. We 
rushed off the bus and burst through 
the door on ly to find that our two 
golden retrievers had eaten every 
single piece of candy. !locked my 
candy up every year after that" 
~I!Y QA'rY'SI'I!I, 
SOPIOMOI\1! 
"ln the eighth grade, my school 
had a costume contest. Everyone 
we nt ou t and bought new and ex-
pensive costumes. The nigh t of the 
contest I came as a very overdevel-
oped woman in a simple dress. I 
ended up getting the fi rst prize." 
'JIM loWU\'t 
SJflltOA 
"When l was seven years old my 
mom bought me a Robin Hood cos-
tume she really wanted me to wear. 
The problem was I already had a 
Yodacostume that I wanted to wear. 
I reallydidn'twant to upset my mom 
so 1 decided to wear both costumes. 
It all worked out because I went 
trick-or-treating twice and I got two 
bags of candy." 
Ju.L.tAtt VAURtus. 
FI\I!SaMAN 
"When I was a freshman in high 
school there was a blizzard in Cin-
cmnati and all of my friends still 
wanted togo out. We decided to put 
on lots of clothes and pretend we 
were Eskimos. People t houghr it was 
really funny and still gave uscand y" 
Jou Sc:aMIP'rt 
SI! .. IOA 
"In h1gh school my friend and I 
went camping with our girlfriends 
at Presque Isle. There was a cemetery 
across the street from the camp-
ground so we decided we would play 
a li ttle trick on them. We all walked 
over there, and it was very dark. Sud-
denly, we screamed and ran away 
from the girls. We thought they 
would freak out. They were a lot 
more brave than we thought. We 
found ourselves in the dark a l1 alone, 
and we started hearing strange 
noises. We couldn't find thegirlsany-
where, and then when we least ex-
pected it they jumped out from be-
hind a grave and grabbed us. We 
screamed so loud, the dead bodies in 
the graveyard probably turned over.· 
MAuRA IAno. 
SOPaOMORI! 
"When I was ten my dog stole all 
of my candy and hid !t around the 
house. Myfamilywasfindingwrap-
pers under our pillows and in closets 
for a long time after Halloween.• 
M!!LISSA Ru .. II!RCh 
u I 
"When I was four years old my 
dad decided to take my brother and 1 
trick-or-treating because my mom 
was passing out the candy at our 
house. We got dressed up and my dad 
only took us to three houses. We cried 
all night long and my dad felt so bad. 
Needless to say henevertook us trick-
or-treating again." 
Cut• CoM~Ih 
.JUNIOR 
"Last year I decided to dress up as 
an Inn Between employee. I worked 
for Marriott catering and I just asked 
my boss to let me borrow the cos-
tume for the night" 
lou.YPARJU~A~JOANJUII%, 
.JUiifi()AS 
"Freshman year in high school it 
was our last time trick-or-treating. 
None of our friends could think of a 
costume idea, so all ten of us went our 
and bought Waldo masks and red and 
white striped shirts. The ironic thing 
wasthatoneof our girlfriends looked 
just like Waldo. She didn't have to go 
and buy a mask!" 
S'ri!VI! thHC:2t 
.JUNIOR 
"When 1 was eight, some of my 
friends decided todressindrag. One 
of my friends was running and be 
tripped over a line that was holding a 
tree up. He flipped over, landed on 
his face, and an ambulance had to be 
called. Everyone started gathering 
around and wondering who the little 
girl was that got hun. He was really 
embarrassed when he woke up at the 
hospital ." 
These stories of Halloweens past 
will stick in people's minds fora long 
time. Just because we are in college 
doesn'tmeanthefunbastoend. There 
are still costume parties to attend, 
candycornto~ibbleon, and pumkins 
v 
the Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown. 
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1111 just for Halloween, The Rocky Horror Picture Show is being performed at the Cedar Lee Theatre. In celebration of 'The Cult of Rocky;" two perfor-
mances will be held on October 31 at9 p.m.and midnight,accorn-
panied by a "live" cast performance at each show. Everyone who 
comes IS encouraged to wear costumes and to bring the standard 
Rocky accouterments: rice, newspapers, squirt guns, party noise 
makers, toast, party hats, and bells. They wilt also be handing out 
spec1al treats. 
The roles of hunter and hunted become 
Switched in action thriller 
-
The circus is back in 
townl This IS your last 
weekend to see Rtngling 
Bros. and Barnum & Bailey at Gund 
Arena. This year's performance in-
cludes exotic animals, hllanous htgh 
jinks, and the seven-person pyramid Tickets are $11.50, $13.50, 
and $15.50. Call241-5555 to purchase tickets. 
.. 
Keepmg in that Halloween mood, The Seventh 
Victim is bemg shown Halloween night at The 
Cleveland Museum of Art. Starnng Tom Conway, 
jean Brooks, and K1m Hunter, th1s eene thriller is about devil 
worshipers in 1940sGreenwich Village. The show w11l be held in 
the museum's sculpture courtyard. The audience has the option 
of wearing costumes. Shown at 7:30p.m., uckets cost $5. For 
reservations or more information, call 421-7340. 
Comedy 
In the mood for a good laugh? "Rip-off art-
ISts" Penn and Telter are bringing their corned y 
mag1c act to EJ Thomas I Ia II tonight at 8 p.m 
The1r plan is not to tnck the eye, bur to tr ick the mind For more 
mformation or to buy tickets call (330) 972-7570. 
• 
The Coventry Chamber Players from the Cleve-
land Orchestra will be playmg lll St. Francis Chapel 
on Monday, November 3, at 8 p.m. In honor of the 
IOOth anniversary of Brahm's death, music will include works of 
Schubert and Mozart, and rhe Quintet forClannetand Stnngs by 
Brahms. Sponsored by Campus Mmistry, the event is free and 
dress IS casual 
Basketball season has of-
,., .... .,,Y statwi Opening 
mghr 1 1c avs is Tucs ay, 
v.4 I hcgamcstart ar7:30p.m.atGund 
Arena Tickets range from $10 to $38. A 
free ommemoranve poster and schedule 
rnagne1 will be g1vcn to the first 20,000 
fans To order tickcts,call241-5555. 
Grad talent 
1997 graduate Eric Embacher is tore-
turn to john Carroll to do a performance 
this Saturday, November I at 8 pm. The 
performance wtll take place in the Wolf -N-Pot. Embacher will be 
playing hts own anginal music as well as popular tunes on his 
guitar. Admission is f rec. 
om111g Attractw11s were compiled by Colleen Leslie, Ellter-
rcunmenr Edi!or Graphics by the 'mysterious' Katie Gibbons. 
Colleen Leslie 
Entertainment Editor 
. From jeb Stuart, the same 
writer who brought us the action 
hits Dte Hard , The Fugitive,]ust 
Cause, and Another 48 HRS., 
comes SwitchBack. 
Dennis Quaid stars as FBI 
Agent Frank LaCrosse. LaCrosse 
has spent over a year tracking a 
serial killer that he does not even 
have a phys1cal description of. 
The only thmg LaCrosse 
knows for sure about the mur-
derer is that he is between 20 and 
50 years old and loves playing cat-
and-mouse games with the FBL 
Knowing LaCrosse is the only 
one who will be able to catch him, 
the killer kidnaps LaCrosse's son 
hoping the FBI will take LaCrosse 
off the case. His plan backfires, 
however, when LaCrosse comes 
after him against the Bureau's or-
ders. 
LaCrosse's hunt leads him to 
Amarillo, Texas where there has 
been a senes of murders that re-
Frank LaCrosse takes a close-
up look at a piece of evidence 
left at the scene of one of the 
latest murders having taken 
place in a little town in Texas 
that could help lead him to the 
serial killer he is looking for. 
~tg~~!!! 
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CARROLL ROCKS THE ROCK HALL ALL DAY 
THIS WEDNESDAY ONLY ON 88. 7FM 
SwitchBack: Agent LaCrosse searches for Lane Dixon (Jared 
Leto) and Bob Goodall (Danny Glover) for clues to the identity of 
the serial killer who has kidnapped his son. 
semble those of the murderer he is 
looking for. Veteran actor R. Lee 
Ermey (Dead Man Walking, Seven , 
Mississippi Burning) plays Amarillo 
Sheriff Buck Olmstead. In the middle 
of an election campaign, Olmstead 
puts his chances for re-election on 
the line when he agrees to help 
LaCrosse find the 
murderer. 
LaCrosse travels 
from Amarillo to a 
snow-choked train 
pass through the 
Rockies in search of 
two men who may 
hold the secret to who 
the serial killer is. 
One of the men 
LaCrosse is tracking is 
a former railroad man, 
Bob Goodall, played by 
Danny Glover (Letha I 
Weapon and Opera-
tion Dumbo Drop} 
The other man 
LaCrosse is looking for 
is the mysterious 
you ng hitchhiker 
Lane Dixon, played by 
jarod Leta ("My So-
Called Life" and How 
to Make an American 
Quilt). 
The victims the 
killerchoosesare ran-
dom. The reasons fo r killing are bur-
ied deep inside his psyche. 
The on! y clue LaCrosse has to work 
on is a suspected calendar date, 2/18, 
which is when the suspect may make 
his next move. 
*SPECIALTY DRINKS & SHOTS 
*COFFEE & ESPRESSO 
COLLEGE ID NITE 
laCrosse has only two days 
left to figure out where, when, 
and how ... 
SwitchBack is Stuart's direc-
torial debut. Ironically, this was 
the first screenplay he wrote 
while attending Stanford lt 
took him this long to get it to the 
screen. 
Stuart describes SwitchBack 
as a "spider and fly story, in 
which you're not certain who is 
the hunter and who is the 
hunted. ln this case, the spider 
lures the fly from the plains of 
the Texas panhandle to one of 
the most magnificem places in 
the world, the Rockies, where 
he sets the trap.' 
This "magnificent place" also 
experienced record snowfall 
and subzerotemperatures in the 
days before filming began caus-
ing problems in shooting be-
cause of the blizzards and dan-
gerous conditions that resulted. 
When weather improved 
and spring set in, all the snow 
melted. Therefore every day the 
specialeffectscrew had to bring 
in truckloads of snow from the 
surroundingmountainstodress 
the set. In addition, they had to 
use a snow machine to make 
more snow. lt is estimated that 
for a while 45,000 pounds of ice 
was used every day to make 
snow. 
SwitchBack comes to the-
aters tomorrow, October 31, and 
is rated R Check local listings 
for theater locations and times. 
DJ SPINNING THE BEST IN 80's RETRO DANCE 
.MUSIC AND ALL YOUR REQESTS 
$2 IMPORl'S AND $1DRAFIS 
PRE-IIALI.owEEN P AR1Y 
JCU LADIES NIGHT-FREE WITH JCU m. 
$2 MUG NIGHT-BUY A MUG R>R $2 AND GET $1 REFilLS 
IIAu.owEEN PARl"'' UN'l1L 3AM, NO COVER UN'l1L 11PM 
DRlNJ( SPECIALS, HORROR MOVIES, GWEAWAYS Ar DOOR 
$1 OFF WITH COSIUME 
JAZZ & BWES GUlTARlST BILL DERANGO 
REGGAE EVERY SUNDAY 
RUM IlRINI<s $2.00 Au. Nm 
n d H t s 
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Puttin' On the Hitz 
A rev1ew of the mus1c that means the most to you 
Vugtn Roc:orchAmt:nca 
David Bow1e 
I'm Afraid of Americans 
000 
Any reviewer would be happy 
to have a new David Bowie CD 
come across his desk. Bowie has 
been such a pillar of modern rock 
that even if the reviewer does not 
I tke the music, it is an honor to be 
able to say something about him 
Then 1 am handed this thing. It 
says "David Bowie" and then "lAm 
Afraid of Americans." A new CD 
itisnot. ltissimplyasix-trackEP 
remix of this one song from 
Bowie's most recent release Earth-
ling. 
However, fi veof the six remixes 
<Ire engineered by Trent Reznorof 
Nine lnch Nails and the sixth done 
by Bm m1xer Photek. This Epalso 
boasts vocals by Trent Reznor and 
lceCubl' Still, one song, six ways. 
The Bealles passed out a free 
interview CD with every compi-
lation en purchase. Bowie and 
group arc making you pay for this 
one. 
Let th is not be a reflection on 
David Bowie. Bowie has been a part 
of the music scene since man in -
vented fire and has never stopped 
amazing his fans. If you are look-
ing for something new to listen to 
andhavenotyetdiscovered Bowie, 
give him a listen. His music is 
such that he will always have loyal 
fans, but you will not get a band-
wagon ticket with every CD pur-
chase. 
-Andrew Schlegelmilch 
Music Rating System 
0 Complete waste of ume 
0 0 Barely listenable 
0 0 0 Okay 
0 0 0 0 Good tunes 
0 0 0 0 0 Excellent 
matchbox 20 lights up Agora 
Becky Englert 
Staff Reporter 
Modern rock group match-
box 20 played to a sold out house 
Friday night at the Agora The-
ater. The group is touring to 
pro more their 1996release Your-
self or Someone Like You. 
matchbox 20focusedon ma-
terial from their debut album, 
but also mixed in several songs 
which Jo nO! appear on Your-
self or Someone Lihe You. 
Highlights of the show in-
cluded the performance of "3 
AM," in which lead singer Rob 
Thomas powerfully conveyed 
the song's theme of sadness and 
disillusionment. Also impres-
sive was the performance of 
"Back 2 Good." Each time Tho-
mas sang the lyrics, "Everyone 
here, knows everyone here is 
thinkingabout/somebodyelse," 
the house lights were turned up 
so that the atten tion of the au-
13940 Cedar Road 
dience was focused on each 
other rather than the band, 
heightening the impact of the 
lyrics. Aud ience favorites 
"Push" and "Long Day" were 
saved until last. 
Kyle Cook (lead guitarist) 
proved that he not only excels 
at mstrumentals, but that he 
can hold hi sown when it comes 
to vocals, too. Cook had several 
guitar and vocal solos. 
Though matchbox20puton 
agreatshow, it would have been 
better had the lyrics of their 
songs been more discernible. 
For a band who prides them-
selves on the meaning of their 
lyr ics, it was unfortuna te that 
many of Thomas' vocals were 
difficul t to hear because of the 
volume of the bass. 
Overall, match box 20 
worked well together to put on 
a show that was pleasing to the 
ear as well as the eye. 
~--~---------------, Wtth Thts Coupon ... 
: Purchase Any Regular Size Regular ; 
: Price Sandwich and Receive a 2nd : 
I Sandwich For 1/2 Price. 1 
I Dtscount Appl1es ro Lower Pnced Sandwtch I 
L------------------~ Custom-made cakes for any occassion. Same-day 
service available in most cases! 
~~ IVklsical rolls Me"ily ~~ 
~ along ~ 
Brian MuiPhJ 
Mea an Lynch 
The Carroll News 
"Merrily We Roll Along," the 
current production of the john 
Carroll UniverSlty Department of 
Communication, is a play With a 
slight I y different twist. 
The play looks at the the lives 
of three friends- Fran klinShepard 
(Stephen Udycz), Mary Flynn 
(Beth Wood),and CharleyKnngas 
(Ted Rosati)- as they become suc-
cessful, but in doing so grow apart 
from and resentf ulof one another. 
To do so, however, time moves 
backward as the play begins in 
1976 and ends in 1957. 
youthful, ready to take on the 
world. Only then, is it perfectly 
clear what happened to make 
these characters what they are at 
the beginning of the play. 
The performances turned in by 
Udycz and N1cole Cesa (Guss1e 
Carnegie) were out tanding. 
Ud ycz's perf or mancc as a corn-
poser/ songwriter who mus1 es-
chew his initial dedicat1on to his 
fnends for personal fame and for· 
tune. 
Cesa pulled off the role of a self 
centered Broadway performer 
magnificently Her obv1ous a t 
mg experience, as evidenced by 
her strong voice, tone and move-
ment on stage allowed for a behcv· 
able portrayal of Guss1e. 
KeithNagy'sinnovanvcsetd -
sign permitted the large amount 
of scene changes by the perform-
ers themselves to take place rela-
tively quickly and efficiently. 
Lighting design, by jeff lockshine, 
though simple, was subtle and ef-
fective, adding to the overall aura 
or the performance. 
Ultimately, the p01nrof the play 
rs to be true and honest to the im-
portant people m one's life. It's a 
lesson Frank learns in h1s early 
twenties, and a lesson a college stu-
dent might take to heart. 
"Merrily" continues to "roll" in 
Kulas Auditonum tomght at 8 
p.m Addtnonal performances are 
scheduled for Fnday and atur-
day at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m 
Tickets are $5 m advance and $7 at 
rhe door. Call the box office at 
397 4428 for any additional 1n· 
formation or to reserve tickets. 
The musical by Stephen 
Sondheim then becomes recollec-
tions of Frank as he explores his 
lifesearchingfor flaws, and trying 
to find just where his life went 
wrong ln theend,it'sobviousthat 
the values which the characters 
held at the beginning of their lives 
(the end of the play) diverged as 
they aged (the beginning of the 
play). 
Menily We Roll Along 
Cast 
At the beginning of the play, 
the characters are extremely Self-
absorbed, concerned with only 
thea own persona I accomplish-
ments. But as the play progresses, 
especially by the end, it's revealed 
that friendship and cooperation 
was very important to the three 
friends. 
That, however, IS the problem 
with the play. It's too ideological. 
To think that as three friends ma-
ture they would never change thetr 
individual ways of th mkingisjust 
off early in the play as porn pous 
and egotistical, and rightly so be-
cause they are. But by play's end, 
the characters are starry-eyed and 
F.ar1klin Shepard 
Charley K ri rtga 
Mary Flynn 
Gussie Carnegie 
joe josephson 
Beth 
KT 
jerome 
Tyler 
Scotti 
Terri 
MegKinca1d 
Mr Spencer/ Newsman 
Mrs. Spencer/Newswoman 
Bartender 
Ru 
BuJtiftr 
Evelyn 
Dory 
Judge/Minister 
Ootol.-31 
Huge ~h ~lzes for the 
~t costume. 
~with ~SeNor Cbss 
H~v Hour ~t G JM«M 
$1 ~r~~s 
Stephen Udycz 
Ted Rosati 
Beth Wood 
NicoleCesa 
Siegmund Fuchs 
Tricia Bestlc 
joanna Rosati 
MartyHoehler 
Brian Sinchak 
Meredith Merle 
Maureen DeMers 
Cara Prof ughi 
Frank Feola 
Rania Assily 
Matthew Hess 
Bl\tThomas 
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1111 just for Halloween, The Rocky Horror Ptcture Show is being performed at the Cedar Lee Theatre. In celebration of 'The Cult of Rocky,' two perfor-
mances will be heldon0crober3lat9p.m.and midnight, accom-
panied by a "hve" cast performance at each show. Everyone who 
comes is encouraged to wear costumes and to bring the standard 
Rocky accouterments: rice, newspapers, squirt guns, party noise 
makers, toast, party hats, and bells They will also be handing out 
special treats. 
The roles of hunter and hunted become 
Switched in action thriller 
-
The circus IS back in 
town! This is your last 
weekend to see Ringling 
Bros. and Barnum & Bailey at Gund 
Arena This year's performance m-
cludes exotic ammals, hilarious high 
jinks. and the seven-person pyramid. Tickets are $11.50,$1350, 
and $15.50. Call 24l-5555to purchase tickets 
Keepmg 1n that Halloween mood, The Seventh 
Victim IS bemg shown Halloween night at The 
land Museum of Art. Starnng Tom Conway, 
Jean Brooks, and Kim Humer, this eerie thriller 1s about devil 
worshipers in 1940sGreenwlch Village. The show will be held in 
the museum's sculpture courtyard. The audience has the option 
of wearing costumes Shown ar 7:30p.m. tickets cost $5. For 
reservations or more mformatlon, call 421-7340. 
Comedy 
In the mood for a good laugh? "Rip-off art-
ists' Penn and Te/le rare bringing their comedy 
magic act to Ej. Thomas Hall tonight at8p.m. 
The1r plan is nm to trick the eye, bur to trick the mind. For more 
mformauon or to buy nckers call 030) 972-7570. 
• 
The Coventry Chamber Players from the Cleve-
landOrchesua will be playing inSt.Francis Chapel 
on Monc.lay. November 3, at 8 p.m. In honor of the 
IOOth ann1versa ry of Brahm'sdeath,m usic will include works of 
Schubert and Mozart .and The Quintet for Clarinet and Strings by 
Brahms. Sponsored by Campus Ministry, the event is free and 
Jress 1s casual 
Basketball season has of-
1c:\ally started. Openin& 
nrg 1 or 1 11: avs rs Tucs ay, 
ov.4 I hegamestansar7:30pm atGund 
Arena. Tickets range from $10 to $38. A 
fre C.ommem rative poster and sched ule 
magnet w1ll be given to the first 20,000 
fans. re orde r tickets,ca1124l -5555. 
Grad takm 
1997 graduate Eric Embacher is tore-
turn to john Carroll to do a performance 
this Saturday. ovember 1 at 8 p.m. The 
perlonnance will take place in the Wolf -N-Pot. Embacher will be 
playmg h1s own ongmal music as well as popula r tunes on his 
gutta r AdmissiOn is free. 
Coming Auraaions w.:re compiled by Colleen Leslie, Enter-
tainment I::dltor. Gra phics by the "mysterious' Katie Gibbons. 
Colleen Leslie 
Entertainment Editor 
. From Jeb Stuart, the same 
writer who brought us the action 
hitS Die Hard, The Fugitive,Just 
Cause, and Another 48 HRS., 
comes SwitchBack. 
Dennis Qua1d stars as FBI 
Agent Frank LaCrosse. LaCrosse 
has spent over a year tracking a 
serial killer that he does not even 
have a physical description of . 
The only thing LaCrosse 
knows for sure about the mur-
derer is that he is between 20 and 
SOyearsold and loves playing cat-
and-mouse games with the FBI. 
Knowmg LaCrosse IS the only 
onewhowillbeabletocatch him, 
the killer kidnaps LaCrosse's son 
hoping the FBI will take LaCrosse 
off the case. His plan backfires, 
however, when LaCrosse comes 
after h1m against the Bureau's or-
ders. 
LaCrosse's hunt leads h1m to 
Amarillo. Texas where there has 
been a series of murders that re-
Frank LaCrosse takes a close-
up look at a piece of evidence 
left at the scene of one of the 
latest murders having taken 
place in a little town in Texas 
that could help lead him to the 
serial killer he is looking for. 
L;,vtg~~!!! 
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CARROLL ROCKS THE ROCK HALL ALL DAY 
THIS WEDNESDAY ONLY ON 88.7FM 
SwitchBack: Agent LaCrosse searches for Lane Dixon (Jared 
Leto) and Bob Goodall (Danny Glover) for clues to the identity of 
the serial killer who has kidnapped his son. 
semble those of the murderer he is 
look ing for. Veteran actor R. Lee 
Ermey (Dead Man Walking, Seven, 
Mississippi Burning) plays Amarillo 
Sheriff Buck Olmstead. In the middle 
of an election campaign, Olmstead 
putS his chances for re-election on 
the li ne when he agrees to help 
LaCrosse find the 
----, murderer. 
LaCrosse travels 
from Amarillo to a 
snow-choked train 
pass through the 
Rockies in search of 
two men w h o may 
hold the secret to who 
the serial killer is. 
One of the men 
LaCrosse is t racking is 
a forme r railroad man, 
Bob Goodall, played by 
Danny Glover (Lethal 
Weapon and Opera-
tion Dumbo rop). 
The other man 
LaCrosse islookingfor 
is the mysterious 
young hitchhiker 
Lane Dixon, played by 
Jarod Leto ("My So-
Called Life" and How 
to Make an American 
Quilt} 
Th e victims the 
killer chooses are ran-
dom . The reasons for killing are bur-
ied deep inside his psyche. 
The on I y clue LaCrosse has to work 
on is a suspected calendar date, 2/18, 
which is when the suspect may make 
his next move. 
*SPECIALTY DRINKS & SHOTS 
*COFFEE & ESPRESSO 
CoLLEGE ID NITE 
LaCrosse has on ly two days 
left to figure out where, when, 
and how ... 
SwitchBack is Stuart's direc-
torial debut. Ironically. this was 
the first screenplay he wrote 
while attending Stanford . It 
took h im this long to get it to the 
screen_ 
Stuart describes SwitchBack 
as a "spider and fly story, in 
which you're not certain who is 
the hunter and who is the 
hunted. In this case, the spider 
lures the fly from the plains of 
the Texas panhandle to one of 
the most magnificent places in 
the world, the Rockies, where 
he sets the trap." 
This "magnificent place' also 
experienced record snowfall 
and subzero temperatures in the 
days before filming began caus-
ing problems in shooting be-
cause of the blizzards and dan-
gerouscond it ions that resulted. 
When weather improved 
and spring set in , all th e snow 
melted. Therefore every day the 
special effects crew had to bring 
in truckloads of snow from the 
surrounding mountains to dress 
the set. In addition, they had to 
use a snow machme to make 
more snow. lt is estimated that 
for a while 45,000 pounds of ice 
was used every day to make 
snow. 
SwitchBack comes to the-
aters tomorrow, October 31, and 
is rated R Check local listings 
for theater locations and times. 
DJ SPINNING THE BEST IN 80's RETR.O DANCE 
MUSIC AND ALL YOUR REQESTS 
$2 IMPORJS AND $1DRAFIS 
PRE-IiAuowEEN PARIY 
JCU LADIES NIGHT-FREE wrm JCU m. 
$2 MUG NIGHT-BUY A MUG FOR $2 AND GET $1 ~ 
IIAu.owEEN PARIY UNl1L 3AM, NO rovER UNl1L 11PM 
DRINIC SPE<:IAI1), HORROR MOVIES, GIVEAWAYS AI DOOR 
$1 OFF WITH msruME 
JAZZ & BLUES GUITARIST BILL DERANGO 
S. Taylor n d H t s 
'------- --
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Puttin' On the Hitz 
A revrew of the musrc that means the most to you 
David Bowie 
I'm Afraid of Americans 
000 
Any reviewer would be happy 
ro have a new David Bowie CD 
co me across his desk Bowie has 
been such a pillar of modern rock 
that even if the reviewer does not 
ltke them usic, it is an honor to be 
able 10 say something about him. 
Thenl am handed this th ing. It 
says"Dav 1d Bowie"and then "I Am 
Afraid of Americans." A new CD 
it is not. It is simply a six-track EP 
remix of thts one song from 
Bowie's most recent rel ease Earth-
ling 
How~ver, fiveof the six remixes 
are engineered by Trent Reznor of 
Nme In h ails and thesixthdone 
byBritmixerPhotek. ThisEpalso 
boasts voca ls by Trent Reznor and 
lceCub,· Still,onesong,sixways. 
The Beatles passed out a free 
interview CD with every compi-
lanon U') purchase. Bowie and 
group ar.:: making you pay for this 
one. 
Let this not be a reflection on 
David Bowie. Bowie has been a pan 
of the mus1 c sce ne since man in-
vented fire and has never stopped 
amazing his fan s. If you are look-
ing for someth ing new to listen to 
and have not yet discovered Bowie, 
give him a listen. His music is 
such that hewillalways have loyal 
fans, but you will not get a band-
wagon ticket with every CD pur-
chase. 
-Andrew Schlegelmilch 
Music Rating System 
0 Complete waste of time 
0 0 Barely listenable 
0 0 0 Okay 
0 0 0 0 Good tunes 
0 0 0 0 0 Excellent 
matchbox 20 lights up Agora 
Becky Englert 
Staff Reporter 
Modern rock group match-
box 20 played to a sold out house 
Fnday 111ghr at the Agora The-
ater. The group is touring to 
promote their 1996 release Your-
se/f or Someone Like You. 
matchbox 20 focusedon ma-
terial from their debut album, 
but also mixed in several songs 
which do not appear· on Your-
self or So meone Like You . 
Highlights of the show in-
cluded the performance of "3 
AM," in which lead singer Rob 
Thomas powerfully conveyed 
the song's theme of sadness and 
di il lusionment. Also impres-
sive was the performance of 
"Back 2 Good." Each time Tho-
mas sang the lyrics, "Everyone 
here , knows everyone here is 
thinkingabout/somebodyelse," 
the house lights were turned up 
so that the attention of the au-
13940 Cedar Road 
dience was focused on each 
other rather than the band , 
heightening the impact of the 
lyrics. Audience favorites 
"Push" and "Long Day• were 
saved until last. 
Kyle Cook Clead guitarist) 
proved that he not only excels 
at instrumentals. but that he 
can hold hisown when it comes 
to vocals, too. Cook had several 
guitar and vocal solos. 
Though matchbox 20puton 
agreatshow,it would have been 
better had the I yrics of their 
songs been more discernible. 
For a band who prides them-
selves on the meaning of their 
I yrics, it was unfortunate that 
many of Thomas' vocals were 
difficult to hear because of the 
volume of the bass. 
Overall, matchbox 20 
worked well together to put on 
a show that was pleasing to the 
ear as well as the eye. 
~------------------., Wit h This Coupon._. 
: Purchase Any Regular Size Regular : 
: Price Sandwich and Receive a 2nd : 
1 Sandwich For I /2 Price. 1 
I Drscounc Appfie~ to Lower Pnced Sandw1ch. I 
L------------------~ Custom-made cakes for any occassion. Same-day 
service available in most cases! 
~~ IVklsical rolls Me"ily ~~ 
lJ) along lJ) 
Brian Mwphy 
Meagan Lynch 
The Carroll News 
"Merrily We Roll Along," the 
cur rent production of the John 
Carroll Umversity Department of 
Communication, is a play with a 
slightly different twist 
The play looks at the the lives 
of three friends - Franklin Shepard 
(Stephen Udycz) , Mary Flynn 
(&th Wood), and Charley Kringas 
(Ted Rosati) - as they become suc-
cessful, but in doingsogrowapan 
[rom and resentful of one a not her. 
To do so, however, ume moves 
backward as the play begms 111 
1976 and ends in 1957. 
youthful, ready to take on the 
world. Only then. is it perfectly 
clear what happened to make 
these characters what they are at 
the beginning of the play. 
The performances turned in by 
Udycz and Nicole Cesa (Gussie 
Carnegte) were outstanding. 
Udycz's performance as a com-
po er/songwriter who must cs 
chew h1s miual dedicat1on ro h1s 
friends for personal fame and for-
tune. 
Cesa pulled off the role of a self-
centered Broadway performer 
magnificently. Her obv10us act-
ing experience. as ev1denced by 
her strong vo1ce, tone and move-
menton stage a \lowed for a believ-
able portrayal of Gussie. 
Keith Nagy's innovative set de-
sign permitted the large amount 
of scene changes by the perform-
ers themselves to take place rela -
nvely q uickly and efficiently. 
Lightmgdesign, by jeff Lockshine, 
though simple, was subtle and ef 
fecnve, addmg to the overall aura 
of the performance. 
Ulnmately. the pom tof the play 
i to be true and honest ro the Im-
portant people in one' hfe. It's a 
lesson Frank learns in his early 
1 wen ties, and a lesson a college stu-
dent might take to heart. 
"Mern ly" contmue to "roll" m 
Kulas Auditonum ton1ght at B 
p.m Addmonal performances are 
scheduled for Friday and Satur-
dayat8p.m and undayat2pm 
T1ckersare$S1n advance and $7 at 
the door. all the box office at 
397 H 28 for <1 ny add 1t1on;~l m 
fonnauon or 10 reserve ncket5. 
The musica l by Stephen 
Sondhei m then becomes recollec-
tions of Frank as he explores his 
life searching forf laws,and try1ng 
to find just where his ltfe went 
wrong. In the end, it's obvious that 
the values which the characters 
held at the beginning of their lives 
(the end of the play) diverged as 
they aged (the begmnmg of the 
play). 
Merrily We Roll Along 
Cast 
At the beginning of the play, 
the characters are extremely Self-
absorbed, conce rn ed with only 
thei r own personal accomplish-
ments. But as the play progresses, 
especial! y by the end, it's revealed 
that friendship and cooperatton 
was very important to the three 
fr iends. 
That, however. is the problem 
With the play It's too ideologicaL 
To th ink that as three friends ma-
ture they would never change their 
individual ways of th inkingisjust 
~M.~k~~~~~·~m 
off early in the play as pompous 
and egotistical, and rightly so be-
cause they are. But by play's end, 
the cha rae ters are starry-eyed and 
Franldirt Shepard 
Charley Kri nga 
Mary Flynn 
Gtmie Ca rn eg1e 
)oe)o ephson 
Be til 
KT 
jerome 
1y1er 
Scott i 
Teni 
Meg Kinca1d 
Mr. Spencer/Newsman 
Mrs. Spencer/Newswoman 
Bartender 
Ru 
Bun ~:r 
Evelyn 
Dory 
)udge/Mi rn ster 
Octo~31 
Huge ~h ~izes for the 
kst costume. 
~with~ SeNor c~ 
H~v Hour ~t G f»rtM 
$1 Jr~~s 
Stephen Udycz 
Ted Rosati 
Beth Wood 
NicoleCesa 
Siegmund Fuchs 
Tricia Bestlc 
joanna Rosati 
Marty Hoehler 
Brla n Sinchak 
Meredith Merle 
Maureen DeMers 
Cara Prof ughi 
Frank Feola 
Rania Assily 
Matthew Hess 
Bill Thomas 
Christina Vela 
Molly Meehan 
Laura &am 
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Different sport, 
same story 
The story of the World Series 
seemed to be Florida Marlins' 
manager j im Leyland. After fall-
ingshortof reachmgthe Fall Clas-
sic a few times in Pittsburgh, he 
Fernandez who propelled the In-
dians to the World Series with his 
own "shot" against the Baltimore 
Orioles in Game Sax of the AL 
Championship Series. 1t was 
also Fernandez who drove in the 
Tribe's only two runs of Game 
Seven. Like the saying goes, you 
have to take the good with the bad . 
SPORTS 
In this case, the bad cost the Indi-
ans dearly, but also remember 
Fernandez as the man who was 
key in the postseason run. 
It is a team which Cleveland 
should be extremely proud of. II 
knocked off the Yankees and Ori-
oles, who won 98 and 96 games, 
respectively, and nearly beat the 
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Marlins, who won 94 games. They 
endured a multitude of injuries 
and a revamping of the team, 
which won 100 and 99 games the 
previous two seasons, aclaim 
baseball's ultimate prize. 
Two outs and the Indians are 
world cham pions. Two inches and 
the ball plops into Charles Nagy's 
glove and wegotothe 12th inning. 
Instead, the ball fell just beyond 
the cut of the infield and the Mar-
lins began to celebrate. 
But the city of Cleveland has a 
history of near misses. From 
Elwaytojordan to thel997Series. 
Bur we've come to know that next 
year ts just around the corner. 
had finallygotthereandappeared r-- --------------------- -----------------------
[0 have a solid chance of finally 
winning H , 
whtch he did 
Sunday night. 
The subplot 
involved the 
Marlins Livan 
H.erna ndez, who 
defected from 
Cuba to pitch in 
the big leagues, 
and his mother, 
Commentary who was not per-
Brian Murphy mitted to leave 
----- Cuba to see her 
son pitch. He 
was left off the original postseason 
roster, but managed to go 4-0 in 
fourpostseasonstans,and win the 
Most Valuable Player award of 
both theNLChampionshipSeries 
and the World Series She finally 
made it to Game Seven on Sunday, 
after which her son handed the 
MVP trophy lO her 
But all the while I had my own 
stories. Likethefact that the Cleve-
land Indians were two outs away 
from winning their first World 
Series in 49 years. 
I thought about my dad, a life-
long Clevelander, born about four 
months after the Indians clinched 
the '48 title on Oct. ll. He's never 
seen the Indi ans win a world 
cham paonshi p, enduring years of 
playing second f1ddle to the Yan-
keesduringthe50'sand then three 
decades o{ terrible baseball. 
I 1110ughr abour Herb core, 
who's broadcast 34 yea rs of Indi-
ans baseball,and in the final game 
of has career, he was two outs from 
proclaiming the Indians world 
champions. 
1 thought about many other 
people, too, likejaret Wright, who 
pttched his heanout,the little kids 
of Cleveland, who supported the 
Tnbe by wear ing all their clothes 
and makang all those signs, and 
all the lifelong fans, who wamed 
to sec one more or even t he fa rst. 
But it was not to be. Instead, 
the story became Leyland, 
Hernandez and his mother, and 
theMarlms. Afterjustfiveyearsin 
the league, the Marhnswon a world 
championship. They didn't do at 
the old fashaoned way (earn it), 
bur the way that seems to becom-
ing commonplace nowadays(buy 
it). For$89malliondollarstheMar-
lms dam n well should have won 
the World Series. When you buy 
the best, you expec t the be t, and 
the Marlmsgot it,just like the Yan-
kees dad m 1996. 
And the ending was all toofa-
miltar to Cleveland fans. Some-
thmg cur~s thas c1ty every time 
its teams get close towinningsome 
champiOnship. The Browns and 
Cavsof recent )'ears have not come 
ascloseas the lndiansdtdthts year. 
It was do-or·d1e for a world cham-
pionshtp Neither the Browns nor 
the Cavs ever got to that point. 
But the point they did get to 
was the one -word description. 
"The Drave" "The Fumble." "The 
Shot • Cb·eland fans know them 
all by broken heart. This year it 
was "The Error" The ball slipped 
under Tony Fernandez's glove and 
immediately recollections of 
Ernest Byner fumblingat the two-
yard line entered every Cleveland 
fan's head 
Don't forget , though, that It was 
• 
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TO No 
BILLs! 
Introducing Ameritech Pick Up & Go Cellular.sM 
It's the revolutionary way to bring cellular power to the people. 
Pick Up & Go Cellular'" gives you the freedom to pay only for what you use. 
No contracts, no credit applications, no monthly bills. Exercise the right to go 
cellular with Ameritech Pick Up & Go Cellular~" 
Available at your Ameritech Cellular Center today! 
Beachwood Place 
Beachwood 
591-1141 
5686 Mayfield Rd. 
Lyndhurst 
449-5500 
~erite9J 
Use of Amentech Ptd< Up & Go Cellular"' serviCe is subject to the terms and conditions provided to you at the point of sale. 
Ptd< Up and Go Cellular"' serviCe is non-refundable. Ameritech is not responsible for loss, theft or unauthonzed use of Pick Up and Go eellular"' 
cards or service. Your account balance is good for 60 days after your most recent deposit Your phone will remain active provided a deposit iS made 
to your aocount e>~ery 90 days. Available at participating locations. 
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p 0 R T s D-dog looks to fetch 
top OAC finish 
s 
F LASHES 
Kristen Stlh become relaxed and mentally pre-
Sports Reporter pares for our competitions." said 
Head women's cross country Pagano. "We picture the race in 
coach Kathy Lanese says sopho- our heads, and try to preview it 
more Debbie Pagano "eats, with its positive aspects." 
breathes, and sleeps running.' Lanese feels that for Pagano to 
"She is constantly tough at ev- be a moredevelopedandcomplete 
ery practice and meet she is com- runner, however, she needs to ac-
peting m , and is always pushmg quire more speed, which the top 
herself to be the best runners possess, 
she can be,· said and more confi-
Lanese of Pagano. dence in herself. 
Nicknamed "D- "She has not yet 
dog" by her team- gained complete 
mates,Pagano,an All- confidence in her 
OhioAthleticConfer- God -given abili -
ence selection during ties," said Lanese. 
her freshman year, has But over the past 
beenjCU's top dog in year, Pagano, a math 
everymeetofhertwo- major carrying a 
year career, the first 3.75 grade point av-
Blue Streak to cross erage,hasimproved 
the finis h line in ev- her speed to where 
ery meet she has run. she is now faster at 
Pagano currently thefinishline. This 
ranks in the top 10 of Pagano year, she is passing 
the co nference, but runners, whereas 
Lanese has complete confidence last year she of ten slowed down. 
that she could finish in the top The next meet Pagano, who has 
five of every meet if she works hard placed in the top 10 at four meets 
enough at it. this season, will participate in is 
"lflgainmoreconfidence,then the OAC Championships Satur-
l can maybe be in the top five," day, Nov 1, hosted by Heidelberg. 
ZEALOUS ZIEGLER - Sophomore David 
Ziegler had quite a day Saturday injCU's football 
game against Capita l. The kick / punt returner set 
three spectal teams school records. lle racked up 
178 yards on pum returns, breaking the single 
game mark. That total took him past the single 
season record of 398 punt return yards, as he now 
has 423 (and counting.) He also returned a punt 
70 yards for his second punt return touchdown of 
the season, a feat whlch had not been accom-
plished in the 78 year history of the program For 
his efforts, Ziegler was named the Division 111 Co-
NauonalSpeciaiTeamsPiayerof the Week by Don 
Hansen's Football Gazette. 
WHAT A SPECIAL EFFORT - Ziegler is a btg 
reason for theStreaks'topranking in return stand-
ings in the Oh10 Athletic Conference. JCU leads 
the conference in punt return average (16.8), and 
kickoff return average (29.8) Freshman josh 
Schneider averaged 47 2 yards per punt Saturday, 
includmg a 59-yarder. He nows leads the OAC 
with a 42.8 average. 
GETTING INTO THE ACTION- After missing 
two games with a knee injury, senior Bob juliana 
returned to record 10 tackles, second most on the 
team . ... In a little over one quarter, sophomore 
Gregg Kissell snatched two interceptions late in 
the game, both of which led to touchdowns. 
said Pagano. Regionals will be held two weeks GREETING THE PRINCES - JCU travels w 
Not only has Pagano estab- later as runners will compete to Heidelberg this Saturday for a 1:30 p m. contest. 
lished herself as a strong runner qualify for the NCAA Division Ill Heidelberg is 4-2 in the conference .... junior Nick 
within the conference, she is also National Meet. Caserio, still questionable for the game with a 
an important team leader. "She Pagano believes that the team hairlinefractureinhisjaw,hastornupHeidelberg 
has opened up a lot more since her has a great chance of doing well at the past two years, completing 57-of -84 passes for 
tackle total to 312, becoming the sixth Carroll 
player to reach 300. 
HOW THEY COMPARE - The jCU football 
team tscurrently ranked ftfth in the NCAA Divi-
ion Ill Coaches North Region Poll . The top four 
team advance to the playoffs. Nationally, the 
squad LS ranked nanth 111 Daviston Ill by the l'oot-
ball Ga:::ettr, released Oct 27. 
SAVE MEA SPOT-ThejCU men'ssoccu team 
will be making an OA record sixth stratght 
postseason tournament appearance ... JCU as 
ranked mnth in the National Soccer Coaches As-
sociation of America (N CAA) Divtsion Ill Great 
Lakes Reg ron poll. 1 he top four teams advance to 
the national Division Ill tournament. 
COMINONWHENITCOUNTS -!Oof semor 
Michael Pap's ll points on the season have come 
inOACmatches .... Pap's hattrickagam t Hiram 
was the first this season for JCU. Junior jon 
Bowman leads the team with five goals junaor 
David Bartulovic leads the team with four assi ts. 
The two arc ued for the team lead with 12 points 
apiece. 
ITS BEEN A WHILE - The women's soccer 
team's winning record was the program's fir t 
since 1994. It wasalsothesecond best mark in the 
program's nine-year history 
NETMINDERS - Goalkeepers Samantha 
Sommer, a freshman, and Maura Gttto, a sopho-
more, combi ned for a 1.29 goals against average, 
best in school history. . . Gatto finished the 
season with a 2l0 minute scoreless streak. 
freshman year, and has provided the OAC meet. "We have worked 601 yards and four touchdowns .... Last year the 
much leadership for the younger hard allseasonandshould be per- Blue Streaks ftoze the Princes, 64-7, in a snow- THANKS FOR THE HELP - Sophomore 
~----k~:i~dis,~"L~a~n~e~se~s~a~id~· .... ~~~--·~~r~m~i~ng o~u~r~b~e;s t~,"~s;a~id~P~a;ga~n~o~._,~~~~~~~~~~~--~-.-.------,M~a~~ee&n~Mohne~~~-h~·~hHPsc-vin~as~. s~is~· tst· ' 
one to work their hardest ,and l try one another and wants to win for OOING IT AGAIN- Senior London Fletcher rhe school's all-time list . . . Sophomore jen 
to do what everybody else should each other." tallied l3tackles(sevensolo)againstCapital,along Lamielle scored her first collegaate goal in a 3-2 
be doing," said Pagano. "I think V The men's and women's with two pass break-ups, two quarterback hur- loss to Heidelberg last Wednesday .... Freshman 
that if l work hard, then maybe teams will run in the 1997 OAC · · · d d f bl H. julie Scaffidt' tt.ed the freshman mark ror total nes, one mtercepnon, an a cause urn e. as '' 
everybody else will too." Championships, hosted by Heidel- performance earned him his second OAC Defen- points of 23 previously set by Molly Burke in 
Part of the reason that she has berg, this Saturday in Tiffin, Ohio. sive Player of the Week honor of the year . ... With 1992. 
opened up so much is due to the Last year, the women placed l28 tackles for the season, he needs 40 tackles in 
weekly psychiatric sessions that fourth , and the men eighth, out of the_ last three games to set thejCU single-season 
the team attends. Every week, the nine teams. Mount Union and record of 167 .... Last game pushed his career 
team goes to john Ropar, a sports Baldwin-Wallace defend for the 
MARK BOLEKY, BRIAN MURPHY 
psychiatrist. "At the sessions, we women and men, respectively 
Volleyball's playoff hopes hinge on Marietta match 
Might also need help from other teams to qualify for OAC tourney 
Matt Rayl 
Sports Reporter 
Things are heating up for the John Car-
roll University volleyball team just as the 
regular season is winding down. 
Despite a season in which they struggled 
to stay near or at .500, the Blue Streaks find 
themselves in contention for a seventhcon-
secutive Ohio Athletic Conference 
postseason tournament berth. 
Carroll kept itsel f in the race Tuesday 
wiLh an impressive victory over Hiram in 
rhcf1nal home match of the regular season. 
The four game win ended a four match con-
fere nee losing streak. 
"It felt really good to get this win," said 
jCU head coach Gretchen Weitbrecht "1 
finallr got a better understanding of how 
the players respond on the floo r. lt was 
there all along, but the answer finally 
clicked [Tuesday!. I focused on getting ev-
eryone to relax and to just have fun out 
there. When we play uptight, it really af-
fects our play." 
The Streaks (15-16, 3-5 OAC) definitely 
seemed much more relaxed in maki ngshort 
work of the Terriers. After dropping the 
first game, 15-ll, JCU won the next three. 
The th ird game of the match was by far the 
most one-sided, as Carroll jumped out to a 
9-0 lead before winning 15-5. 
"We all had a real good time out there," 
said senior captain Lori Hammer, playing 
in the last home game of her career. "We got 
more relaxed as the game went on, and in 
turn it was much more fun." 
Now that Carroll has taken care of 
Hiram, it knows it has to defeat Marietta 
that whtle you're out on the floor." 
The Carroll women feel they are ready 
for Marietta, having played the Pioneers 
twice earlier in the season. 
"We knowwhattoexpectf rom Marietta," 
We're just going to have to take one game at a 
time. Sure, in the back of our minds, we know 
we have to win. But you try not to think about 
that while you're out on the floor. 
Saturday to have any chance of playing in 
the postseason. 
If there is a tie between JCU and either 
Heidelberg ot Capital in the final OAC 
standings, the Streaks' season is over. But if 
there is a tie between JCU and Baldwin-
Wallace, Carroll can secure a place in the 
OAC tournament with some help from 
around the league. 
'"We're just going to have to take one game 
at a time," said sophomore Joanna Lecznar. 
·sure, in the back of our minds, weknowwe 
have to win. But you try not to think about 
joanna Leczner 
said senior Pam Jimison. "They're a very 
bearable team, and since we've already 
played them, there won't be any surprises." 
Following a disappointing home loss to 
Headelberg last Tuesday, the Streaks hoped 
for better results on the road. 
However, Capital did not help matters 
any, defeating Carroll in four games Satur-
day afternoon. After losing the first game, 
the Streaks rebounded todominate the next 
one, 15-5. Unfortunately for the women, 
momentum shifted and they could not re-
cover. 
"I thought we took over the match in that 
second game," said Weitbrecht. "We really 
busted through and grabbed the momen-
tum. But something happened and we just 
couldn't get it regenerated" 
Despite the final outcome, Weitbrecht 
was pleased with the team's performance 
against the Crusaders. 
"Sometimes the score is irrelevant to how 
the match was played," she said. "I told the 
team that they played with a lot more en-
thustasm than in previous games." 
The team was also encouraged by its 
overall play. 
"We know we played well against Capi-
tal," said jtmison. • At least now we're tak-
ingsteps forward . It's a good feeling to walk 
away knowing we played well rather than 
poorly" 
Some good did come of Saturday's loss. 
Hammer became rheJCU's all-time leader 
in games played for her career. She broke 
the previous mark of 438gamesset byKaty 
Perrone, who graduated in 1996. Currently, 
Hammer stands at 444 games. 
The Streaks feel they are starting to play 
well at just the right time. 
"This is it, and we're going to go all out," 
said Hammer. "It's imperative for us to win 
since we control our own destiny. We've 
overcome a lot of disappointments this sea-
son, and now it's time to cut loose and just 
play." 
--
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Different sport, 
same story 
The story of the World Series 
seemed to be Florida Marlins' 
manager Jim Leyland. After fail-
ingshonof reaching the Fall Clas-
sic a few times in Pittsburgh, he 
had finally got there and appeared 
to have a solid chance of finally 
winning it, 
which he did 
Sunday night. 
The su bplot 
involved the 
Marlins Livan 
Hernandez, who 
defected from 
Cuba to pitch in 
the big leagues, 
and his mother, 
Commentary whowasnotper-
Brian Murphy mitred to leave 
----- Cuba to see her 
son pitch . He 
was lef toff the original postseason 
roster, but managed to go 4-0 in 
four postseason starts, and win the 
Most Valuable Player award of 
both theNLChampionshipSeries 
and the World Series. She finally 
made it toGa me Seven on Sunday, 
after wh1ch her son handed the 
MVP trophy tO her. 
But all the while I had my own 
stories LikethefactthattheCleve-
land Ind ians were two outs away 
from wi nning the1r first World 
Series m 49 years. 
I thought about my dad, a life-
long Clevelander, born about fo ur 
momhsaf terthe Indians clinched 
the '48 title on Oct. 11. He's never 
seen the lnd1ans win a world 
hampionship, endunng years of 
playing second fiddle to the Yan-
keesd urmg the 50's and then three 
decadei o{ terrible baseball. 
I !hough! ab out Herb core, 
who' broadcast 34 years of [ndi-
ans baseball, and in the fi nal game 
of hiscareer,hewastwooutsfrom 
proclaiming the Indians world 
champions 
[ thought about many other 
people, too, like j aret Wright, who 
pitched hts heartout, the little kids 
of Cleveland, who supported the 
Tribe by wcari ng all their clothes 
and makmg all those signs, and 
all the lifelong fans, who wanted 
to ~ee one more or even the first. 
But 11 was not to be. Instead, 
the story became Leyland, 
Hernandez and his mother, and 
the Marlins. After just five years in 
the league, the Marlins won a world 
championship. They didn't do it 
th e old fashtoned way (earn it), 
but the way that seems to becom-
ing commonplace nowadays( buy 
it} For$89milliondollarst heMar-
lms damn well should have won 
the World Series. When you buy 
the best, you expec t the best, and 
th e Marlins got it,just hke the Yan-
keesdld in 1996. 
And the ending was all too fa-
miliar 10 Cleveland fans. Some-
thing curses th ts ctty every ume 
itsteamsgetclosetowinningsome 
champion hip. The Browns and 
Cavsof recent years have nor come 
as close ;~s the lndiansdid this year. 
h was door dtefora worldcham-
pmn;hrp. Nenher the Browns nor 
the Cavs ever got to that point. 
But the point they did get to 
was the one-word description 
"The Dnve." "The Fumble." "The 
Shot " Cleveland fans know them 
a 11 by broken heart. Th i year n 
was "The Error: The ball slipped 
under Tony Fcrnandez'sgloveand 
i inmed ia tely recollections of 
Ernest Byner fumblingat the two· 
yard line entered every Cleveland 
fan's head 
Don't forget , though, that it was 
Fernandez who propelled the In-
dians to the World Series with h1s 
own "shot" against the Baltimore 
Orioles in Game Six of the AL 
Championshtp Series. It was 
also Fernandez who drove in the 
Tribe's only two runs of Game 
Seven. Like the saying goes, you 
havetotakethegood wtth the bad . 
SPORTS 
In this case, the bad cost the Indi-
ans dearly, but also remember 
Fernandez as the man who was 
key in the postseason run . 
It is a team which Cleveland 
should be extremely proud of. It 
knocked off the Yankees and Ori-
oles, who won 98 and 96 games, 
respectively, and nearly beat the 
WHA-'T 
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Marlins, who won 94 games. They 
endured a multitude of injuries 
and a revamping of the team, 
which won 100 and 99 games the 
previous two seasons, aclaim 
baseball's ultimate prize. 
Two outs and the Indians are 
world champions. Twoinchesand 
the ball plops into Charles Nagy's 
glove and we go to the 12th inning. 
Instead, the ball fell just beyond 
thecutof the infield and the Mar-
lins began to celebrate. 
But the city of Cleveland has a 
history of near misses. From 
Elwaytojordan to thel997Series. 
But we've come to know tha t next 
year is just around the corner. 
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rou~ 
~IGHT 
To No 
BILLs! 
Introducing Ameritech Pick Up & Go Cellular.SM 
It's the revolutionary way to bring cellular power to ihe people_ 
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Available at your Ameritech Cellular Center today! 
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591-1141 
5686 Mayfield Rd. 
Lyndhurst 
449-5500 
~eriteSJ 
Use of Amelitech Pick Up & Go Cellular'" servtee IS subject to the terms and conditions provided to you at the point of sale. 
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cards or service. Your acoount balance is good for 60 days aMer your most recent deposit. Your phone will remain active provided a deposit is made 
to your aocount every 90 days. Available at participating locations. 
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D-dog looks to fetch 
top OAC finish 
Kristen Stlh 
Sports Reporter 
Head women's cross country 
coach Kathy Lanese says sopho-
more Debbie Paga no "ea ts , 
breathes, and sleeps runmng." 
"She is constantly tough at ev-
ery practice and meet she is com-
peting in, and is always pushing 
herse If w be the best 
she can be ," said 
Lanese of Pagano_ 
Nicknamed "D-
dog" by her team-
mates, Pagano, an Ali-
Ohio Athletic Confer-
ence selection during 
her freshman year, has 
been JCU's top dog in 
every meet of her two-
year career, the first 
Bi ue Streak to cross 
the finish line in ev-
ery meet she has run. 
Pagano currently 
ranks in the top LO of Pagano 
th e conference, but 
Lanese has complete confidence 
that she could finish in the top 
five of every meet if she works hard 
endugh at it. 
"If I gain more confidence, then 
I can maybe be in the top five ," 
said Pagano. 
Not only has Pagano estab-
lished herself as a strong runner 
within the conference, she is also 
an important team leade r. "She 
has opened up a lot more since her 
freshman year, and has provided 
much leadership for the younger 
kids ," Lanese sa id . 
one to work their hardest, and l try 
to do what everybody else should 
be doing." said Pagano. "I think 
that if 1 work hard, then maybe 
everybody else will too." 
Part of the reason that she has 
opened up so much is due to the 
weeki y psychiatric sessions that 
the team attends. Every week, the 
team goes to John Ropar, a sports 
psychiatrist. "At the sessions, we 
become relaxed and mentally pre-
pares for our competitions," said 
Pagano. "We picture the race in 
our heads, and try to preview it 
with its pos itive aspects." 
Lanese feels that for Pagano to 
be a more developed and com plete 
runner, however, she needs to ac-
quire more speed, which the top 
runners possess, 
and more confi -
dence in herself 
"She has not yet 
gained complete 
confidence in her 
God-given abili -
ties," said Lanese. 
But oven he past 
year, Pagano, a math 
major carry ing a 
3.75 grade point av-
erage, has improved 
her speed to where 
she is now faster at 
the finish line. This 
year, she is passing 
runners, whereas 
last year she of ten slowed down. 
The next meet Pagano, who has 
placed in the top lO at four meets 
this season, will participate in is 
the OAC Championships Satur-
day, Nov. l , hosted by Heidelberg. 
Regionals will be held two weeks 
later as runne rs will compete to 
qualify for the NCAA Division lii 
National Meet. 
Pagano believes that the tea m 
hasagreatchanceof doing well at 
the OAC meet. "We have worked 
hard a 11 season and should be per-
forming our best ," said Pagano. 
one another and wants to win for 
each other." 
-/ The men's and women's 
teams will run in the 1997 OAC 
Championships, hosted by Heidel-
berg,this Saturday in Ti ffin , Ohio. 
Last year, the women placed 
fourth, and the men eighth, out of 
nine teams. Mount Union and 
Baldwin-Wallace defend for the 
women and men, respectively. 
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F LASHES 
ZEALOUS ZIEGLER - Sophomore David 
Ziegler had quite a day Saturday mjCU's football 
gameagainstCapital. The kick/ punt returnerset 
three special teams school records. He racked up 
178 yards on punt returns. breaking the smgle 
game mark. That total took him past the ingle 
season record of 398 punt return yards. as he now 
has 423 (and counung) He also returned a punt 
70 yards for his econd punt return touchdown of 
the season, a feat which had not been accom -
plished m the 78 year h1story of the program. For 
htsefforts, Ziegler was named the Division Ill Co-
NationalSpecial Teams Player of the Week by Don 
Hansen's Football Gazette. 
WHAT A SPECIAL EFFORT- Ziegler is a big 
reason for theStreaks'topranking in return stand-
ings in the Ohio Athletic Conference. JCU leads 
the conference in punt return average (16.8), and 
kickoff return average (29.8) .. .. Freshman josh 
Schneider averaged 47.2 yards per punt Saturday, 
including a 59-yarder. He nows leads the OAC 
with a 4 2.8 average. 
GETTING INTO THE ACTION-After missing 
two games with a knee injury, senior Bob juliana 
returned to record lO tackles, second most on the 
team .... In a little over one quarter, sophomore 
Gregg Kissell snatched two interceptions late in 
the game, both of which led to touchdowns. 
GREETING THE PRINCES - JCU travels to 
Heidelberg this Saturday for a 1:30 p.m. contest. 
Heidelberg is4-2 in the conference .... Junior Nick 
Caserio, still questionable for the game with a 
hairline fracture in his jaw, has torn up Heidelberg 
the past two years, completing 57 -of -84 passes for 
601 yards and four touchdowns .... Last year the 
Blue Streaks froze the Princes, 64-7, in a snow-
DOING IT AGAIN- Senior Loadon Fletcher 
tallied l3 tackles(seven solo) against Capital, along 
with two pass brea k-ups, two quarterback hur-
ries, one interception, and a ca used fumble . His 
performance earned him his second OAC Defen-
sive Player of the Week honor of the year . ... With 
128 tackles for the season, he needs 40 tackles in 
the. last three games to set the JCU single-season 
record of 167 . . .. Last game pushed his career 
tackle total to 312, becoming the sixth Carroll 
player ro reach 300. 
HOW THEY COMPARE - The JCU football 
team is currently ranked fifth m the NCAA D1v1 
sion Ill Coaches North Reg1on Poll . The top four 
team advance to the playoffs ationally, the 
squad is ranked nmth m Division l\1 by the Foot -
ball Gazette, released Oct 27. 
SAYEMEASPOT -TheJ U men'ssoccerteam 
will be making an OA record siKth straight 
postseason tournament appearance. . jCU 1s 
ranked ninth in the National Soccer Coaches As-
soCiation of America (NS AA) Dtvision Ill Grear 
Lakes Region poll. The top four teams advance tO 
the national Diviston Ill tournament. 
COMIN'ONWHENITCOUNTS - !Oof S<>ntor 
Michael Pap's 11 potnts on the season have come 
inOACmatches .... Pap'shattrickagain tHiram 
was the first this season for JCU. . junior Jon 
Bowman leads the team with five go;~ls. junior 
David Bartulovic leads the team wnh four asststs. 
The two are tied for the tea m lead wtth 12 points 
apiece. 
ITS BEEN A WHll.E - The women's soccer 
team's winning record was the program's fir t 
since 1994. It wasalsothesecond best mark in the 
program's nine-year history. 
NETMINDERS - Goalkeeper Samantha 
Sommer, a freshman, and Maura Gatto, a sopho-
more, combtned for a 1.29 goals against aver;~ge, 
best in school history. . . . Gatto fi nished the 
season with a 2l0 minute scoreless streak. 
the school's all-time list. . . Sophomore Jen 
Lamielle scored her first collegiate goal in a 3-2 
loss to Heidelberg last Wednesday .... Freshman 
julie Scaffidi tied the freshman mark for total 
points of 23 previously set by Molly Burke in 
1992. 
MARK BOLE KY. BRIAN MURPHY 
Volleyball's playoff hopes hinge on Marietta match 
Might also need help from other teams to qualify for OAC tourney 
Matt Ray! 
Sports Reporter 
Things are heating up for the John Car-
roll University volleyball team just as the 
regu iar season is winding down. 
in the las t homegameof her career. "We got 
more relaxed as the game went on, and in 
turn it was much more fun." 
that while you're out on the floor." 
The Carroll women feel they are ready 
for Marietta, having played the Pioneers 
twice earlier in the season. 
"I thought we took over the match in that 
second game," said Weitbrecht. "We really 
busted through and grabbed the momen-
tum. But something happened and we just 
couldn't get it regenerated." 
Despite a season in which they struggled 
to stay near or at .500, the Blue Streaks find 
themselves in contention for a seventh con-
secut ive Ohio Ath letic Conference 
postseason tournament berth. 
Carroll kept itself in the race Tuesday 
with an impressive victory over Hiram in 
the fmal home match of the regu lar season. 
The fourgamewinendeda four match con-
fere nce losing streak. 
"lr felt really good to get thi s win," said 
jCU head coach Gretchen Weitbrecht. "[ 
final!) ' got a bet ter understanding of how 
the players respond on the floor. lt was 
the re ali along, but the answer fi nally 
clicked !Tuesday]. I focused on getting ev-
eryone tO relax and to just have fun out 
there. When we play uptight, it really af-
fects our play: 
The Streaks 05-16,3-5 OAC) definitely 
seemed much more relaxed in makingshort 
work of the Terriers. After dropping the 
fir t game, 15-ll, JCU won the next three. 
The third game of the match was byfarthe 
most one-sided, as Carroll jumped out to a 
9-0 lead before winning 15-5. 
"We all had a real good time out there," 
said senior captain Lori Hammer, playing 
Now tha t Carroll has taken care of 
Hiram, it knows it has to defeat Marietta "We knowwhat toexpectf rom Marietta," 
We're just going to have to take one game at a 
time. Sure, in the back of our minds, we know 
we have to win. But you try not to think about 
that while you're out on the floor. 
Saturday to have any chance of playing in 
the postseason. 
If there is a tie betweenJCU and enher 
Heidelberg or Capital in the final OAC 
standings, the Streaks' season is over. But if 
there is a tie between jCU and Baldwin-
Wallace, Carroll can secure a place in the 
OAC tournament with some help from 
around the league. 
"We're jusr going to have to take onega me 
at a time," said sophomore joanna Lecznar. 
"Sure, in the back of our minds, we know we 
have to win But you try not to think about 
joanna Leczner 
said senior Pam Jimison. 'They're a very 
heatable team , and since we've already 
played them, there won't be any surprises." 
Following a disappointing home loss to 
Heidelberg last Tuesday, the Streaks hoped 
for better results on the road. 
However, Capital did not help matters 
any, defeating Carroll in four games Satur-
day afternoon. After losing the first game, 
the Streaks rebounded todominate the next 
one, 15-5. Unfortunately for the women, 
momentum shifted and they could notre-
cover. 
Despite the final outcome, Weitbrecht 
was pleased with the team's performance 
aga mst the Crusaders. 
"Sometimes the score is irrelevant to how 
the match was played," she said. "I told the 
team that they played with a lot more en-
thusiasm than in previous games." 
The team was also encouraged by 1ts 
overall play. 
"We know we played well against Capi-
tal," said Jimison. "At least now we're tak-
ingstepsforward. It's a good feeling to walk 
away knowing we played well rather than 
poorly." 
Some good did come of Saturday's loss. 
Hammer became thejCU's all-time leader 
in games played for her career. She broke 
the previous mark of 438gamesset byKaty 
Perrone, who graduated in 1996. Currently, 
Hammer stands at 444 games. 
The Streaks feel they are starting to play 
well at just the right time. 
"This is it, and we're going to go all out." 
said Hammer. "It's imperative for us to win 
since we control our own destiny. We've 
overcome a lot of disappoimmentsthissea-
son, and now it's time to cut loose and just 
play." 
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Football romps despite setbacks 
Mark Boleky 
ASSIStant Sports EditOr 
The injury bug keeps biting the 
john Carroll University football 
team, but it hasn't been able to keep 
the squad from piling up big wins 
in the Ohio Athletic Conference 
Saturday's game against Capi-
tal had its elements that mirrored 
much of the rest of the season: 
down catch against Capital, and 
sophomore safety Spiros Gonakis 
both suffered injuries that could 
keep them out of the rest of the 
season. Gonakishimself wasstart-
ing in place of senior jack 
Marinelli, who has missed three 
games with a knee injury. 
Carroll defense did not allow a 
point for the third time in the past 
four games. Of the 18 passes Cru-
saderquarterbackShawn Wheeler 
completed, five of them were to 
JCU defenders, the most i ntercep-
tionsinagamebytheStreakssince 
last year's game with Capital. 
Thef i rst pick, 
by senior safety 
as well, with his third intercep-
tion of the year. Fletcher also re-
corded 13 tackles and was named 
OAC Defensive Player of the Week 
for the second time this season. 
With only allowing 195 yards 
to Capital, the defense set up the 
offense all day for good field posi-
doing their jobs," said Ziegler, who 
will now also see more time at re-
ceiver with Re1dy out. "I see kick 
returning as the major chance for 
me to contribute." 
· Strong play by the special 
teams and the defense, setting up 
the offense to put a lotof points on 
the board. 
The Streaks even entered the 
game without their primaryquar-
terback,junior Nick Caserio. Four 
plays into the game, they also lost 
senior Ryan Cavanaugh, sched-
uled to start for Caserio, who was 
out with a fractured jaw. 
Cavanaugh wassackedon thefirst 
senes by a slew of Capital defend-
ers and had toleavethegamewith 
a broken nose. With the top two 
quarterbacks out and no score, the 
ball was given to freshmen Eric 
Marcy and Craig Recko. 
DaveKovasslate "It's just one of those yeats ... 
in the second 
After being nonexistent the 
previous week at Mount Union, 
thejCU runninggame had its way 
with Capital, rumbling 
to 228 yards on the 
ground and almost dou-
bling the previous sea-
son high. junior Mike quarter, stopped Some years we only have one 
a Capital drive Ten Brink gained 73 
yardsandscored his first 
touchdown. 
·A victory for the Blue Streaks 
(6-1,5-1 OAC),coming in the fash-
IOn of a 55-0 stompmg of Capital 
at Wasmer Field, the team's first 
shutout of the year. 
major injury, and this year we've 
had maybe seven or eight." Five different backs reached the end zone for 
]CU, with senior Tony 
Tony DeCarlo Affatato, junior jerry ·Multiple injuries that resulted 
111 jCU losing key starters, some 
for the rest of the year. 
and led to jCU's 
best drive of the 
day With 1:10 
left in the first 
haH,Recko led 
the offense 90 
yards and into 
the end zone on 
-------------------- Schuplinski,sophomore 
This last aspect has been the 
most glanngoccurence in Carroll 
games this season. "It's one of those 
years,' said head coach Tony 
DeCarlo, whose team plays at 
He1delberg Saturday. 'We're not 
doing anything any differently. 
~me years we only have one ma-
jor injury. and this year we've had 
maybe seven or eight." 
The Capital contest JUSt con-
tributed 10 that number. Starters 
junior wide receiver Dean Reidy, 
who caught an eight-yard touch-
"Obviously, at first we were a 
little bit nervous," said Recko, who 
completed 9-of -15 passes for 157 
yards and one touchdown. "We 
were a little more prepared, with 
Nick being out. The coaches 
worked with us a lot (this weekL 
and we got some work with the 
first team, which gave us a linle 
more confidence." 
The young quarterbacks, who 
alternated series to stay warm, 
helped the Sueaks to eight touch-
downs, but only needed one. The 
an 11-yard touchdown pass to 
sophomore receiver Josh 
McDaniels with three seconds left 
to push the lead to27-0atthe half. 
"I was pleased with our en ti re 
team not panicking when they 
saw that we went to the young 
!qua rterbacks]," said DeCarlo. 
"They kind of rallied behind them 
and really gave them some nice 
protection and did some nice 
things as a result." 
Senior linebacker London 
Fletcher got in on the pilfering act 
tion. 'The !play of the] defense 
helps a lot, especially with the in-
juries on offense," said sophomore 
wide receiver David Ziegler. "We 
only had to move 40 or 50 yards a 
drive. It makesourjoba lot easier." 
With his superb kick returns, 
Ziegler certainly did his part to 
facillitate the job of the offense. 
His 178 yards on punt returns set a 
school record and his7D-yardpunt 
return for the team's second touch-
down set the tone for the rout. 
"All the blockers were really 
Brant Semplak, and 
sophomore Tom McCrone also 
contributing scores. 
The margin of the score a l-
lowed for a number of younger 
players to get a good amount of 
playing time. Most of the fourth 
quarter was played by backups, 
during which timejCU scored its 
final three touchdowns. 
"It feels good to think that we're 
a part of the team," said Recko, 
"and that we can helptheteamout 
and not just be standing on the 
sidelines." 
Men's soccer nets playoff berth, eyes regular season title 
Mike Scott 
Sports Reporter 
·1 he beat goes on. 
The john Carroll University 
men's soccer team continued its 
VI tories over conference foes. 
ow, withonlyonegame remain-
Ing in the regular,! he Streaks have 
clinched a playoff berth in the 
Ohio Athletic Conference. 
But that last remaining game 
holds..t wealth of importance as it 
may Jetermine whether Carroll 
get~ to host the tournament. 
1 he St reaks defeated Mount 
linton Tuesday, 3 l. Leading the 
w,l)' was junior forward David 
H.trtulov1c, who netted two goals 
mthc victory. Another juniorfor-
wardjon Bowmanalsoscored. For 
Bc)Wman 11 was his sixth goal of 
the ~a!>On 
'>ophomore forward Dave 
LaRusse said the victory over 
Mountwashugefortheteam. "We 
want to end the season on a win-
Kazemaini, "I think that we played 
very well today, we basically won 
the game in the first half. But we 
e 
played intense 
for the entire 
' 
showed me a lot 
about this team." 
some momentum going 
The Streaks 
dropped Capital 
Saturdayinan8-
l rout. Sen iorfor-
ward Michael 
Pap notched his 
first-ever hat 
trick during the 
Into the tournament." 
Dave LaRusse game. Forhisef-
ning note, and we would like to 
have some momentum going into 
the tournament. So we needed to 
contmue the win s treak." 
Said jCU head coach Ali 
forts, Pap was 
named the OAC 
player of the week, the first such 
honor of his career. Bartulovic 
came through once again, scoring 
two goals and adding an assist. 
Pap has also picked up his goal 
Great Cars for Low Dough 
1992 Mazda Miata - 53,000 miles, red convertible $7,500 
1991 Mazda Protege- 73K miles, auto. 4 door, blue $4,400 
1993 Toyota Tercel- Low miles, 5 speoo, 2 dr., nice car $4,850 
1988 Toyota Tercel- 96K miles, runs great. Only $2,600 
1984 Mercedes Benz-190 E, one owner, Gerrna1 quality, $5,900 
1984 FJ.NI- 318i, 2 dr., silver, 88K miles $3,900 
2950 Mayfield Rd. 
Clevela'ld Heights 
m down with approved credit mlrtrun 1 year 
scoring in the past few weeks. "I'm 
glad I've started scoring more," he 
said, "but most importantly, I 
think that the team is really play-
ing well, and on a consistent basis. 
~"""""'"'!! U i r 
play" 
While the victory total hascon-
tinued to mount, it seems that not 
one player has been the main man. 
Said Kazemaini , "This team 
doesn't have a superstar. It seems 
like every game it is someone dif-
ferent who comes through with 
the goals." 
While the conference cham-
pion would normally be deter-
mined on the field, this year's win-
ner may depend upon the simple 
toss of a coin. If both Carrol l and 
Otterbein win their remaining 
games, they will end the season 
ied for fi rst. The OAC has no tie-
breaker system, so a coin toss 
would determine the winner, who 
will host the conference tourna-
ment. 
"I think it is really a shame that 
the players do not get to determine 
the championship," said assistant 
coach Robert Straub. "Instead of 
settling th ingson the field, we have 
to wait for three days until some-
one flips a coin." 
Senior, Soccer 
Scored three goals and 
assisted on another as 
JCU beat Capital, 8-1 , 
Saturday. It was the 
first hat trick of his 
career. For his efforts, 
he was named OAC 
Sophomore, Football 
Named Division Ill Co-
National Special Teams 
Player of the Week by 
"Don Hansen's Football 
Gazette" as he broke 
school punt 
return records during 
Saturday's victory. 
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On the right path 
Bob McCarthy 
Sports Reporter 
Success of ten is measured only 
through rings and banners. Play-
ers and fans alike often overlook 
productive seasons if they fail to 
yield a championship. 
Despite droppmg its fmal two 
Analysis 
matches of the season to Heidel-
bergand CapnaLand barely miss-
ing the Ohio Athle tic Conference 
playoffs, the john Carroll Univer-
sitY women's soccer team estab-
lished itself as a program which 
will be heard from in the future. 
"Theya reveryyoung,and I ex-
pect great things from them in the 
next couple of years," said jCU 
head coach Tracy Blasius. 
Despite missing the playoffs, 
Carroll had one of its fines t sea-
sons 10 recent memory, tallying 
nine victories, mcluding four in 
OACcompetition. The magnitude 
of this accomplishment is inten-
sified when when you look at the 
team's young nucleus, starting six 
freshmen as well as having its 
third different head coach in as 
many seasons in Blasius. 
"It was frustrating having to 
adjust each year to a new coach, 
but coach Blasi us helped build our 
confidence. It was definitely the 
best season in all oft he years since 
I've been here," said senior captain 
Elizabeth Cham hers. 
Fellow senior Shannon 
Su II ivan voiced a simi Jar opinion. 
"In all of my four years, this was 
the best season," said Sullivan. "It 
was a lot of fun, and I attribute 
that to Coach Blasius and the tal-
ented freshmen. We all just 
bonded right away." 
Coupled with the team's suc-
cess was several counts of indi-
vidual prowess. Sullivan closed 
out a fine career, finishing as the 
all-time school leader in total ca-
reer points, and second in career 
goals and assists. 
"I always had great teammates 
around me, and l had a knack for 
being in the right place at the right 
time," said Sullivan. 
Sophomore goalkeeper Maura 
Gatto teamed with freshman 
Samantha Sommer to set a new 
team record for the lowest goals 
against average. 
'This reflects strong 
goalkeeping, and they did a great 
KaDc Jungers 
Senior Shannon Sullivan (11) finished her career as the holder of 
three JCU women's soccer records. 
1-IDI-IAP· TEST 
www.kaplan.com 
Come to a 
FREE 
admlulons 
seminar with 
Guest Speaker 
Barb Anclelman 
Dean of 
Admissions 
CWRU Law School 
Monday 
Nov.10 
at7:30 p.m. 
Cal 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
'l.SAT Ia a regiMed lnldemark ollhe Law School Adml88icn Coundl. 
SPORTS 13 
job being consistent while split-
tmg time," said Blasius. 
The team a !so set a new record 
for total team goals scored (35), 
including a freshman record of 10 
by forward julie Scaffidi 
This season will also boost re-
cruitment efforts, as several high 
sc hoot players have expressed in-
terest in the revivedjCU program. 
"We have many showing interest, 
and we want to bring in a large 
class to make spring practice very 
compeutive,' sa1d Blasius. 
The efforts of thiS young team 
and new coach have revived a pro-
gram, which had been reeling in a 
downward spiral m the previous 
three seasons. No doubt this sea-
son was a success, but the team is 
now focused on success of a 
sweeter variety for next season 
because there's nothing wrong 
with rings and banners. 
Kaucj...ngtrs 
Freshman Julie Scaffidi's 10 goals this season set the freshman record, ard she fell just two 
goals short of tying Shannon Sullivan's record for goals in a single season. She's wearing number 
14in the picture above. 
PI 
TED 
Wouldn't it be great If ... 
You were guarant~ the chance tony multi-million dollar aircraft? 
You got paJd $3o,~/yr. during trairung, (promoted to $so,ooo in 5 years?) 
You were guaranteed these things with your only commitment being 
attendance at 6--ao weeks of Marine Officer Candidate School? 
. . 
.fortunately for you, this program does existl 
Requirements: 
Freshman-Grads, Men and Woman 
Plan to graduate from college before age 1.7 1/2 
zo/30 uncorrected vision (Maximum ... other standards my aJso apply) 
Pass our aviation selection test 
Contact Gunnery Sergeant Scott or Captsln Bill Repke at 
678-4290 or 800-842·2771 or stop by the Marine Officer 
Programs st 1100 Ellst·summlt Street In Kent · 
• 
' \ \ ·. I :< : 1 ' I I I ~ I :: 
I ---
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Football romps despite setbacks 
Mark Bolek 
ASSIStant Sports Editor 
The injury bug keeps biting the 
john Carroll University football 
team, but it hasn't been able to keep 
the squad from ptlingup big wins 
1n the Ohio Athletic Conference. 
Saturday's game against Capi-
tal had its elements that mirrored 
much of the rest of the season: 
down catch against Capital, and 
sophomore safety Spiros Gonakis 
both suffered injuries that could 
keep them out of the rest of the 
season. Gonakishimselfwasstart-
i ng in place of senior Jack 
Marinelh, who has missed three 
games wtth a knee mjury. 
Carroll defense did not allow a 
point for the third time in the past 
four games. Of the 18 passes Cru-
sader quarterback Shawn Wheeler 
completed, five of them were to 
jCU defenders, the most intercep-
tions ina game bytheStreakssince 
last year's game with Capital 
The first pick, 
by senior safety 
as well, with his third intercep-
tton of the year. Fletcher also re-
corded l3 tackles and was named 
OAC Defensive Player of the Week 
for the second ume this season. 
With only allowing 195 yards 
to Capital, the defense set up the 
offense all day for good field posi-
doingtheirjobs,"said Ztegler, who 
will now also see more time at re-
ceiver with Reidy out. "! see kick 
returning as the major chance for 
me to contribute.· 
· Strong play by the special 
teams and the defense, setting up 
the offense to put a lot of points on 
the board 
The Streaks even entered the 
gamewithouttheirprimaryquar-
terback,junior Nick Caserio. Four 
plays into the game, they also lost 
senior Ryan Cavanaugh, sched-
uled to start for Caserio, who was 
out with a fractured jaw. 
Cavanaugh was sacked on the first 
series by a slew of Capital defend-
ersand hadtoleavethegamewith 
a broken nose. With the top two 
quarterbacks out and no score, the 
ball was given to freshmen Eric 
Marcy and Craig Recko. 
Dave Kovass late "It's just one of those years •.• 
in the second 
After being nonexistent the 
previous week at Mount Union, 
theJCU runninggame had its way 
with Capital, rumbling 
to 228 yards on the 
ground and almost dou-
bling the previous sea-
son high. junior Mike quaner. stopped Some years we only have one 
a Capital drive Ten Brink gained 73 
yardsandscored his first 
touchdown. 
·A victory for the Blue Streaks 
(6-1,5-LOAC),commg m the fash-
ion of a 55-0 stomping of Capital 
at Wasmer Field, the team's first 
shutout of the year. 
and led to JCU's 
best drive of the 
day. With 1:10 
le£ t in the first 
half ,Recko led 
the offense 90 
major injury, and this year we've 
had maybe seven or eight." Five different backs reached the end zone for 
JCU, with senior Tony 
Tony DeCarlo Affatato, junior jerry 
Sch uplinski, sophomore 
·Multiple injuries that resulted 
in JCU losing key starters, some 
for the rest of the year. 
This last aspect has been the 
most glaring occurence in Carroll 
gamesthtsseason. "lt'soneof those 
years,' said head coach Tony 
DeCarlo, whose team plays at 
Heidelberg Saturday "We're not 
doing anything any differently. 
'>orne years we only have one ma-
jor injury, and this year we've had 
may be seven or eight." 
The Capital contest just con-
tributed ro that number. Starters 
junior wide receiver Dean Reidy, 
who caught an eight-yard touch-
"Obviously, at first we were a 
little bit nervous," said Recko, who 
completed 9-of-15 passes for 157 
yards and one touchdown. "We 
were a little more prepared, with 
Nick being out. The coaches 
worked with us a lot [this weekL 
and we got some work with the 
first team, which gave us a little 
more conf1dence." 
The young quarterbacks, who 
alternated series to stay warm, 
helped the Streaks to eight touch-
downs, but only needed one. The 
yards and into 
the end zone on 
an 11 -yard touchdown pass ro 
sophomore receiver josh 
McDaniels with three seconds left 
to push the lead to 27-0 at the half. 
"I was pleased with our entire 
team not panicking when they 
saw that we went to the young 
[quarterbacks),' said DeCarlo. 
"They kind of rallied behind them 
and really gave them some nice 
protection and did some nice 
things as a result.' 
Senior linebacker London 
Fletcher got in on the pilfering act 
tion. The [play of the] defense 
helps a lot, especially wtth the in-
juries on offense,' said sophomore 
wide receiver David Ziegler: 'We 
on 1 y had to move 40 or 50 yards a 
drive. It makes our job a lot easier." 
With his superb kick returns, 
Ziegler certainly did his part to 
facillitate the job of the offense. 
His 178yardson punt returns set a 
school record and his 7o-yard punt 
return for the team'ssecond touch-
Brant Semplak, and 
sophomore Tom McCrone also 
contributing scores. 
The margin of the score al-
lowed for a number of younger 
players to get a good amount of 
playing time. Most of the fourth 
quarter was played by backups, 
during which timeJCU scored its 
final three touchdowns. 
'! t feels good to think that we're 
a part of the team,' said Recko, 
"and that we can help the team out 
down set the tone for the rout. and not just be standing on the 
• A II the blockers were real! y sidelines." 
Men's soccer nets playoff berth, eyes regular season title 
Mike Scott 
Sports Reporter 
1 he beat goes on. 
The john Carroll University 
men's soccer team continued its 
victories over conference foes. 
ow, withonlyonegame remain-
mg in the regular, I he Streaks have 
clmched a playoff berth in the 
Ohio Athlettc Conference. 
But that last remaining game 
hold a wealth of importance as it 
may <.letermme whether Carroll 
gets to host 1 he tournament. 
The Streaks defeated Mount 
Union Tuesday. -I. Leading the 
",t)' was jumor forward David 
R.utulovtc, who netted two goals 
tn 1 he victory. Another juniorfor-
W<trd ,Jon Bowmanalsoscored. For 
Bowman tt was his sixth goal of 
the ~ea!>On 
">orhomore forward Dave 
LaRusse said the victory over 
Mount was hugeforthe team. "We 
want to end the season on a win-
Kazemaini,"l think that we played 
very well today, we basically won 
the game in the first half. But we 
ewan 
season on a winning note, 
and we would like to have 
some momentum going 
Into the tournament." 
played intense 
for the entire 
showed me a lot 
about this team.' 
The Streaks 
dropped Capital 
Saturdayinan8-
l rout. Senior for-
ward Michael 
Pap notched his 
first -ever hat 
trick during the 
Dave LaRusse game. For his ef-
ning note, and we would like to 
have some momentum going into 
the tournament. So we needed to 
continue the win streak." 
Said JCU head coach Ali 
forts, Pap was 
named the OAC 
player of the week, the first such 
honor of his career. Bartulovic 
came through once again, scoring 
two goals and adding an assist. 
Pap has also picked up his goal 
Great Cars for Low Dough 
1992 Mazda Miata - 53,000 miles, red convertible $7,500 
1991 Mazda Protege- 73K miles, auto. 4 door, blue $4,400 
1993 Toyota Tercel- Low miles, 5 speed, 2 dr., nice car $4,850 
1988 Toyota Tercel- 96K miles, runs great. Only $2,600 
1984 Mercedes Benz-190 E, one owner, Gei111C¥1 quality, $5,900 
1984 ~- 318i, 2 dr., silver, 88K miles $3,900 
2950 Mayfield Rd. 
Clevelad Heights 
m down with approved credit rnlr*run 1 yeiJI 
scoring in the past few weeks. "I'm 
glad I've started scoring more," he 
said, "but most importantly, I 
think that the team is really play-
ing well, and on a consist em basis. 
111'11~""n e i r 
play." 
While the victory total has con-
tinued to mount, it seems that not 
one player has been the main man. 
Said Kazemaini, "This team 
doesn't have a superstar. It seems 
like every game it is someone dif-
ferent who comes through with 
the goals." 
While the conference cham-
pion would normally be deter-
mined on the field, this year's win-
ner may depend upon the simple 
toss of a coin. lf both Carroll and 
Otterbein win their remaining 
games, they will end the season 
tied for first. The OA has no tie-
breaker system, so a coin toss 
would determine the winner, who 
will host the conference tourna-
ment. 
"I think it is really a shame that 
the players do not get to determine 
the championship," said assistant 
coach Robert Straub. "Instead of 
settlingthingson the field, we have 
to wait for three days until some-
one flips a coin." 
Senior, Soccer 
Scored three goals and 
assisted on another as 
JCU beat Capital, 8-1, 
Saturday. 
first hat trick of his 
career. For his efforts, 
he was named OAC 
Sophomore, Football 
Named Division Ill Co-
National Special Teams 
Player of the Week by 
"Don Hansen's Football 
Gazette" as he broke 
school punt 
return records during 
Saturday's victory. 
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On the right path 
Bob McCarthy 
Sports Reporter 
Success often iS measured only 
through rings and banners. Play-
ers and fans alike often overlook 
productive seasons if they fail to 
yield a championship. 
Despite dropping its final two 
Analysis 
matches of the season to Heidel-
bergand Capital, and barely miss-
ing the Ohio Athletic Conference 
playoffs, thejohnCarroll Univer-
sity women's soccer team estab-
lished itself as a program which 
will be heard from in the future. 
"They are very young, and I ex-
pect great things from them in the 
next couple of years," said JCU 
head coach Tracy Blasius. 
Despite missing the playoffs, 
Carroll had one of its finest sea-
sons in recent memory, tallying 
nine victories, including four in 
OACcompetition. The magnitude 
of th is accomplishment is inten-
sified when when you look at the 
team's young nucleus, starting six 
freshmen as well as having its 
third different head coach in as 
many seasons in Blasius. 
"lt was frustrating havmg to 
adjust each year to a new coach, 
but coach Blasius helped build our 
confidence. It was definitely the 
best season in all of the yearssmce 
I've been here," said senior captain 
Elizabeth Cham hers. 
Fellow senior Shannon 
Sullivan voiced a similar opinion. 
"ln all of my four years, this was 
the best season," said Sullivan. "It 
was a lot of fun, and l atlribute 
that to Coach Blasius and the tal-
ented freshmen. We all just 
bonded right away." 
Coupled with the team's suc-
cess was several counts of indi-
vidual prowess. Sullivan closed 
out a fine career, finishing as the 
all -time school leader in total ca-
reer points, and second in career 
goals and ass1sts. 
"I always had great teammates 
around me, and I had a knack for 
being in the right place at the right 
time," said Sullivan. 
Sophomore goalkeeper Maura 
Gatto teamed with freshman 
Samantha Sommer to set a new 
team record for the lowest goals 
against average. 
'This reflects strong 
goal keeping, and they did a great 
Katicjungc:n 
Senior Shannon Sullivan (11) finished her career as the holder of 
three JCU women's soccer records. 
1·111-ICAP· TEST 
www.kaplan.com 
'LSAT Ia a I'IQIIaiNd - d h Law School Admloelon Ccunc:ll. 
SPORTS 13 
job being consistent while split-
ting rime," said Blasius. 
The team also set a new record 
for total team goals scored (35), 
including a freshman record of 10 
by forward julie Scaffidi. 
Thts season will also boost re-
cruitment efforts, as several high 
school players have expressed in-
terest in the revivedjCU program. 
'We have many showing mterest, 
and we want to bring in a large 
class to make spring practice very 
competitive," said Blasms 
The efforts of this young team 
and new coach have revived a pro-
gram, which had been reeling ina 
downward spiral in the previous 
three seasons. No doubt this sea-
son was a success, but the team is 
now focused on success of a 
sweeter variety for next season 
because there's nothing wrong 
with rings and banners. 
K.lrirjun~rt 
Frestman Julie Scaffidi's 10 goals this season set the frestman record, and she fell just two 
goals short of tying Shannon Sullivan's record for goals in a single season. She's wearing number 
14in the picture above. 
Wouldn't it be Jn!lt If ... 
You were guarant~ the chance to fly multi-million dollar aircraft? 
You got paid $3o,ooo/yr. during training. (promoted to $so,ooo in 5 years?) 
You were guaranteed these things with your only commitment being 
attendance at 6-10 weeks of Marine Officer Candidate School? 
.fortunately for you, this program does exlstl 
Requirements: 
Freshman-Grads, Men and Woman 
Plan to graduate from college before age 1.7 1!2 
zol]o uncorrected vision (Max.imum ... other standards my-also apply) 
Pass our aviation selection test 
' 
Contact Gunnery Sergeant Scott or Captsln Bill Repke at 
678-4290 or 800-842·2771 or stop by the Msrlne Officer 
Programs st 1100 Eat' Summit Strett In Kent. • , 
'- \ \ · , I :< ; \ ) ! i l ( I : , 
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Editorial Opinion 
Putting the fun 
back in]CU 
"There's nothing to do." How often has Jhe averag~.John 
Carroll student said thts phrase? It usually pops up around the 
weekend as a typical response to "Hey, what are you doing this 
weekend?" or "Why aren't you going out tonight?" And with the 
impending and infamous Halloween weekend at Ohio Univer-
sity, one can surely place money on hearing those four words 
answering the question, "Why aren't you staying at john Carroll 
this weekend?" This expression plagues the students of j ohn 
Carroll for no other reason than exactly what they protest about 
our campus: there is nothing to do. 
Over the years, john Carroll has become progressively worse 
at providingsrudents with some form of entenamment on cam-
pus. Slowly but surely, students have lost those few moments of 
JOY and happi ness that accompanied such events as 
Carrollpalooza or the long extinct October fest, which were con-
sequently replaced with nothing more than Friday and Saturday 
nights fil led with USA Up All Night re-runs and those frequent 
visi ts from Papa j ohns. With last semester's controversy over 
Greek Week events, students may eventually find themselves 
out of one more acriviry and search ing for yet another new 
means for havingagood time. Thevisionof weekendsfilled with 
basket weaving or spending hours upon end on Internet "chat 
lines" are all too plausible for the john Carroll student, unless 
something is implemented to save thequi.ckly dyingsocial lifeat 
j ohn Carroll University. 
Somewhere along the lengthy histor y. of our fine institution, 
something very important was lost: school spirit. lt doesn't have 
anything to do with this bei ng a small jesuit university or a 
Division 111 sports schooL Those are just cop-out eKcuses. What 
it does have to do with is students sitt ing in their rooms and 
watching the Ohio State game on T.V. instead of cheering on 
their own Blue Strea ks. Or, students truckmg off to neigh boring 
schools for the weekend instead of spending them at their own 
universi ty. While it is obviously difficult to have school spirit if 
there is n01hing to be spirited about, this is where the students of 
John Carroll need to show some initiative and push for change. 
.,)obp (..arroll~~m1•'•i.IAii•I!IWiuliiAtcllloii•·..l 
mean thaL we don 't now how tohavefuo. Even smaller schools, 
such as Clarion University, have an Autumn Leaf Festival where 
the entire area comes together for a week-long carnival This is 
exactly the kind of activuy that john Carroll needs to initiate. 
JCU students need the opportunity to look forward to some big 
events at their university. This would not only help to bring 
some pride and school spirit back into the john Carroll commu-
nity, but would render JCU "known for something" other than 
their excellence in education. 
The establishment of activities and events cannot be solely 
leh in the hands of the administration though. Students must 
show that they truly want this betterment of their university. 
Instead of brushing off weekends with a' "there's nothing·to do" 
attitude, make something to do. Students need to talk to admin-
istra tors and deans and give them ideas or suggestions on how to 
make this university fun again. Showsomeschoolspirit. Maybe 
then people will start cominglOjohnCarroll fora weekend .. .just 
to have fun 
& 
HIT: We love ya mom and dad. Don't you 
wish every weekend was Parent's Week-
end .. . okay, maybe not. mla a: How come 
the Inn Between doesn't have tableclothes 
on the tables all the time--aren't students 
special too? HIT: The great job the . 
grounds crew is doing on the soccer 
field. HIT: Parents going out to the bars 
with their kids last weekend. The genera-
tion gap seemed to shrink for one brief 
moment. miss: Construction noise from 
Bernet Hall in the wee hours of the morn-
ing. miss: Someone stealing all of the 
blow-up guitars that decorated the 
atrium for Parent's Weekend. miss: 
Better luck next year, Tribe. 
No excuses. 
Time to vote. 
It's the one thing that most college students don 't 
think about. Being caught up in the trials and tribu-
lations of college life, most students don't bother to 
do it. The assumption that it doesn't make ad iffer-
ence or theirs won't really matter in the long run, 
leaves students believing that it does not possess 
any power. But, it does. So what is this "it" that 
counts for so much, but students exercise so little? 
It's that one little word that makes our country so 
unique: voting. 
are 1000 registeredjCU voters, the largest precinct in 
the district. That is definitely enough to make an 
impact inanelectionasseen through campaign visits 
to campus by the mayor, council members and their 
opponents. 
Over the past year, Joh n Carroll students have 
been unusually vocal about several issues that in-
volve the university and the city, mainly off campus 
parking and off campus housing. Even strict alco-
hol policies have not caused as much of a stir among 
students. 
Of ten people do not exercise their right to vote 
because they may feel that they are just not knowl-
edgeable enough to cast a vote. While an ignorant vote 
could be seen as worse than no vote at all, students 
whoareseriouslyconcerned about what is going on in 
their community need to educate themselves. And 
why shouldn't every student be concerned with what 
is going on in thei r own backyard? 
Now the students can take action. Being a stu-
dent at a private institution, little can be said about 
on campus policies, such as the alcohol policy, be-
cause john Carroll is not a democracy. Fortunately, 
University Heights is! 
john Carroll , although seemingly a comm unity 
only in and of itself, is in no way exempt from the 
larger community of Uniyersity Heights. What af-
fects one affects all, and this university often feels the 
reprecussionsof decisions made in Universi ty Heights. 
On Tuesday, Novem ber 4 students have their 
chance to make a difference. Although the "1 am 
only one vote" excuse may be an appea ling reason to 
not vote, is it really a legitimate reason? No. There 
Not voting is only the prcxluct of laziness or apathy, 
neithe r of which are valid excuses. For those who do 
not vote,complai.ningabout University Heights' deci-
sions will not be justifiable. You had your chance. 
Each and every studen t has the ability to make their 
voice heard through voting. The choice to remain 
sile nt is up to you. 
Staff Commentary 
If it's "meant 
to be ... " 
J::icw.IIWl' times...ha e we all heaJ d the sayin that 
"everything must change?" How about "if it's meant to be, 
it will be?" And of course, there's the 
classic, "everything happens for a rea-
son." 
While 1 am referring to a certain 
kind of destinyorfate here,toallof my 
friends: relax, this isn't going to turn 
into my usual pep talk: "Don't worry, 
we'll all find 'the one' someday ... when 
it's meant to be." 
So no, I'm not talking about the 
Dest iny of a g()()(j romance (that's des-
Krlsten tiny with a capital "D"), but rather just 
Sc:beldler your average. ordinary, everyday type 
destiny (the lower case version). This is the dest iny that 
we are all most likely to ignore and , in actuality, it is not 
average or ordinary at all. No, this destiny, though we may 
overlook it, affects us every day. It 's all the little things that 
we do, or don't do each day; or that happen to us, and 
eventually change the way we live our li ves. 
All too often, l know that I am too busy looking out for, 
orrathersimplywaitingf or that Destiny with a capi tal"D," 
instead of paying more attention to that lower case, real-
life kind of destiny. And, as I have recently discovered, it 
is the real-life kind that truly alters our lives. 
Recently, I was faced with one of the hardest decisions 
of my life, one tha t involved giving up something that 1 
love ... something that I have been committed to for the past 
three and a half years, and have enjoyed being a part of: this 
newspaper. 
The reas6ns that I will be leaving the paper are some-
what diverse, but essentially revolve around thefact that l 
have been presented with a new opportunity, one that will 
be better for my future . Nevertheless, th is opportunity 
requires a great change in my life and, as with many people, 
this instills some fear in me. 
I have always been somewhat resistant to change and 
usually for good reason. I like to weigh out the costs and 
benefits of every decision to make sure that a change is 
really necessary Of te n times, a change is not really neces-
sary, but rather just an excuse to avoid something. In this 
case, I have discovered that in order to accomplish what is 
"meant to be," a change is something to be excited about, 
ra ther than avoided or feared. 
My be lief in the fact that 'everything happens for a 
reason' has now been reaffirmed , and if I could offer one 
piece of advice toanyof you, it would be to keepyour eyes 
and m ind open to the changes that may be presenting 
themselves to you on a daily basis. If you don'tfear them, 
and thus overlook them, you could help yourself discover 
what is ' meant to be' in your li fe. 
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Letters to the Editor 
Eliminating mail waste 
lt is hard for JCU students to check 
the1r mailboxes without ftnding 
some sort of mass mailing shoved 
tnto the little gray compartments. 
Papers which advertise events on 
campus, groups looking for mem-
bers, and so on fill our mailboxes on 
a regular basis. Not only that, but 
these same papers then go on to fill 
the blue recycling bin which so con-
veniently sits next to the boxes in the 
atrium One can check what is in 
his/her mailbox simply byrummag-
ingthrough the bin and reading what 
is present. While I try to read every-
thing which gets shoved in my mail-
box, ! admittedly toss some of it un-
read into the bin as 1 walk out of the 
mailbox area. 
Obviously, all these mai lbox fill-
ersresult in a huge waste of paper. In 
an effort to save paper a nd other re-
sources, l think a lot of these mail-
box announcements could be made 
via email. I think it is safe to say that 
Study abroad support 
Having read the0ctober9thcom-
menrary by Nicolejusseaume,l feel a 
need to respond. l would like to en-
courage all those considering study 
abroad to overlook Nicole's negative 
opin io n and seek out their own in-
formation. l am curre ntl y finishi ng 
my second semester of a year in Spain 
and have had a completely d ifferent 
experience. St udy ing abroad is a 
wonderful opportu nity to see the 
world, but also in many ways a life-
changing experience. In addition, it 
IS the only way to become truly flu -
CN coverage questioned 
Therea refew,if any, moreendear-
ing qualities we can find in a person 
or institution than integrity. When 
we feel someone has integrity,wecan 
trust him or hertobe fai r and hones t, 
there by s howing a respect for our 
bas ic, hu man dignit y. The Carroll 
News purports bold ly atopits header 
to be "For You. About You. By You .. " 
However, the Oct. 23 issue took the 
"A bout You" claim m uch too far, and 
has damaged its integrity th rough a 
serious fa ilure·in judgment. 
I am referri ng to the front page 
article concerning the isolated case 
ol Hepati tis A. l agree that it is im-
portant for students to be aware when 
a serious illness has been diagnosed 
on campus. But because the CN is 
"About You," I suppose, they fel t it 
was necessary that significant per-
sonal details be included in the story. 
Hepatitis A is not a plague or killer 
virus; it is contagious, but onl y 
through deep, prolonged exposure, 
mean ing only the student's room-
mate was mildly at risk, if that. All 
students needed to be informed of 
was what the threat to them is, that a 
case had been discovered and appro-
priate measures were take n. 
Appa rently, that was not enough. 
. CN made absolutely sure that we 
knew in which residence hall the 
case was located, right down to the 
very floor. I am sure they sa tia ted 
many inqUisitive minds with vital 
information of the student's gender, 
so that any of us with a brain could 
figu re out who the victim was. The 
ways of infection by the disease we re 
also ambiguously defined, allowing 
readers' minds to focuson the illness' 
associations with sexual behavior 
(which was not how this parncular 
case was contracted.) The CN failed 
to recognize that the victim is a liv-
ing, breathing entity, active within 
the Carroll community. She is a kind 
most of uscheckouremail more 
times a day than we do our real 
mail. Also, see~ngashowmany 
students actually scroll through 
scr~ensand screens of addresses 
to read stupid mass mailings 
which get sent allover the place, 
l think they would be more 
likely to read through the vari-
ous announcements on their 
email as opposed to reading 
them in their real mail. Gramed , 
this would require some more 
space on the school's servers and 
some establishmg of mass 
emailing lists, but l thmk it 
would be space and time well 
spent. There is no need for the 
paper waste which occurs in our 
mai lboxes every day. Besides, 
that beep announcing wx• new 
mail messages" adds a little ex-
citement to eve ryone's day. 
jason Hennes 
Class of 2000 
ent in a foreign language. A per-
son becomes more self -reliant 
and even develops an uncanny 
ability to function in a place 
where no one may speak your 
nati ve language. More impor-
tantly, however, the study 
abroad experience opens your 
eyes to so many diffe rent ideas. 
You lea rn to appreciate all that 
we take for granted as Ameri-
canswhileat thesa metime, you 
develop a deepe r understanding 
for that which is different. You 
never leave the rxperience the 
person, not a diabolic germ-dis-
penser. The story is devoid of 
integrity, an example of gross 
journalistic irresponsibility. 
My only wonder is why did 
the CN draw the line where it 
did? Why not entirely disclose 
the identity of the student, or 
even include her photograph 
wi th the story? It is a fac t that 
there was no attempt by the CN 
to contact the student, at least to 
review the story and see if she 
felt her identit y and r ights as a 
human be ing were be ing pro-
tected. This proves that from 
the very conception of the story, 
the humanity of the victim was 
eliminated, making it easy to 
ignore the fact that the report 
was both insensitive and insult-
ing to the victim. 
I give the CN the benefit of 
the doubt, and believe the story 
was written with the noble in-
tention of informingstudentsof 
health risks. I am not out on a 
witch hunt or pointing fingers 
at any one indiv idual. But if the 
CN is to retain its integrity, it 
m ust take a comprehensive un-
derstanding of every story it 
prints. You may think that lam 
making too big of a deal about 
this one instance. But you, the 
reader, should ask yourself this: 
if you became ill, would you 
want personal information to be 
broadcast in a school wide pub-
lication? TheCNneeds to main-
tain itsel f in a more responsible 
manner. This story was a mis-
take that cannot be retracted or 
erased. If it desires to keep the 
trust of the readers, as an act of 
good faith, the CNm ust pnntan 
unequivocal apology for its irre-
sponsible lack of judgment. 
Tom Franzinger 
Class of 2000 
-
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Laura Slayzk 
Junior 
Nick Ridge 
SoJ)'lOmore 
Scott Giomini 
Senior 
'We went to 
Trilogy for the 
WMMS Hal-
loween Party in 
costume. The 
only thing was 
that some of 
those people 
probably al-
ways dress that 
'Freshma n 
year here I 
dressed up as a 
wolf -man and 
went trick-or-
treanng in the 
neighborhood. 
Whenever the 
cops drove by, 
they slowed 
down and put 
the light on me, 
since l wasafew 
years too old to 
be out there.' 
'The year my 
mom made a 
Sleeping Beauty 
costume for me. 
I loved it' 
' ln juntor 
High, two of my 
buddies and I 
went across 
town to trick-
or-treat with 
somegirls,sowe 
all piled on to 
my friend's 
BMX btke. On 
the way, on a 
h uge hill, we 
wrecked tn a 
puddle. and got 
completely cov-
ered in mud.' 
'One Hal-
lowee:lldressed 
up as a woman 
Solgotoapany, 
and some guy 
dressed up as a 
cowboy starts 
hitting on me. I 
told him, 'l don't 
thi nk I'm your 
type." 
same person you started. But re-
member, every experience is what 
you make of it and nothing more. 
I sincerely hope Nicole wrote her 
commentary while in thegripsof 
culture shock or during her first 
weeks in France. lf not, I encour-
age her to give the experience an-
other chance. If she doesn't, she 
will be the one to lose out, not 
France. I would also like to com-
ment on another topic 1 feel needs 
to be addressed. My exper ience in 
Spain has led me to see a certain 
eLhnocentricism that pervades 
many aspects of our culture. It is 
difficult to notice from with in, how-
ever as I now look from a different 
perspective 1 see it all too clearly. lt 
is the idea that we as Americans are 
the best and that others should 
change to suit us. l'm sorry, but if 
you are in France, they will speak 
French and you will have to adapt, 
as difficult as it may be. I see this 
same mentality freq uently appear 
in Colm's art icles. He continually 
conveys situations when his Irish 
culture is referred to as "backwards" 
or "wrong.' In reality, there is abso-
lutely nothing "wrong" with his 
culture, it is simply different. At 
any rate, I encourage everyone to 
look intoastudyabroad program. 
ltmay not be easy, but nine times 
out of ten the experience ts more 
than you could have ever hoped 
for. So, if you think you want to 
study abroad,gofor itl And,!Buen 
Provecho! You may just like the 
"coves" ... or at least learn how to 
say tha t you don't. 
john Dugan 
Class of 1999 
Ixeland's 
Eye 
Commentary by Colm Faullmer 
Most of us grow up 
in small enclosed in-
sular sub-sets of soci-
ety, where our opi n-
ions, views, values, 
and beliefs are shaped 
by our immediate en-
vironments, family, 
and our closest circle 
of friends. This is why 
a New Yorker may like 
a chicken fillet, and 
someone from Louisia na, some Cajun-cooked 
chicken. This is also why so many Irish people 
seem to ·eat potatoes. We are the sum total of our 
experiences to date. 
However, being exposed to the same environ-
ment, year after mind-numbing year, a collective 
"groupthink" and a laziness of thought can often 
impose itself on the mind. 
You accept ideas and beliefs as the status quo 
merely because they have been dictated by your 
peer group. These group ideas are oftentimes ac-
cepted by you because it's somehow easier, because 
no effort is required to conform, because this opi n-
ion is expected of you, because no reflection, de-
bate, argument, or genuine thought is required on 
yo ur pan. These ideas, and answers to particular 
issues, are accepted without question. Like a group 
of lemmings, a collective idea or goal is followed 
wtthout questioning the ult imate result. 
Q Where are we going? 
A: To jump over a cliff. 
Anexampleof thisisfashiononcampus, where 
oftentimes everyone seeks to conform; to look the 
same, to think the same, simply because It is more 
convenient. It'seas1er to follow than to lead, easier 
to conform than to stand out, and easier to obey 
than to question. 
One re medy for th is particularly aggravated strain 
of "groupthink" is travel. W hen you arrive in a new 
location fort he fi rst ti me, your approach to questions 
and problems is not influenced by thecollective view 
in that area, but by your own view, an outsider's view, 
but most importantly of all, a new view, your own 
opinion. 
Consider a john Carroll student studying for the 
semester in Spain. W hen they wake up their first 
morning they will have to dre~s themselves not ac-
cording to "groupthink"- they don't know wha t Span-
ish students will wear - but according to their own 
point of view. They will be meeting Spanish people 
from an unbiased and fresh new viewpoint. There is 
no "groupthink" dicra tmg w hich people are cool or 
which people to talk to, so theJCU student must meet 
people and judge them each on an individual basis, 
free from the scourge of peer-evaluation. 
Hence travel is a great medium for sell-develop-
ment; getting to know yourself, your real thoughts 
and your real opinions. 
Considera prominentmemberof thestudent body 
here at john Carroll. Her views are partly dictated by 
her friends, classmates, soromy girls, family, and 
faculty, analogous to being hemmed into a tinyclaus-
trophobic room with only a dim hazy window on a 
distant and far-detached reality. 
Consider now that same girl in a foreign environ-
ment, looking at everything for the first time from a 
fresh new perspecnve, looking down on all of the 
conforminganddefiningcagesof thought below, built 
up by years of built in prejudices and stereotypes. 
Her's is no longer a small window to reality, but a 
broad view of the bigger picture. 
And so she learns to think, and in thinking she 
learns, fi rstaboutothers, new people, and new places, 
but ultimately about herself. She gains a different 
slant on more familiar people and places too. We are 
the sum total of our experiences to dare, and only by 
broadening our reservoir of experiences can we 
broaden our persona l horizons. 
Have anything on your mind? 
Put it in writing! 
Drop off a lerter to the editor at rh e CN 
office or email us a t 
CARROl.LNEWS@JCAXA ICU FDIJ 
-
-
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Editorial Opinion 
Putting the fun 
back in]CU 
"There's nothing to do." How of ten has !he averagt;. joh.n 
Carroll student sa1d this phrase? It usually pops up around the 
weekend as a typical response to "Hey, what are you doing this 
weekend?" or "Why aren't you going out tonight?" And with the 
impendmg and infamous Halloween weekend at Ohio Univer-
sity, one can surely place money on hearing those four words 
answering the question, "Why aren't you staying at John Carroll 
this weekend?" This expression plagues the students of john 
Car roll fornootherreason than exactly what they protest about 
our campus: there is nothing to do. 
Over the years,John Carroll has become progressively worse 
at providing students with some form o( entertainment on cam-
pus. Slowly but surely, students have lost those few moments of 
joy and happiness that accompanied such events as 
Carrollpalooza or the longex:tinct October fest, which were con-
sequently replaced with nothing more than Friday and Saturday 
nights fUl ed with USA Up All Night re -runs and those frequent 
visits from Papa johns. With last semester's controversy over 
Greek Week events, students may eventually find themselves 
out of one more activity and searching for yet another new 
means for having a good time. The vision of weekends filled with 
basket weaving or spending hours upon end on Internet "chat 
li nes" are all too plausible for the john Carroll student, unless 
something IS implemented tosavethequickly dyingsociallifeat 
john Carroll Univ~rsi ty. . 
Somewhere along the lengthy history of our fine institution, 
something very important was lost: school spirit. It doesn't have 
anythmg to do with this being a small jesuit university or a 
Division III sports school Those are just cop-out excuses. What 
it does have to do with is students sitting in their rooms and 
watching the Ohio State game on T.V. instead of cheering on 
thm own Blue Streaks. Or, students trucking off to neighboring 
schools for the weekend instead of spending them at their own 
university. While it is obviously difficult to have school spirit if 
there is nothing to be spirited about, this is where the students of 
John Carroll need to show some initiative and push for change. 
jobp(:arroll.i$~IW.!IM1L l~~-----.._L...J 
rnean that we don't now howrohavefun. Evensmallerschools, 
such as Clarion University, have an Autumn Leaf Festival where 
the entire area comes together for a week-long carnival This is 
exactly the kind of activity that john Carroll needs to initiate. 
JCU students need the opportunity to look forward to some big 
events at their university. This would not only help to bring 
some pride and school spirit back into the john Carroll commu· 
nity, but would render JCU "known for something• other than 
their excellence In education. 
The establishment of activities and events cannot be solely 
left in the hands of the administration though. Students must 
show that they truly want this betterment of their university. 
Instead of brushing off weekends with a·" there's nothing·todo" 
attitude, malu something to do. Students need to talk to admin-
istrators and deans and give them ideas or suggestions on how to 
make th is university fun again. Showsomeschoolspirit. Maybe 
then peoplewill start comingtojohnCarrollfor a weekend ... just 
to have fun . 
& 
HIT: We love ya mom and dad. Don't you 
wish every weekend was Parent's Week-
end ... okay, maybe not. miss: How come 
the Inn Between doesn't have tableclothes 
on the tables all the time--aren't students 
special too? HIT: The great job the .· 
grounds crew is doing on the soccer 
field. HIT: Parents going out to the bars 
with their kids last weekend. The genera-
tion gap seemed to shrink for one brief 
moment. miss: Construction noise from 
Bernet Hall in the wee hours of the morn-
ing. miss: Someone stealing all of the 
blow-up guitars that decorated the 
atrium for Parent's Weekend. miss: 
Better luck next year, Tribe. 
No excuses. 
Time to vote. 
ll's the one thing that most college students don't 
think about. Being caught up in the trials and tribu-
lations of college life, most students don't bother to 
do it The assumption that it doesn 't make a differ-
ence or theirs won't really matter in the long run, 
leaves students believing that it does not possess 
any power. But, it does. So what is this "it" that 
counts for so much, but students exercise so little? 
It's that one little word that makes our country so 
umque: voting. 
are 1000 registeredjCU voters, the largest precinct in 
the district. That is definitely enough to make an 
1m pact in an election as seen through campaign visitS 
to campus by the mayor, council members and their 
opponents. 
Over the past year, john Carroll students have 
been unusually vocal about several issues that in-
volve the university and the city, mainly off campus 
parking and off campus housing. Even strict alco-
hol policies have not caused as much of a stir among 
students. 
Of ten people do not exercise their right to vote 
because they may feel that they are just not knowl-
edgeable enough to cast a vote. While an ignorant vote 
could be seen as worse tha n no vote at all, students 
whoa reseriously concerned about what is going on in 
their community need to educate themselves. And 
why shouldn't every student be concerned with what 
is going on in their own backyard? 
Now the students can take action. Being a stu-
dent at a private institution, little can be said about 
on campus policies, such as the alcohol policy, be-
cause Joh n Carroll is not a democracy. Fortunately, 
University Heights is! 
john Carroll, although seemingly a community 
only in and of itself, is in no way exempt from the 
larger community of University Heights. What af-
fects one affects all, and this university often feels the 
reprecussionsof decisionsmadei n University Heights. 
On Tuesday, November 4 students have their 
chance to make a diHerence. Although the "I am 
only one vote" excuse may bean appealing reason to 
not vote, is it reall y a legitimate reason? No. There 
Not voting is only the product of laziness or apathy, 
neither of which are valid exc uses. For those who do 
not vote,complai.ni ng about University Heights' deci-
sions will not be justifiable. You had your chance. 
Each and every student has the ability to make their 
voice heard th rough voting. The choice to remain 
silent is up to you. 
Staff Commentary 
If it's "meant 
to be ... " 
&w. m.a.Jl' tirnes..haYe. we all ~d the saying that 
"everything must changer How about "if it's meant to be, 
it will be?" And of course, there's the 
classic, "everything happens for a rea-
son." 
While I am referring to a certain 
kind of destiny or fate here,toallof my 
friends: relax, this isn't going to turn 
into my usual pep talk: "Don't worry, 
we'll all find 'the one' someday ... when 
it's meant to be." 
So no, I'm not talking about the 
Destiny of a good rom a nee (that 's des-
Krlsten tinywi tha capltai "D"), but rather just 
Schaeldler your average, ordinary, everyday type 
destiny (the lower case version). This is the destiny that 
we are all most likely to ignore and, in actuality, it is not 
average or ordinary at all. No, this destiny, though we may 
overlook it, affects us everyday. It's all the little things that 
we do, or don't do each day, or that happen to us, and 
eventually change the way we live our lives. 
All too often, I know that lam too busy looking out for , 
or rather simply waiting for that Destiny with a capital "D," 
instead of paying more attention to that lower case, real-
life kind of destiny. And, as I have recently discovered, it 
is the real-life kind that truly alters our Jives. 
Recently,! was faced with one of the hardest decisions 
of my life, one that involved giving up something that I 
love ... something that I have been committed to for the past 
three and a half years, and have enjoyed being a part of: this 
newspaper. 
The reas6ns that l will be leaving the paper are some-
what diverse, but essentially revolve around the fact that I 
have been presented with a new opportunity, one that will 
be better for my future. Nevertheless, this opportunity 
requires a great change in my life and,as with many people, 
this instills some fear in me. 
I have always been somewhat resistan t to change and 
usually for good reason. l like to weigh out the costs and 
benefits of every decision to make sure that a change is 
really necessary. Often times, a change is not really neces-
sary, but ra ther just an excuse to avoid something. In this 
case, ! have discovered that in order to accomplish what is 
"meant to be," a change is something to be excited about, 
rather than avoided or feared. 
My belief in the fac t that "everything happens for a 
reason" has now been reaffirmed, and if I could off er one 
piece of advice to anyof you, it would be to keep your eyes 
and mind open to the changes that may be present ing 
themselves to you on a daily basis. If you don't fear them, 
and thus overlook them, you could help yourself discover 
what IS "meant to be" in your life. 
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letters to the Editor 
Eliminating mail waste 
I tis hard forJCU students to check 
their mailboxes without finding 
some son of mass mailing shoved 
into the little gray compartments. 
Papers which advertise events on 
campus, groups looking for mem-
bers, and so on fill our mailboxes on 
a regular basts. Not only that, but 
these same papers then go on to fill 
the blue recycling bin whichsocon-
venientlysits next to the boxes in the 
atrium. One ca n check what is in 
his/hermailboxsimply by rummag-
ing through the bin and reading what 
is present. While I try to read every-
thing which gets shoved in my mail-
box, l admittedly toss some of it un-
read into the bin as I walk out of the 
mailbox: area. 
Obviously, all these mailbox fill -
ers result in a huge waste of paper. In 
an effort to save paper and other re-
sources, l thi nk a lot of these mail-
box announcements could be made 
viaemaiL l think itissafetosaythat 
Study abroad support 
Having read the0ctober9thcom-
menrary by Nicolejusseaume,l feel a 
need to respond. I would li ke to en-
courage all those considering study 
abroad to overlook Nicole's nega tive 
opinion and seek out the ir own in-
fo rmation. l am current ly finishing 
mysecondsemesterof a year in Spain 
and have had a com pletely di fferent 
exper ience. Studying abroad is a 
wonderful opportuni ty to see the 
world, but also in many ways a life-
changing experience. lnadd ition, it 
is the only way to become truly flu-
CN coverage questioned 
Therearefew, if any, moree ndear-
mg qualities we can find in a person 
or institution than integrity. When 
we feel someone has i megrity, we can 
trust him or herto be fairand honest, 
thereby showing a respect for our 
baste, human dignity. The Carroll 
News purports boldly atopitsheader 
to be "For You. About You. By You .. " 
However, the Oct 23 issue took the 
"About You" claim much too far, and 
has damaged its integrity through a 
senous failure· in judgment. 
lam referring to the front page 
art icle concerning the isolated case 
ol Hepat itis A. l agree that it is im-
portant for students to be aware when 
a serious illness has been diagnosed 
on campus. But because the CN is 
"About You," I suppose, they fel t it 
was necessary that significant per-
sonal details be included in the story. 
Hepatitis A is not a plague or killer 
virus; it is contagious, but on ly 
through deep, prolonged exposure, 
meaning only the student's room-
mate was mildly at risk, if that. All 
students needed to be informed of 
was what the threat to them is, that a 
case had been discove red and appro-
priate measures were taken. 
Apparently, that was not enough. 
. CN made absolutely sure that we 
knew in which residence hall the 
case was located, right down to the 
very floor I am su re they sat iated 
many inquisitive minds with vital 
information of the student's gender, 
so that any of us with a brain could 
figure out who the victim was. The 
ways of infection by the disease were 
also ambiguously defined, allowi ng 
readers' minds to focuson the illness' 
associations with sexual behavior 
(which was not how this particular 
case was contracted.) The CN fai led 
to recognize that the victim is a liv-
ing, breathing entity, active within 
theCarrollcommunity Sheisakind 
most of uscheckouremail more 
ttmes a day than we do our real 
mail. Also, seeingashowmany 
students actually scroll through 
scr~nsand screens of addresses 
to read stup1d mass mailings 
which get sent all over the place, 
I think they would be more 
likely to read through the van-
ous announcements on their 
email as opposed to reading 
them in theirrealmail. Granted, 
this would require some more 
space on the school's servers and 
some establishing of mass 
emailing lists, but l think it 
would be space and time well 
spent. There is no need for the 
paperwastewhichoccursinour 
mailboxes every day. Besides, 
that beep announcing wx• new 
ma il messages" adds a litt le ex-
citement to everyone's day. 
jason Hennes 
Class of 2000 
ent in a foreign language. A per-
son becomes more self -reliant 
and even develops an uncanny 
ability to function in a place 
where no one may speak your 
native language. More impor-
ta ntl y, however, the study 
abroad experience opens your 
eyes to so many different ideas. 
You learn to apprecia te all that 
we take for granted as Ameri-
cans whileat the same time, you 
develop a deeper understanding 
for that which is different . You 
never leave the ~xperience the 
person, not a diabolic germ-dis-
penser. The story is devoid of 
integrity, an example of gross 
journalistic irresponsibility. 
My only wonder is why did 
the CN draw the line where it 
did? Why not entirely disclose 
the identity of the student, or 
even include her photograph 
with the story? It is a fact that 
there was no attempt by the CN 
to con tact t hestudent,at least to 
review the story and see if she 
felt her identity and rights as a 
human being were being pro-
tected. This proves that from 
the very concept ion of the story, 
the humanity of the victim was 
eliminated, making it easy to 
ignore the fact that the report 
was both insensitive and insult-
ing to the victim. 
I give the CN the benefit of 
the doubt, and believe the story 
was written with the noble in-
tention of informing students of 
health risks. I am not out on a 
witch hunt or pointing fingers 
atanyone individual. But if the 
CN is to retain its integrity, it 
must take a comprehensive un-
derstanding of every story it 
prints. You maythinkthatlam 
making too big of a deal about 
th is one instance. But you, the 
reader, should ask yourself this: 
if you became ill, would you 
want personal information to be 
broadcast in a school wide pub-
lication? The CN needs to main-
ta in itself in a more responsible 
manner: This story was a mis-
take that cannot be retracted or 
erased. If it des ires to keep the 
trust of the readers, as an act of 
goodfaith,theCNmustprintan 
unequivocal apology for its irre-
sponsible lack of judgment. 
Tom Franzinger 
Class of 2000 
-
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'We went to 
Trilogy for the 
WMMS Hal-
loween Party in 
costume. The 
only thing was 
that some of 
those people 
probably al-
ways dress that 
'Freshman 
year here l 
dressed up as a 
wolf-man and 
went trick-or-
treating in the 
neighborhood. 
Whenever the 
cops drove by, 
they slowed 
down and put 
the light on me, 
since 1 was a few 
years too old to 
be out there." 
"The year my 
rnom made a 
leepmg Beauty 
costume for me. 
!loved it." 
'In junior 
High,twoofmy 
buddies and I 
went across 
town ro nick-
or-treat with 
somegirls,sowe 
all piled on tO 
my friend's 
BMX bike. On 
the way, on a 
huge hill, we 
wrecked tn a 
puddle, and got 
completely cov-
ered 111 mud." 
"One Hal-
lowee:lldressed 
up as a woman. 
Solgotoaparty, 
and some guy 
dressed up as a 
cowboy starts 
hitting on me. I 
told him,'[ don't 
th ink I'm your 
type." 
same person you started. But re-
member, everyex:perienceiswhat 
you make of it and nothing more. 
I sincerely hope Nicole wrote her 
commentary while in thegripsof 
culture shock or du ring her first 
weeks in Fra nce. If not, I encour-
age her to give the experience an-
other chance. If she doesn't, she 
will be the one to lose out, not 
France. 1 would also like to com-
ment on another topic I feel needs 
robe addressed. My experience in 
Spain has led me to see a certain 
ethnocentricism that pervades 
many aspects of our culture. It is 
difficult to notice from within, how 
ever as I now look from a different 
perspective I see it all too clearly. It 
is the idea that we as Americans are 
the best and that others should 
change to suit us. I'm sorry, but if 
you are in France, they will speak 
French and you will have to adapt, 
as difficult as it may be. I see this 
same mentality frequently appear 
in Colm's articles. He conti nually 
conveys situations when his Irish 
culture is referred to as "backwards" 
or"wrong.· In reality,thcreisabso-
lutely nothi ng "wrong" with his 
culture, it is simply different. At 
any rate, I encou rage everyone to 
look intoastudyabroad program. 
ltmaynot be easy, but nine times 
out of ten theexperience is more 
than you could have ever hoped 
for. So, if you think you want to 
study abroad,gofor it! And,!Buen 
Provecho! You may just like the 
"ooves" ... or at least learn how to 
say that you don't. 
john Dugan 
Class o[ \999 
Ixeland's 
Eye 
Commentary by Colm Paul/mer 
Most of us grow up 
in small enclosed in-
sular sub-sets of soci-
ety, where our opin-
ions, views, values, 
and beliefs are shaped 
by our immediate en-
vironmen ts, family, 
and our closest circle 
offriends. This is why 
a New Yorker may like 
a chicken fillet, and 
someone from Louisiana, some Cajun-cooked 
chicken. This is also why so many Irish people 
seem to eat potatoes. We are the sum total of our 
experiences to date. 
However, being exposed to the same environ-
ment, year af ter mind-numbing year, a collective 
"groupthink" and a laziness of thought can often 
impose itself on the mind. 
You accept ideas and beliefs as the status quo 
merely because they have been dictated by your 
peer group. These group ideas are oftentimes ac-
cepted by you because it's somehow easier, because 
no effort is required to conform, because this opin-
ion is expected of you, because no reflection, de-
bate, argument, or genuine thought is rC(JUtred on 
your part. These ideas, and answers to particular 
issues, are accepted without question. Like a group 
of lemmings, a collecti ve idea or goal is followed 
without questioning the ultimate result. 
Q: Where are we going? 
A: Tojumpoveracliff. 
An example of this is fashion on cam pus, where 
oftentimes everyone seeks to conform; to look the 
same, to think the same, simply because it is more 
convenient It's easier to follow than to lead, easier 
to conform than to stand out, and easier to obey 
than to question. 
One remedy for this particularly aggravated strain 
of "groupthink" is travel. When you arrive in a new 
location for the fi rst time, your approach to questions 
and problems is not influenced by the collec tive view 
in that area, but by your own view, an outsider's view, 
but most importantly of all, a new view, your own 
opinion. 
Consider a john Carroll student studying for the 
semester in Spain. When they wake up their first 
morning they will have to dre<>S themselves nor ac-
cording to "groupthink"- they don't know what Span-
ish students will wear - but according to their own 
point of view. They will be meeting Spanish people 
from an unbiased and fresh new viewpoint. There is 
no "groupthink" dicta ting which people are cool or 
whic h people to talk to, so thejCU student must meet 
people and judge them each on an individual basis, 
free from the scourge of peer-evaluanon. 
Hence travel IS a great medium for self-develop-
ment; getting to know yourself, your real thoughts 
and your rea l opinions. 
Consider a prominentmemberof thestudent body 
here atjohn Carroll. Her views are partly dictated by 
her friends, classmates, sorority girls, family, and 
faculty, analogous to being hemmed into a tinydaus-
trophobic room wnh only a dim hazy window on a 
distant and far-detached reality. 
Consider now that same girl in a foreign envi ron-
ment, looking at everything for the fmt time from a 
fresh new perspective, looking down on all of the 
confer m ingand defining cages of thought below, built 
up by years of built in prejudices and stereotypes. 
Her's is no longer a small window to reality, but a 
broad view of the bigger picture. 
And so she learns to think, and in thinking she 
learns, first about ot hers, new people, and new places, 
but ultimately about herself. She gains a different 
slant on more familiar people and places too. We are 
the sum total of our expenences to date, and only by 
broadening our reservoir of experiences can we 
broade n our personal horizons. 
Have anything on your mind? 
Put it in writing I 
Drop off a letter to the editor at the CN 
office or email us at 
CARROllNEWS@JCVAXA ICIJ FDIJ 
-
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HELP WANTED 
Web Page Designers, Web 
Graphic designers and models 
for photo work needed by Web 
Site Development firm. We 
will train the right people. Email 
NOSYS@INTERAX.COM or 
call 216-587-9708 and leave a 
message. 
Excellent extra income now! 
Envelope stuffing- $600-$800 
every week. Free Details: SASE 
to International Inc., 1375 
Coney Island Avenue, 
Brooklyn, New York 11230. 
The Admissions Office is 
currently seeking energetic 
campus tour guides. Must be at 
least a sophomore. If interested, 
call Jane at 397-1715. Please 
leave a message. 
Needed: Student to tutor 7th 
grade female 1 or 2 times per 
week for enrichment program 
in geometry until Dec. 1. Will 
bring to JCU. $10 per hour. 
Position could extend into 
second semester, if interested. 
Please call 605-0119 or pager 
806-8062. Ask for Linda. 
Strong opportunitie for college 
grads in Cleveland. No 
experience required! We are a 
large company. Grea t 
oppo rtuni ty. 4 year computer 
science ·degree or 2-year plus 
work experience. Programmer 
I Analyst positions or Helpdesk 
o r Ma inf ra me or PC 
background. Interview and start 
ASAP. bmattern@tri.com. 
Phone: 216-328-9900. Fax: 
2 16-328-9338. The Registry, 
5005 Rockside Road, Suite 
#315, Independence, OH 
44131. 
SII IERS NEP.IlED 
Babysi tter needed in my 
University Hts. home for six-
week old baby. 5-10 hours a 
week. A rrange to fi t your 
schedule. Call Maureen at 371-
1572. 
FOR RENT 
Roommate needed for second 
semester who likes to have a 
good time but is reliable. 7 
minute drive from campus near 
271 & Chagrin . C lean, 
furnis hed 2 ba th room, 2 
bedroom apartment. Call595-
9163. 
1/2 house upstairs. Two large 
bedrooms. One bath. Living/ 
dining room. Kitchen. 112 
garage. 3 minute walk to John 
Carroll. Move in Dec. 1. $600 
I month. Call 397-8726. 
House for Rent. South Euclid. 
14577 Cedar Road (between 
Green & Richmond .) Totally 
renovated. 3 bedrooms, 1 bath, 
master bungalow. New 
carpeting I refinished 
hardwoods. New appliances. 
Large two-car garage. Nice 
yard. CHARM! $8501month. 
Call381-1703. 
MISCELI..ANEOUS 
Earn MONEY and FREE 
TRIPS!! Absolute best Spring 
Break packages available! 
Individuals, student 
organizations, or small groups 
wanted!! Call Inter-Campus 
Programs at1-800-327 -6013 or 
http:l/www.icpt.com. 
Earn Free Trips & Cash! Class 
Travel needs st ud e n ts to 
promote Spring Break 1998! 
Sell 15 trips & travel free! 
Highly motivated students can 
earn a free trip & over $10,000! 
Choost} Gancun , B-ahamas, 
Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida! 
North America's largest student 
tour operator! Call Now! 1-
800-838-6411. 
S.B. , 250 ... 25 1 .. . 252 .. . 
-1W 
c-. 
"The kids are on a hunger 
strike. I'm on a diet. And 
you're on your own." 
"I'd fire you, Walters, but 
getting fired from a lousy 
job like yours would be a 
reward!" 
Clas.•if!ed ods COSI $3.00 for the fm;a ten word<; and $.20 for each additional won!. To !'lace 
classified ad, it mUSI be typed or handwritten clearly and legibly and sent10 or droppe(! oiJ at I 
O.rroll News offocc with payment QassifJed ads will not run wit hoot pre-payment. aass· 
will 001 be taken over the pnone. The dead! ine for dassified ads is noon of the Monday prior t 
publication. 
1-'or AI> Rates ud Infonulloe 
Business: (216) 397-4:198 
Fax I Data. (216) )1.)7-1729 
General lnfco· (216) 3'17-1711 
Mal to us a&: 
The Carroll News 
20700 Nonh Parle Boulevard 
University Heights, OH 44\ 18 
£.mal to tbe CN at: 
111HIE 
HOROSCOPE! 
AR9ES (/Vfarch 21 to A.pri l19) 
A friena ma11 keep IJOU waiting for a scheaulea appointment ear111 in the week. Some people IJOu'll 
be aealing with are evasive ana hara to pin clown A home appliance mai:J neea replacing when it 
breaks clown this weekend. 
'tAURUS (April 20 to }VIay 20) 
'fravelers maid meet with unexpectea aelai:Js. Rumors ana hearsa1:1 make tt hara to know what to 
believe. Rea tape and inconsequential matters coula keep I:JOU occupiea later in the week. 
fiE}VI9 }J9 (/Vfay 21 to C]une 20) 
ljou are mconsistent this week in I:JOur dealings with others ana coula incur unfavorable reactions 
from those arouna you. A friena who drops by this weekena coula oversta11 his or her welcome. 
CA.NCE.R (C]une 21 to C]uly 22) 
9t's not a gooa week for gambling or other risk-taking. ljou coula meet with unexpected expenses in 
your pursuit of pleasure thts weekend 9nsteact. accent home !tfe. 
.CEO (?uly 23 to August 22) 
A person who keeps changmg his or her mind is hard to cleat with in business thts week. A work 
concern from the past may still be unresolved. i:3e patient. 
·Crossword 
ACROSS 40"-Mom" vated 
1 Singer 41 Arbitrate 20Chaps 
McEntire 43 Swoons 22 Ms. Abzug 
5 Othello, 47 Man- 23The 
e.g. mouse link third 
9Goup 48 Carpet man 
and down variety 24 "Rocks" 
.12 Symbol 51 Jau 25Hasthe 
13 "Diana" comctist ability 
ger Beider- 261imber 
14 Wish bede tool 
otherwise 52 Make 27 Be 
15 Air 53 Trade- patient 
17 Su&iar mark 29 Squid 
su 1X symbol squin 
IS Tame 54 Compass 30Larry's 
19"-Amore" hdg. pal 
21 Actor 55 Sediment 35 Drench 
Marsball 56 Unfore- 37 Vibrato 
22 Howled at seen effects 
the moon problem 39Insunec-
24ColdWar DOWN tionist 
weapon I BBQ 40Crazed 
27 Symbol of entree 41 Apple co-
intrigue 2 Beige founder 
2S Make like 3- tube 42 "Exodus" 
a fiSh 4Head Bllthor 
31 Gridlock garland 43 Bleacher-
~nt 5 Spiked ites 
32 '/ club 441Amch-
potatiOn 6 ··-dead tilDe, 
33 Uru- man's often 
suayan's cbcst" 45 Frat·party 
34~gbter 
7 Sanctions outfit 
8 Wretched 46Urball 
ofbueball 9 Colossus pall 
36 Under the of roads? 49Actrcss 
weather 10 Expel -Dawn 
37Younpw 11 Honey . Chong 
38It's from bunch SO Mined-
the heart 16Exca- over 
'V9Rfi0 (August 23 to 
September 22) 
ljou and a relative may not agree 
about a domestic matter this week. 
i:3e leery of overpriced items while 
out shopping. Ask for help if you 
need it regarding a work project. 
.C9rJR14 (September 23 
to October 22) 
9t's not a good week for financial 
risk-taking. Also, be care{loflnot to 
misplace a credit caret. ,.q partner 
could be reluctant to follow your 
lead on a concern. 
SCORP90 (October 23 
to }Jovember 21) 
ljou're likel11 to get conflicting advice 
this week. Rely on I:JOIAY own gut 
instinct. 9t could be hard to plan 
social events this weekend when 
others clelald making decisions. 
SAfi9tNAR9US 
(}Jovember 22 to Dec. 21) 
ljou could find a close partner 
unpredictable and hard to fathom 
this week. Surprise events cause a 
chanqe in ~:Jour work scheau/e. An 
aaviser is unduly negative. 
C14PR9COR}J 
(December 22 -?anuary 
19) 
ljou may have to say no to 
someone·s request for financial 
assistance. A pressing work 
matter could take precedence over 
socializing over the weekend ana 
plans are subject to change. 
AOUAR9US (?anuary 
20 to 'Jebruary 18) 
ljour concentration tenets to 
wanaer this week. Change involve 
travel p lans made a while ago. 
ljou·re likelf1 to opt for time by 
fdOUrself over socializing this 
weekend 
pgsees (Jebruary 19 to 
}VIarch 20) 
Conservative tactics are best in 
business this week. Avoid 
unconventional moves. One person 
